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This volume describes the ancient monasteries of Spiti and Kunavar, namely, those at
Tabo, Lhalung, Chang and Nako. Prof. Tucci
has identified the paintings of mandalas and
individual deities in the temples and elucidated their symbolism at length. The abundance of mystic meanings of the deities and
cycles represented is interpreted from
Sanskrit and Tibetan texts. The first chapter
details the main temple of the monastic complex of Tabo, dedicated to the Vajradhiitumandala. The second describes the Gserkhan or Golden Temple of Tabo. Its walls
are covered with ancient frescoes that go
back to the 16th century. The Dkyil-khan or
Mandala Temple constitutes the third chapter. Its paintings are from the 17th century.
Chapter IV is devoted to the minor temples
at Tabo. The next three chapters V, VI and
VII take up the temples at Lhalung, at
Chang, and at Nako. The Nako temple has
frescoes of the 14-15 century.
This volume is of unique importance to
understand the fundamentals of Vajrayana
art as a concomitant of mysteriosophic realisation. Prof. Tucci has propounded the symbolic and esoteric meaning of the mandalas
at length, and in depth which is unique to
him. Two Kashmiri wooden sculptures of
10-11th century in the Tabo Gtsug-lag-khan
are valuable for the history of Indian art.
A detailed preface by Lokesh Chandra
throws further light on the mandalas of Vairocana, which dominate the temples in this
volume. H e clarifies the various types of
these mandalas which had posed problems to
Tucci. The murals of Nor-bzan had escaped
identification by Tucci, but have now been
concorded to Sudhana of the Gandavyuha.
The role of photism in the evolution of
Tantras is discussed.
This work calls for further field exploration and table research, on the extant sutras
and chronicles, and on the murals and
sculptures in the ancient territories of Guge.
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PREFACE
SYNOPTIC VIEW OF 'THE BOOK

This volume 111.1 of the Indo-Tibetica describes the ancient
monasteries of Spiti and Kunavar, namelv. those at Tabo,
Lhalung, Chang and Nako. Prof. Tucci has identified the
paintings of mandalas and individual deities in the temples and
elucidated their symbolism at length. Usually he names the
iconography of the central wall, then of the left wall and finallv
of the right wall. At times this scheme has to be discovered in
the rich wealth of detail, and the bountiful abundance of mystic meanings of the deities and cycles represented. T h e inti-oduction gives a synoptic view of the monastic centres in a
threadbare clarity that can lead the reader to the overflowing
poesy of Tucci's interpretation.
T h e monastic complex at Tabo has eight temples enclosed by
a boundary wall (p.24). Among them, three temples are ilnpol-tant from the artistic and historical standpoint:
Central temple o r Gtsug-lag-kha~i
Golden temple o r Gser-khan
Mandala temple o r Dkyil-khan.
T h e Gtsug-lag-khan has the L'ajradhstu-ma~?dala of Vairocana, as was the preference for mandalas of Vairocana in the
school of Rin-chen-bzari-po. Life-size stucco images of deities of
the mandala are set around the walls, with a central fourfold
image of Vairocana. Beneath the stucco statues a r e the fi-escos
of the life of Sakyamuni on the right wall and 011the left wall
of the pilgrimage of Sudhana which is dealt with at length in
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the Gandavyfiha, a siitra of the Avatamsaka school.
Beyond the fourfold image of Vairocana and the stucco
images of the Vajradhatu-mandala, at the far end we enter a
cella. T h e central statue in the cella is that of Amitabha (p.78).
Tucci brings in the Five Buddhas. Here Amitabha is on his
own and does not belong to the quinary system of the Five
Buddhas. H e is surrounded by four acolytes: Avalokita, Mahasthama-prapta, Ksitigarbha and A k a ~ a ~ a r b h aThere
.
is a
parallel to this scheme at the Horyuji monastery in Japan.
Chapter 11 describes the Gser-kha~io r Golden Temple of
Tabo. T h e walls are covered with ancient frescos that go back
to the 16th century. T h e depictions on the walls are as follows:
Left wall: a) Bhaisajyaguru, b) Amitabha flanked by Avalokita
and Mahasthamaprapta, c) Vajradhara.
Central wall: a) Maitreya, b) Sakyamuni surrounded by Sixteen
Arhats, c) Mafijusri.
Right wall: a) Sarvavid Vairocana encircled by the Thirtyseven
Deities in medallions, b) Green Tara, c) Vijaya.
Chapter I11 takes u p the Dkyil-khari o r Mandala Temple. It
has been modernised. T h e paintings pertain to the 17th century. It was used for invitiation riteslabhiseka. T h e central
figure is of Sarvavid Vairocana surrounded by deities in
medallions. O n the left wall is a mandala of Aksobhya. The
right wall has a mandala whose central deity is erased. This
temple has paintings of a historical character. T o the left of the
door are phintings of Byan-chub-hod, Zhi-ba-hod and
Ye-Ses-hod. T h e panoramic view of the monasteries of Tholing
and Tabo is painted on the right of the central wall and also
bears an inscription.
Chapter IV is devoted to the minor temples at Tabo. Among

them, the Byams-pa lha-khan "Maitreya temple". has a recent
statue of Maitreya. T h e smaller Hbrom-ston temple has an
ancient door of deodar wood of the 12th century. T h e larger
Hbrom-ston temple is empty. It has paintings of the eight
Bhaisajyaguru going back to the 17th century. T h e Lha-khan
d kar-byuri is insignificant.
Chapter V describes the temple at Lhalung. T h e left wall has
a mandala of eight-armed Vairocana attended by sixteen
deities (four Tathagatas and twelve goddesses). T h e central
wall has Vagiivara Mafijuiri with four attendant deities to the
left, and Maitreya with his parivara of four deities to the right.
T h e right wall shows PrajAaparamita.
Chapter VI takes u p the Temple of Chang in Upper
Kunavar. T h e central wall has a big figure of hkyarnuni, with
deities of the Naraka mandala all around. Two small frescos to
the left of the door may be connected with the foundation of
the temple.
Chapter VII describes the monastery at Nako with four small
temples enclosed by a boundary wall. Temple no. 1 is recent.
Temple no. 2 has stucco images of the PaAca-tathagata. Tucci
gives the mystical meaning of the pentad at length. O n the left
wall is Prajiiaparamita and on the ri,oht wall is the mandala of
Sarvavid Vairocana. T h e central figure of Temple no. 3 is Yellow Tara with the images of Eight Bhaisajyaguru on the sides.
T h e mandala on the left wall has disappeared. T h e right wall
has the mandala of Vairocana. Besides the monastic complex,
Nako has a temple of Padmasambhava. It had paintings of the
14-15th century, of whom only four are better preserved on
the left wall, faint traces of a mandala can be seen on the
central wall, and the right wall has Amitayus, h k y a m u n i and
Amitabha.

- XVI This volume is of unique importance to understand the fundamentals of Vajrayana art as a concomitant of mysteriosophic
realisation. Prof. Tucci has propounded the symbolic and
esoteric meaning of the mandala, o r cycle as he terms it, not
only at length, but in depth which is unique to him and inimitable. In the depth of visualisation the individual becomes a
dynamised centre. As a new centrum, he envisions and creates,
leading to new concatenations, to new mandalas. The broad
outlines remain, but new cycles emerge. Their manifestation is
art, which baffles scholars who seek uniform systems. Naturally, symbolism dominates this perceptive work of Tucci. It
imparts a living dimension to ancient statues in the round and
to the two-dimensional frescos on the walls of monasteries.
T h e first chapter on historical geography corrects the identifications proposed in the foregoing second volume. Now we
can map with greater precision the wanderings and working
centres of Rin-chen-bzari-po the great lotsava who ushered in
the renaissance of Buddhism in Tibetan areas. Yet, another
aspect are the diffused details of Tucci on the various mandalas dedicated to Vairocana, who was central to Vajrayana in
China and Japan and later on in Tibet. T h e translation of the
Mahavairocana-siitra (TA48. K427) by Subhakara-simha and
I-hsing in 725 introduced the mandalas of Vairocana to China.
Two years earlier, already in 723, Vajrabodhi had translated
the japa-satra of the Sarva-tathagata-tattva-sarigraha and introduced the cult of Vairocana. Subhakara-simha drew the deities
of the twin mandalas of Vairocana: of Garbhadhatu Vairocana
and of Vajradhatu Vairocana. Both these drawing-manuals
have come down to us in copies of the ninth century (around
A.D. 855). T h e prevalent form of these twin mandalas, as
evolved at the T'ang metropolis and painted by artists of the
Imperial Court, have continued down to o u r times in Japan.

- XVII They were transmitted by Kobo Daishi to Japan in 806. T h e
Tibetan translations of the Tantras of Vairocana were done
two centuries later, under the patronage of Rin-chen-bzari-po
in the 10-1 1th centuries.
Prof. Tucci, as a pioneer, had the inherent drawback of not
having at his disposal the Sanskrit text of the Sarva-tathagatatattva-sarigraha (STTS) which is crucial to the interpretation of
the intricate multiplicity of its mandalas. While a complete
manuscript of the very text lay before Tucci, he was misled by
the subtitle of its first part Sarva-tathagat-Pbhisamaya-mahakalparaja. He did realise that it coincides with the Chinese translation but he considered it a particular recension. This Tantra
was particularly studied during the times of Rin-chen-bzan-po
and in his school in the following centuries. Its main commentary by Anandagarbha was put into Tibetan by Rin-chen-bzalipo. T h e ritual and graphic representation of its 37 deities
became integral to the renaissance-of Buddhism, and as such
the monasteries of Spiti and Kunawar were embellished with
their stuccos o r frescos. It is crucial to understand the complex
structure of the STTS before we can clarify the points raised
by Tucci.

T H E TWENTYFOUR MANDALAS O F STTS

The four samayas. T h e Sarva-tathagata-tattva-sarigraha represents the samaya school of yoga. Three prominent Tantric
schools for qwakening are kaula, miSra and samaya. T h e
samaya school is the highest of all (Swami Rama 1982 : 187).
T h e STTS is divided into four samayas: abhisamaya,
vajra-samaya, dharma-samaya, karma-samaya. These four
samayas constitute four parts or mahakalparajas of the Tantra.
This quaternary structure is reflected in their respective colo-

- XVIII phons and at times they lead an unwary reader astray and the
four parts give the impression of being independent works,
This is precisely what put Tucci off the track when he considered the Sarva-tathagatiibhisamaya-mahaka1pargja as another
redaction, and did not realize that it is just the first part of the
STTS.
The five families, pafica-kula, Tibetan rigs lria, Japanese qbbu
express the five sapiences/jiiana of the Five Tathagatas of the
Vajradhatu. T h e five families are: T a t h a g a d B u d d h a , vajra,
manilratna, padma, karmdkhadga. In fact, the expression five
families is equivalent to Vajradhiitu, in ccntradistinction to the
three families (Buddha, padma, vajra) which mean the Garbhadhatu. T h e correspondence of the five families to the Five
Tathagatas is as follows:
C

Tathagat.a
vajra
manilratna
padma
karmalkhadga

Vairocana
Ak~obhya
Ratnasambhava
Amitahha
Amoghasiddhi

Tucci (p.42) speaks of the five mystical families and the five
families and the five initiations connected with them. H e does
not specify the five cycles but feels in a broad way that several
mandalas are possible: "It must not be believed that the cycles
of SarvavidIKun-rig and the Vajradhatu-mandala exhaust the
possible symbolic representations of the mystical experiences
connected with Vairocana and with the liturgy which the
schools derived from Tattva-sarigraha o r from similar Tantric
literature".
In fact, the five families, as meant by Tucci in this passage,
are comprehended in the main Vajradhatu-mandala which has
a quinary form, that is five circles in a larger inner circle:

- XIX Mahavairocana 1 with Sattvavajri 2, Ratnavajri 3, Dharmavajri
4, Karmavajri 5.
Aksobhya 6 with Vajrasattva 7, Vajraraja 8, Vajraraga 9,
Vajrasadhu 10.
Ratnasambhava 1 1 with Vajraratna 12, Vajrateja 13, Vajraketu 14, Vajrahasa 15.
Amitabha 16 with Vajradharma 17, Vajratiksna 18, Vajrahetu 19, Vajrabhasa 20.
Amoghasiddhi 2 1 with Vajrakarma 22, Vajrarabn 23, Vajrayaksa 24, Vajrasandhi 25
In the outer corridor running around the inner sanctum are
the eight goddesses: Vajralasya 26, Vajramala 27, Vajragita 28, Vajranrtya 29, Vajradhtipa 30, Vajrapuspa 31, Vajraloka 32 and Vajragandha 33, and the four doorkeepers:
Vajrsrikuia 34. Vairapaia 35, Vajrasphota 36, Vajraveba 37.
'The layout of this mandala is shown on the following page.
This is the main mandala of the VajradhHtu system. It is
known as the mahamandala in the STTS and is termed the h i mandara "great mandala" in Japan (Tajima 1959: 145). Here
maha means -'great' in size, because it is the only mandala in
which all ,the Thousand Buddhas of the Bhadrakalpa are illustrated, and hence it has the largest number of deities.
Moreover, m,ahd signifies 'general' in the sense that it is the prototype of the mandalas of the Vajradhatu system. It is, so to
say, the prakrti or model for other mandalas of the STTS. T h e
question follows: which are the other mandalas? T h e STTS has
four samayas, and each samaya has six mhndalas. Thus there
are 4 x 6 or 24 mandalas in this system. T h e six mandalas of
each samaya can be divided into two kramas: utpatti-krama and
utpanna-kramalsampanna-krama. T h e first four mandalas of
t.he Vajradhatu are the process. of emanation of deities (ut-
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mandalas represent their gradual reintegration into the central
deity Vairocana; and thus they form the process of reabsorption (utpanna-krama o r sampanna-krama) into the primordial
unity of Vairocana. T h e two kramas are succinct in the
Hevajra-tantra.
Thus we have the following 24 mandalas:
mandala
I. abhisamaya
I. 1 maha-mandala
Tathagata-kula
1.2 samaya-mandala
Vajradhatu
I .3 sfi ksma-mandala
I .4 piijja--mandala
1.5 caturmudra-mandala
I .6 ekamudra-mandala
In 1.2 the deities are goddesses.
In 1.5 the deities merge into Vairocana and the other four
Tathagatas.
In 1.6 the deities finally consubstantiate into Vairocana.
11. vajra-samaya
vajra-kula
Trilokavijaya

11.1 Trilokavijaya-mahamadala
11.2 krodha-guhyamudrja--mandala
(ch.7), krodha-gu hya-vajramandala (p.72), vajrakulagu hga-mandala (p.74)
11.3 vajrakula-dharma-jilana-samayamandala (ch.8). vajrakulas0 ksma-jfiana-samaya-mandala
(p.78)
11.4 Trilokaviiaya-karma-mandala
(ch.9), vajrakula-karma-madala
karma-mandala (p.82,83)
I I .5 caturmudra-mandala
11.6 no name
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padma-kula
Jagadvinaya

111.1 Sakalajagadvinaya-mahamandala (ch. 15). d harmamandala (p. 109).
111.2 padma-guhya-mudra-mandala
(ch. 16), mudra-mandala ...
padma-guhya (p. 1 18).
jfiana-mandala (ch. 17), dharmamandala (p. 125),jiianamandalam.. . dharmajfianani
(p. 125 st. 1), padma-dharmamandala (p.126).
karma-mandala (ch. 18a),
padma-karma
caturmudra-mar~dala(ch. l8b)
ekamudra-mandala (ch. l8b)

I V. 1 Sarvarthasidd hi-maharnandala
IV.2 (ch.19)
ratna-guhya-mudra-madala
(ch.20),
sva(= ratna) kula-samayamudramandala, mudra-marjdalam...
ratna-guhyam, mar?i-guhyamandala (p. 149).
IV.3 jfiann-mandala (ch.2 l ) , ratnajfiana (p. 154 st. 1).
IV.4 karma-marjdala (ch.22),ratnakarma
I V .5 caturmudra-mandala (ch.22b,
name at end), manikula-caturmudra-mandala
117.6 ekamudra-mandala
From the above VV'C see that ratna is added to the names of
marjdalas IV.2, 3, 4: and mani to IV.5.

IV. karma-samaya
ratna-kula
Sarvarthasidd hi

- XXIII We have given above a complete enumeration of the mandalas in the STTS. T h u s far scholars have been puzzled as to
the number of mandalas in this Tantra. Ryujun Tajima, an
eminent abbot of the Shingon sect and an erudite scholar, had
said that the complete text of the STTS contains the mention
of a large number of mandalas (Tajima 1959 : 148). Now, with
the discovery of the complete Sanskrit text, whose entirety is
attested to by its Tibetan translation, the precise number and
individual names of the mandalas in the STTS can, long last,
be specified.
Prof. Tucci's heading 'the five mystical families and the five
cycles' (p.42) leads one to expect five mandalas corresponding
to the five families. I n fact only four families, namely
Tathsgata-, vajra-, padma-, and ratna-kula, have not o n e but
six mandalas each. T h e karma-kula does not have any mandala. T h e caption of Tucci needs to be changed.
Prof. Tucci (p.43-49) points out that Anandagarbha
describes the mandalas of Vairocana according to padma-kula
and ratna-kula, and they have deities which a r e already found
in the Vajradhatu-mahamandala. Due to lack of a n edited text
of the ST'TS Tucci could not see the interrelation of the
mahamandala (1.1-6) and the mandalas of the ratna-kula
(IV. 1-6) and of the, padma-kula (111.1-6). All of them have the
basic 37 deities but with change of names and attributes.
n s rightly pointed out by 'Tucci (p.66) the plastic mandala of
Tabo derives from an atmosphere dominated by the mystic
experiences expounded in the STTS. It is most likely that it
was the basic mandala of the STTS namely the Vajradhatu-mahamandala (1.1) as symbolising its root-text, as the
prakrti of its mda-tantra. T h e question of representing subsidiary mandalas of the vajrakula (11.1-6) o r of the ratna-kula
(IV.l.6) as plastic images does not arise. Tucci's concern that
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there is no way of distinguishing between the cycle of the 'family of the diamond' and the 'family of the gem', may not bother
us, for there is hardly any possibility of their depiction at Tabo.
T H E EIGHTEEN SYSTEMS GF
VAJRASEKHARA-YOGA
Tajima is not clear about the separate identities of the VajraSekhara-yoga-siitras and the STTS which is just the first of its
18 assemblies/systems. T h e confusion about their relationship
arises because of the Chinese title of the STTS, which is misleading in its prolixity: chin-kang-ting (vajraiekhara) i-ch9ieh
(sarva) ju-lai (tathagata) chen-shih (tattva) she - (sangraha)
ta-ch'eng (mahayana) hsien cheng (abhisambodhi) ta-chiao
(mahatantra) wang (raja) ching (siitra) (Nj 1020, T865, K 1274).
Tajima (1953 : 148) says that according to Shih-pa hui chih-kuei,
it appears that the complete text of STTS contains a large
number of mandalas. T h e Chin-hang-ting ching yii-ch'ieh shih-pa
hui chih-kuei (Nj 1448, T869, K1289) was translated by
Amoghavajra during the year 746-774. T h e title means "an
outline of eighteen assemblies in the Vajraiekhara-yoga-satra"
(Nj 1448). I would like to correct the interpretation of the last
character: "in the Vajra~ekhara-yoga-satras" (plural), which
means that in the school of Vajraiekhara-yoga there were
seventeen other assemblies/systems beside that of the STTS.
T h e mandalas mentioned in Shih-pa ... d o not refer to the STTS
alone, as mis-understood by Tajima. It would help future
research to know the eighteen assemblies. Amoghavajra says
(T18. 284c 16): that the vajraiekhara-yoga-s~tras(plural) have
ten myriads (one lakh) of gathas and eighteen [celestial]
assemblies. T h e first assembly is named STTS". Thus it is clear
that the VajraSekhara system had a large extent which was calculated to be a hundred thousand or a lakh of stanzas, each
stanzalgatha having 32 syllables. T h e word gathdstanza is a
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eighteen texts of the eighteen assemblies were i r ~metres. T h e
number 1,00,000 and 18 remind of the Mahabharata which has
a hundred thousand stanzas (Satascihasriki samhitd) and eighteen
parvans. Extensive works running to ten myriad gathas and
divided into eighteen parts must have been a genre in vogue,
esteemed as encyclopaedic, cherished and prized as highly
developed and organised corpora, and valued as comprehensive systems of knowledge.
T h e eighteen assemblies are (T18.286a26-287c):
First assembly
Second assembly
Third assembly
Fourth assembly
Fifth assembly
Sixth assembly
Seventh assembly
' Eighth assembly
Ninth assembly
Tenth assembly
:
Eleventh assembly
Twelfth assembly
Thirteenth assembly :
Fourteenth assembly :
Fifteenth assembly
:
Sixteenth assembly
:
Seventeenth assembly :
Eighteenth assembly :

Sarva-tathagata-tattvasarigraha-tan traraja
Sarva-tathagata-gu hya-raja-yoga
Sarva-Sasana-yoga
Trailokyavijaya-vajra-yoga
Loka-lokottara-vajra-yoga
Mahasukha-amogha-samaya-tattvayoga
Samanta-yoga
Adi-yoga
Sarva-buddha-parisaddakini-sanivara-jala-yoga
Mahiisamaya-yoga
Mahayana-abhisambodhi-yoga
Samaya-anu ttara-yoga
Mahasamaya-tattva-yoga
Tathiigata-samaya-tattva-yoga
Guhyasam Aja-yoga
Advaya-samaya-yoga
Khasama-yoga
Vajra-ratn-osnisa-yoga
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T h e very opening sentence of Arnoghavajra ( T 1 8 . 2 8 4 ~ 1 6 )
plunges clirectly illto the subject: "In the Chin-kang-ting yiich'ieh ching there a r e ten myriads of gathas a n d eighteen [heavenly] assemblies. '-l'he first assembly is named Sarva-tathagatatattva-sarigraha- mahayha-ahhisambodhi-mahatan t r a - r a tra.
I t has foul- cllaptei-s that are: 1 Vajradhatu, 2 rTrailokyavlj~ya.
3 Jagadvinaya, 4 Sarviirthasiddhi. T h e y reveal the symbols of'
the four sapiencedjiiana. In the first c:haptt.r there are six
mat!dalas:
1. T h e VajmdhllZtuma~i~mandnI(~.
I t explains the sambhogakiiya
o f Vairocana, who has obtained perfect illumination by passing
through the meditation oi. the five representations. Having
become Buddha he has causecl t o emanate with the vajras a ~ n a d h the
i thirtyseven jiianas: he has divulged the rites of the
mandalas; he has given to his clisciples the mode of' rapidly
attesting the Hodhisattva.
2. Dhciru?~i-mandulu.1t contains thirtyseven divinities. All the
divinites of this mandala are in the form o f paranlira ant1
divulge the rites of entry into the mandala. It gives to tlw disciples four kinds of eves. It explains the f ) u r rites: respect, love.
victory, relief of pain.
3. S.iitw-mnvujra-mandala. It too has thirtv-seven divinities.
T h e y a r e drawn amidst vajras. Each o n e is in dhyana-mudra.
.
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liberty. H e explains the samadhi of' 'subtile vajra'. H e helps in
practising the rules of the four dhyanas: he practises the "four
infinite hearts" and the three disciplines of liberation.
4. Sarua-tathgata-vistaru-pfijci-kama-rnqdda. It
contains
further thirty-seven divinites. Each of these divinites carries its
own attribute and renders homage to others. It divulges the
mode of entry into the mandala. It explains for its disciples the
manner of sixteen great offerings.
5. Caturmudrci mandala. It explains to disciples the four kinds
of rapid obtainments. By means of this mandala, all can
endeavour to obtain siddhi. They who seek siddhi by means of
four mandalas will obtain it before their graphic figuration.
6. Ekamudrci-mandala. If one pronounces the mantra of Vairocana and that of Vajrasattva, it contains either seventeen o r
thirteen divinities; besides it explains the rites of entry into the
..
it gives to disciples the mode of progress ill practices;
mandala;
it reunites the samadhis of the principal divinity.
I n the [second] chapter of Trailokyavijaya, there are six mandalas. Buddha having attained perfect illuminatior; caused the
wheel of vajra to revolve on the peak of Mount Sumeru, with
all the Budhisattvas, having accomplished the rite of invocation.
As there are beings difficult to convert, such as Mahesvara,
who cannot be made to submit to law by tranquil means, all the
Tathagatas who fill the heavens and the whole of Dharmadhiitu, in unanimity with o:le hundred and eight nominative
eulogies, asked and rendered homage to Vajrasattva: [they told
him] "All the devas of this kind are difficult to convert...";
...Vajrapani, having accepted the prayer of all the Tathagatas,
enterd into samadhi of incensed Vaira,
.,
a s u m e d the form of
Great-majestic and vanquished the beings with the means of
salvation". ... ... (Tajima 1959: 146-148).

- XXVIII Amoghavajra had at his disposal the complete text of the
STTS with all its four parts and was equally clear about six
mandalas
..
in each of the four parts. It is evident from the enumeration of 24 mandalas in his "Outline of the 18 assemblies in
the VajraSekhara-yoga-siitras" (T 869: 18 . 2 8 4 16-486a26).
~
The
six mandalas
..
of the first part have been enumerated above,
and the remaining mandalas are cited from his "Outline":
11.
Trailokyavijaya
1. mahamandala
2. guh ya-mandala
3. dharma-mandala
4. karma-mandala
5. caturmudra-mandala
6. ekamudra-mandala
Jagadvinaya
I I I.
1. mahamandala
2. samaya-mandala
3. dharma-mandala
4. karma-mandala
5. padmakula caturmudra-maedala
6. padmakula ekamudra-mandala.
Sarvarthasiddhi
IV.
1. mahamandala
2. guhya-samaya-mandala
3. dharma-mandala
4. karma-mandala
5. caturmudra-mandala
6. ekamudra-mandala
~ m o g h a v a j r ahas outlined each assemblylsystem, for example: "the sixth assembly is called 'amoghasamaya of great
beatitude, veritable yoga' (Mahasukh-amogha-samaya-tattvayoga). It was explained in the palace of the gods Paranirmitavasavartin. In this sotra is explained the mandala of
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bodhisattva Samantabhadra, then the mandala of Vairocana.
Likewise is explained the prajfiaparamita-naya. T o each of
these divinities Buddha explains the four types of mandalas.
H e explains to each the rites for making the disciples enter the
mandala. H e gives them the Law of prajfiaparamitn-naya ...
(Tajima 1959: 148).
Amoghavajra presents three distinct statements:
(i) T h e VajraSekhara-yoga-siitras represent a school with eighteen distinct assemblies o r systems.
99

(ii) T h e Sarva-tathagata-tattva-sarigraha is the first of these 18
assemblies.
(iii) T h e STTS has 6 mandalas in each of the four parts, that
is 24 mandalas. Amoghavajra actually enumerates the 24 mandalas of the STTS.

TYPES O F MANDALAS O F VAIROCANA

-

Prof. Tucci was faced with a confusing plethora of mandalas
of Vairocana, represented in frescos and stuccos in the temples
as well as in the texts. H e (p.30) lists some Sa-skva-pa texts on
the mandala of Sarvavid Vairocana. Further on (p.59) he
points out other mandalas of Vairocana from canonical and
other texts. Thus there is a mass of literature and correspondingly several types of mandalas of Vairocana. T h e interrelationship of the various types was not clear to Tucci. T h e
prototype is provided by the first mahamandala (1.1) of the
STTS, which evolved into 24 variations. T h e five families are
the basis of the extension of the prototype into 24 mandalas.
New Tantras dedicated to Vairocana were being evolved,
whose intuitions gave rise to more new mandalas. All the
sources used bv Tuccid in this volume can be classified into six
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1. Vajradhatu-mahamandala according to the STTS, as cornment.ed upon by Anandagarbha in his Alokakari. It is the
prototype of the remaining 23 mandalas in the STTS.

2. Mandala
..
of Sarvavid Vairocana according to the Sa-skya
school.

3. Basic mandala of Sarvavid Vairusana according to the
Sarva-durgati-pariiodhana-tantra (SDP). It has more deities
that supplement those in the foregoing mandala 2.
4.

Mandala of Vairocana according to the Paramadi-vrtti.

5 . Mandala qf Vairocana according to the Paramadi-tantra.

6. ~ i r a k a - m a n d a l awith Vairocana in the centre.

A conspectus of the six types of mandalas of Vairocana
follows:

1 . Vajradhcitu-mandala according to Anandagarbha's Tattviilokakari comm. on the STTS
(described on p.39-42, scheme on p.60)
Mahavairocana Vajrasattvi, Vajraratna, Vajradharma,
Vajra-karma
Aksobhya + Vajrasattva, Vajraraja, Vajraraga, Vajrasadhu
Ratnasambhava + Vajraratna, Vajrasfirya, Vajraketu,
Vajrahasa
Amitabha + Vajradharma, Vajratiksna, Vajrahetu, Vajrabhasa
Arnoghasiddhi + ~ a j r a k a r m a , ' ~ a j r a r a kVajrayaksa,
~a,
Vajrasandhi
•
Lasy3, Mala, Gita, Nrtya, Dhapa, Puspa, Dipa, Gandha
Vajrah kuia. Vajrapaia, Vajrasphota, Vajraveia

+
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(described on p. 32f.. scheme or] p.59, Sa-skya-pa text rro.1 on
p.30)
Sarvavid Vairocana, PariSodhana-raja, Ratnaketu, Sakyamuni,
Vikasita-kusuma
Eocana, Mamaki, Pandaravasini, Tars
Vajrasattva, Vajraraja, Vajraraga, Vajrasadhu
Vajraratna, Vajrateja, Vajraketu, Vajrahasa
Vajradharma, Vajratiksna, Vajrahetu, Vajrabhasa
Vajrakarma, Vajraraksa, Vajrayaksa. Vajrasandhi
Vajralasya, Vajramala, Vajragita, Vajranytya
Vajradhupa, Vajrapuspa, Vajraloka, Vajragandha
VajrarikuSa, VajrapaSa, Vajrasphota, Vajraghanta

3. Mandala of San)aoid Vairocana accordin,g to the Sama-durgatipari,<odhana-tan,t~-a
(SDP)
T h e S D P adds the following to the Sa-skya-pa mandala
(Skorupski 1983:31 1-313):
Sixteen Bod hisattvas of the Bhadrakalpa:
East:

Silranigama, Samantabhadra, Candraprabha, Bhadrapala
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West: Sarvaiokatamonirghatanamati, Jiianaketu, Aksayamati,
Pratibhanaktita
North: Maitreya, Sarvapayajaha, Gandhahastin, AmoghadarSin
In the outer circle there are thirtytwo:
East: 8 Sravakas: Ananda, Sariputra, KaSyapa, MahakaSyap,
Ajfiata-kaundinya, Upali, Maudgalyayana, Khakkhara.
South: 8 pratyekabuddhas: Ser-skya, Hod-mdzes, Kun-hgrogs,
Lag-brkyari, ~ i - m a h i - t o g , h k y a - h o d , Padma-can,
Legs-bzari.
West: 8 mahakrodhas: Stobs-po-che, Mg.yo-mgon, GSin-rjegSeg, Rta-mgrin, Bdud-rtsi-h kyil-ba, Dbyug-pa-srion-po,
Gzhan-las-rgyal-ha, Khams-gsum-rnam-par-rgyal-ba.
North: 8 diitas: Seri-gehi-mgo, Stag-gi-mgo, Hug-pahi-mgo,
Bya-rog-gi-mgo, Khyu-mchog-mgo, Sbrul-mgo, Sa-bahimgo-can, Phag-gi-mgo-can.
Circle of 64 deities: 4 Great Kings, 8 dikpalas, 8 planets, 28
naksatras, 8 maharsis, 8 yonis.

4. Mandala of Vairocana according to Pammddi-vrtti
(description and scheme on p.61)
Vairocana
*Vajrayudha, Vajra-kilikili, *Vajrasmrti, *Vajrahrdayi, Rdo-rje-mi-byed-ma, *Vajramegha, Rdo-rje-ston-ma.
*Vajrahemanta,
Lasya, Mala, Giti, N r t p
VajrarikuSa, VajrapaSa, Vajrasphota, Vajriiveia

+

5. Mandala of Vairocana accorrling to Parnmridi-tantra
(description and scheme on p.62)
Vairocana, Aksobhya, Ratnasambhava, Arni tillha, Amoghasiddhi
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Vajrapani, MafijujuSii, Ak~Sagarbha,Gaganagafija, AvalokiteJvara, Sahacittotpadita-dharmacakra-pravarttin, Vajralnug(i,
Vajrayaksa
Prof. Tucci speaks of a "completely different" mandala of
Vairocana at Nako (p.168), subdivided in five mandalas. Its
central deity is eight-armed Vairocana. It is the main mandala
1.1 of the STTS namely, the Vajradhatu-mahamandala, whose
central Vairocana has eight arms in the Nispanna-yogavali (text
p.44). This is the prevalent form in the Shingon denomination
of Japan, except for the fact that he has two arms in the
bodhyagri mudra the second option provided for in the Nispanna-yogavali. In China and Japan normal one-faced and
two-armed forms were perferred to the many-faced and manyarmed.

+

6. Mandala of Bardo (42 + 10 58 = 1 10 deities)
lst-7th days: dawning of 42 peaceful deities
(Evans-Wentz 1957: ill. p. 1 18, described on xxviii-xxix.
104-131, 217-220)
1st day
Vairocana
2nd day
Aksobhya as Vajrasattva
3rd day
Ratnasambhava
4th day
Amitabha
5th day
Amoghasidd h i
6th day
Five Tathagatas in yab-yum (42 peaceful deities)
7th day
Ten Vidyadharas
8th-14th days: dawning of 58 wrathful deities
(Even-Wentz 1957: i 1 1.p. 136, described on xxix-xxx, 131-146,
2 17-220)
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8th day
9th day
10th day
1 1th day
12th day
13th day
14th day

Buddha-Heruka
Vajra-Heruka
Ratna-Heruka
Padma-Heruka
Karma-Heruka
Eight Khro-mo-chen-mo and eight Phra-men-ma
Four D v ~ r a p a lai n d 28 Yoginis

Tucci (texts: 123-125, described on p. 125-135) gives 48
deities:
Eight Khro-mo-chen-mo: Gauri, etc.
Eight Phra-men-ma: Simhamukhi, etc.
Four Dvarapali: ArikuSa, etc.
Twentyeight Yoginis: Yak-headed yogini, etc.
LEGEND O F SUDHANA FROM T H E AVATAMSAKA
SUTRA GANDAVYUHA
(from Rocana of the Avatamsaka to Vairocana of the STTS)
T h e story of dharmaraja SudhanaINor-bzari and Manohara
is related by Tucci (p. 75-77) from the Divyavadana and other
sources, but he was keen to observe that the frescos of Tabo
are not inspired by this legend. H e further stated: "from the
few words which can be read in the plates, that the paintings
illustrate the story no longer of dharmaraja Sudhana but of
Sresthi-putra Sudhandtshcri-dpon-gyi-bu Nor-bzaris that is son
of the chief merchant. Which one the story is, I am not able to
tell: but it is worthwhile not to forget that Nor-bzali is a translation not only of the Sanskrit Sudhana, but can also correspond
to an original Manibhadra". Here we are not concerned with
Ma~?ibhadra,but with Sudhana the son of the mershant (iresthidaraka) of the GandavyGha 58.8 of the Avatamsaka-sutras. The
young Sudhana travels throughout India to 52 kalyanamitras
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These kalyanamitras are from all walks of life as well as gocis
and goddesses. Each of them lifts a corner of the veil and helps
Sudhana to catch a glimpse of the resplendence of a buddhaksetra. T h e pilgrimage of Sudhana was the prime expression of
the Avatamsaka school and enjoyed widespread popularity
from Indonesia to Khotan in Central Asia, China and Japan.
T h e earliest representations are the Indonesian sculptures of
the Borobudur (about A.D. 800). There are several Chinese
and Japanese illustrated scrolls of the way of Sudhana to
enlightenment (Lokesh Chandra 1975:7). T h e murals of T a b
pertain to Sudhana's pilgrimage as detailed in the GandavyGha.
At Barabudur, an architectonic Vajrad hatu-mahamandala,
we find about 108 reliefs of the pilgrimage of Sudhana, a s preparatory to transcending unto Vairocana. There are also the
representations of Lalitavistara on the Barabudur. T h e life of
historic Sakyamuni and the journey of Sudhana in the
Avatamsaka lead to Vairocana's Vajradhatu-mandala. It was
but natural that Tabo, as a sanctum dedicated to Vajradhatu
Vairocana, should have the frescos of the life of Sakyamuni oil
the right wall and those of the pilgrimage of Sudhana along
the left wall, in the main hall itself along with the plastic images
of the Vajradhatu-mandala. T h e two main representations in
the Avatamsaka school were (i) the image of Rocana (wrongly
Vairocana) as the central Buddha of the school, and (ii) the
narrative paintings o r sculptures of the pilgrimage of Sudhana.
~ d b Uaishi
o
has pointed out that Avatarisaka is the stage preceding Tantras. In his T e n Stages of spiritual development,
Avatamsaka is the ninth and Tantras the tenth stage (Lokesh
Chandra 1985:9). T h u s there is an integral relationship between Rocana of the Avatamsaka and Vairocana of the STTS.
This can be seen in the evolution: 1 Rocana + 2 Vairocana of
the Garbhadhatu + 3 Mahavairocana of the Vajradhatu.
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1. T h e Gandavytiha (Suzuki and Idzumi 1949:44 1-443), has
a long list of future Tathagatas, beginning with Maitreya and
Simha as the- first two, and ending with Abhyuccadeva or
Rocama (sic). 'Rocama' is an erroneous form, which was not
recognized as such by the editors, Suzuki and Idzumi. T h e
reading in Gandavytiha 443.16 is 'Rocama Tathagata', where
m 4 is an error for n 7.T h e two may be easily be confused in
the Nagari script. Edgerton (1953:457) has already pointed out
that 'we should expect in place of the impossible Rocama the
last name of the list, which is Abhyucca-deva in the text,
intending Atyucca-deva'. It escaped Edgerton that the name
might be 'Rocana', designating the trans-historical, symbolical
Supreme Being; 'The Buddha shifts from an individual to a
cosmic principle'. Thus he is the highest (abhyucca) divine being
(deva). There is no semantic difference between abhyucca and
atywca. Abhi is the intensifying prefix as found in abhi-dhana,
abhi-sambodhi, and is parallel to 'meta-' in 'meta-physical'. It
denotes evolving transcendance. So it is desirable to retain
abhyucca of the manuscripts in preference to t.he emended (and
unattested) atyucca. T h e fact that Rocana and Abhyuccadeva
are used synonymously points to an early stage when Rocana
was evolving as the highest Tathagata.
T h e English translation of the Avatamsaka stitra by Thomas
Cleary (Cleary 1984:254) has the term 'Vairocana'. T h e word
'Vairocana' needs to be checked against the Chinese stitra itself.
T h e Japanese-English Buddhist Dictionary ( 1965 :242) makes it
clear that Rocana (Rushana) and Vairocana are different:
'Rushana-butsu. Also Roshana-butsu, Birushana-butsu. In the
Tendai S e a , Rushana-butsu is differentiated from Vairocana
(Birushana-butsu); the former is regarded as the sambhoga-kaya on the lotus-petal, whereas the latter is regarded as
the dharma-kaya in the cosmic world. However, Rushana origi
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nally was merely an abridgement of Birushana.' T h e last sentence needs correction. T h e name of the consort Rocana
(Locana) comes from 'Rocana'. 'Rocana' is not an abbreviation
of 'Vairocana', but an independent word reflecting the first
stage in the evolution of the deity.

2. Vairocana (Mahavairocana) of the carya-tantras, with a
crown and with both hands in the dhyana-mudra, and in Tibetan referred to as Abhisambodhi-Vairocana.

3. Mahavairocana (Vairocana) with a crown of Five
Tathagatas and distinguished by his unique bodhyagri mudra.
AMITABHA AND AMITAYUS
Prof. Tucci (p.82f.) distinguishes Amitabha and Amitayus:
Amitabha, dhyana-mudra, alms-bowl
Amitayus, dhyana-mudra, amyta-kalaialvase filled with
ambrosia and topped by leaves of the aSoka tree, symbolising
a long life of health, without (a) miseries (joka) of disease.
In the north-west of India, the triad of Sakyamuni, Brahma
and Indra was replaced by Amitabha, Avalokitasvara and
Mahasthamaprapta. I have dealt with this transformation at
length in my forthcoming book "The Thousand-armed
AvalokiteSvaraW(in press). T h e conceptualisation of enlightenment as a flash of illumination led to the apotheosis of infinite
light as Amitabha. T h e cult of Amitabha represents transceni Man was
dental tendencies in Buddhism. S ~ k ~ a m u nthe
replaced by Amitabha. His historic Enlightenment was transcended into Supreme Lnlightenment whose illumination
become the new dynamised centre reflected in the new
Tathagata Amitabha. T h e distanl corridors of etymology prov i d ~treasured links that are missiaig in explicit statements.
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Amitabha strongly reminds us of the prominence of light in
Iranian cosmology. "It was Ahura Mazda who in the beginning
filled the blessed realms (xvdthra) with light (Yasna 3 1.7), and
in the realms of light (raoct?bif) beatitude will be beheld by him
whose thought is right (Yasna 30.1), while the light of the sun
is one of the things that glorify Ahura Mazda (Yasna 1.1 1).
The Larger Sukhavati-vyaha is set forth by Sakyamuni to a
question by Ananda. T h e Buddha relates that there was a line
of 81 Tathagatas beginning with Dipankara and ending with
Lokesvararaja. 111 the period of LokeSvararaja, Dharmakara a
king turned monk resolves to become a Buddha. Dharmakara
meditates and reappears before LokeSvararaja. H e describes at
length the land of bliss o r Sukhavati in his 48 vows. All the
details are related by Sakyamuni to Ananda who thereupon
asks the present whereabouts of Dharmakara. Sakyamuni,
replies that he is reigning in Sukhavati as Buddha Amitabha.
"The h k y a m u n i then proceeds to describe Sukhavati, as a
place of unparalleled magnificence and splendour, in every
way what Dharmakara had resolved it should be. Ananda
expresses a desire to see Amitabha, whereupon that Buddha
sends a ray of light from the palm of his hand, so that not only
Ananda but every living being could see Amitabha and his
retinue of bodhisattvas in Sukhavati." (EBu. 1.434-5)
T h e Smaller Sukhavativyaha is addressed by Sakyamuni to
Sariputra at Jetavana in Sravasti. It is a description of
Sukhavati, the Buddha-ksetra of Amitabha. G.P. Malalasekera
(EBu. 1.435) says that the description of Sukhavati is rgminiscent of the Mahasudassana-sutta of the ~ i ~ h a - n i k a y This
a.
sutta describes the metropolis of a universal monarch as surrounded by seven enclosures made of gold, silver, beryl, crystal, ruby, coral and one of all jewels. It recalls Ecbatana with its
seven ramparts of diverse colours: gold, silver, orange, blue,
purple, black and white (Herodotus 1.98, Przyluski 1935:25)

-XXXIX T h e universal monarch was like the sovereign of the gods. The
celestial city of Amitahha was patterned after the ideal metropolis known to the East Iranian monks of Uttarapatha.
It was the Parthian prince An Shih-kao who translated the
larger Sukhavativyiiha during A.D. 148-170 from Sanskrit into
Chinese, and introduced the Amitabha cult into China This
translation is lost (Nj 2315 n.1111). T h e Amitabha cult must
have been dominant in NW India and Eastern Iran (Panhia) at
that time. Sukhavati is described as a vast land, the soil being
composed of gold, silver, beryl, crystal, coral, red pearls and
agate. There are audience halls, residential palaces, mansions
and towers also decorated with seven kinds of gems (EBu.
1.451). These seven gems remind of the seven colours of the
metropolis in Iranian history.
T h e cult of Bhaisajyaguru is another point of Buddhist contact with the Iranian *bozak. Bhaisajyaguru is the Buddha of'
Healing. He cures physical illness and dispels spiritual darkness. His sutra was translated into Chinese five times. T h e earliest translation by Srimitra dates to A.D. 317-322. In his
paradise dwell innumerable bodhisattvas chief among whom
are Sarya-vairocana and Candra-vairocana. They are also
known as Siiryaprabha and Candraprabha. Bhaisajyagiiru has
Twelve Great Yaksa (;enel-als ( dvddnSu ? n ~ h a u n ~ c r - . \ u l ~ f i ~ ( r t ( r v t r
Bhaisajyaguru developed in an age when an Iranian term like
'niccli( inr.
besnr 'healing' was correctly understood as bhni.)ujva
.healing'. T h e tu\.o bodhisat tvas Suryaprabha and Cantlrap~-;~l)l~;t
are the counterparts of the 1ranian Kainu ant1 Sraoia, cotnlxlnions of Mithr-a.
A n i m l ~ ) r t a n tficnction of the Iranian deities \ $ ; I \ h(.;tlil~g:
A\~est;ii)cr?.<ozvn = Sanskrit bhni?(~j~)(r.
T h e gocltlc\\ 1)1.\,>\1)> i\
healing (I~aesazya)like Ar9di~i,Asi, Ahui-it hl;iztla. '1-iitr1.i. t I
Fravasis, Vanant, Haoma and Haptb-iringa (Grav 1925:53).
The dl-ink haoma possesses healing remedies (Ys.10.7.9.

Vsp.9.1-2) which are associated with the bliss of Vohu Manah
(Ys.10.12, Gray 83). T h e God of the Moon, Mah has the Avestan epithet bacSazahealing. TiStrya, who grants happy homes,
who overcomes constellations that bring drought, shares the
epithet baeiazyalhealing with many other divinities (Gray 116).
Vgrithragna one of the most important of the entire Iranian
pantheon, brings glory, healing and strength (Gray 117).
Airyaman descended to earth to heal the diseases at Ahura
Mazda's bidding (Gray 131). T h e divine being Cisti ('Religious
Wisdom') is named in company with other abstract deities. Like
ASi and Ahura Mazda she possesses healing remedies (Vsp.9.1)
and like several other divinities she has AxSti and Hamvainti as
her two companions (Yt. 11.16). T h e divinity of the constellation Ursa Major is Hapt6-iringa ('Possessing Seven Marks').
T h e only Avestan epithet of the god is batiazyalhealing, which
he shares with other deities (Gray 149). T h e god Thrita is
described as the first physician and as a healer of diseases
(Vd.20.2), his FravaSi is involved against maladies (Yt.23.13 l ) ,
and he is full of healing (DD.37.35, Gray 161). In the Turfan
Manichaean fragment he appears, together with Mihr and all
the angels, as protecting the religion, while Pahlavi and Pazand
charms conjure him against disease.
As Amitabha evolved in an area where Iranian photism
played a major role, it cannot be ruled out that his healing
aspect was apotheosised as Amitayus. Amitayus was invoked to
cure a person in ill-health, but on death he went to the world
of Amitabha. I n a statue of Amitabha at the National Museum,
New Delhi have been found the bones of a deceased person,
pieces of his robes, jewelry, and so on. T o this day in Thailand,
the ashes of the dead are deposited in large-sized statues of
h k y a m u n i which can be purchased in the market. Amitayus is
the counterpart of Hindu mah~mrtyuiijaya.

- XLI O n the right wall of the Padmasambhava temple at Nako are
Amitayus, Sakyamuni and Amitabha. They point to the crystallisation of the separate identity of Amitayus and Amitabha.

PHOTISM has been elaborated by Tucci in creative terms.
T h e Tantras were dominated by the concept of light. Tucci
says that five luminous elements, the paficara.imi of the
Guhyasamaja, are at the basis of cosmic evolution (p.145). He
says that "supreme reality is essential lighdhod-gsal". T h e
luminous epiphany is the centre of the mystic process as
described in the Samajottara chapter of the Guhyasamaja
(p.148). Photism is at the ground of religious and mystic
experiences of Vajrayana (p.150). T h e central Tathagatas of
the four classes of Tantras are epiphanies of Light:
Amitabha
Kriya-Tantras
Vairocana in the mudra of
Carya-Tan tras
Amitabha
Vairocana in the bodhyagri mudra Yoga-Tantras
Heruka
Anuttara-yoga-Tantras
Amitabha is 'Infinite Light', Vairocana is 'Effulgence' (ruc 'to
shine'), and Heruka is 'Oh (he) light (ruka)'.
In the course of the third turning of the Wheel of the Law,
Sakyamuni gathered a chosen assembly of sravakas and
bodhisattvas. Buddha entered into samadha and issued a ray of
light from between his eyebrows. T h e sravakas got no wind of
this teaching. This illumined the bodhisattvas and they were
filled with compassion to benefit all beings with this Enlightenment (Beatrice Suzuki 1943:283-4). This shows that rays of
enlightenment pertained to the Tantras, the third turning of
the dharmacakra, and it is photism that contradistinguished the
Tantric system from Sravakayana o r Theravada. T h e role of
photism in the evolution of Mantrayana o r Vajravana deserves
a comprehensive study.
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PENTAD O F AMITABHA
Tucci says that the pentad of Amitabha, well known in
Japan, is found at Tabo. T h e Amidagoson 'the pentad of Amida'
is
Amitahha flanked by Avalokitesvara and Mahasthamaprapta. and by two othei- personages identified by the Japanese
tradition as Ksitigarbha and Nagarjuna the second patriarch of
the J6do sect.. There is no canonical text to support this identification. T h e pentad is illustrated at the Horyuji monastery
(Hobogirin 1.28 pl.J.V.2). In this illustration, I am tempted to
identify the pair in the background as Aka~agarbha and
Ksitigarbha, as representing Heaven and Earth. In Buddhist
iconography several personages were in pairs: Indra and
Brahma, Vajrapani and Padmapani, A k ~ a g a r b h a and
Ksitigarbha, Mahasthamaprapta and Avalokitasvara, recalling
the dydud-prthiui of the ancient Vedic tradition.
BHAISAJYAGUR U . Tucci says that the sever1 Bhaigjyaguru
are supported by Chinese Buddhist literature "which in fact
knows the seven Buddhas of Medicine listed and named with
perfect correspondence with the Tibetan lists" (p. 170). He cites
three ~ h i n e s eworks, namely Taisho 927, 928, 45 1. Taisho 45 1
was translated by I-ching in A.D. 707 (K178). Taisho 927 is a
work of the Fifth Dalai Lama translated by Mgon-po-skyabs, a
Mongolian who worked around the middle of the 18th century
at Peking. Taisho 928 is a work of AGsatsuju, the abbot of
Tsing-chou monastery at Peking around A . D . 1824. Being of
Tibetan inspiration they are not Chinese. T h e individual
Bhaisajyagurus depicted at Nako represent a Tibetan tradition.
M A R A , according to Tucci, "is not the king of evil: but the
king of love and life" (p.106). He is the inducer to temptation.
Vimalaprabha says that Mara is the conscience which attaches
us to life, to passion. T h e word Mara is a variant of Sinara 'the
God of Love'. Asvaghosa clearly says so in the Buddhacarita
13.2:

- XLIII yam klimndeuam pravadanti loke
citrdyudham pu$a-jaram tathaiva /
Mnza-pracdr-ddhipatim tam eua
mok+-dvisam mdram uddharanti //2//

Him whom in the world they call the God of Love,
him of the bright weapon and also the flower-arrowed,
that some one, as the monarch of the activities of the passions
and as the enemy of liberation, they style Mara.
Johnston 1 !?!ti: 188
Buddha's victory over Mara reflects the burning of Cupid
which is a prime event in the legend of Siva. Smaradahat~ais a
full-length kavya in Old Javanese and it has been a Fdvourite
theme for illustrated palmleaf manuscripts in Bali to this dav.
It seems that Buddhism has been influenced by Sai\visnl. T h e
eight goddesses Gauri, Cauri. Vetali, Ghasmari, Pu kkasi,
Sabari, Candali and Dombi sit over candra/moon ( h ~ r l u l ~ r i
cnndre~u,hrdayendu?~)in the nine-deity mandala of Heruka in
the Nispanna-yog3\~ali(text p.20-2 1). Their moon-seats remind
of' Candraiekhara Siva with the crescent in his crest of hair.
These eight goodesses are in the innet- circle of the Naraka
mandala (p.125).
Finally, a few general observations. Tucci uses cycle for
mandala and Toling for Tholing. We have kept both the
usages. High Kunavar can be translated as Upper Kunavar.
Tucci has pointed out (p.89-90) the existence of two
Kashmiri wooden sculptures of 1O- 1 1th century in the Tabo
Gtsug-lag-khari. H e feels that they could represent parts of the
illustrations of the Buddhacarita.
This worK of Tucci calls for further field exploration and
table research on the extant manuscripts of sctras and chronicles, and o n ?he murals and sculptures in the ancient territories
of Guge.
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M A I N BOOK

INTRODUCTION

5 1. The Historical Geography of Western Tibet. In the second
volume of Indo-Tibetica, specially devoted to Rin-chen-bzari-po
(I), I believe I have thrown some light on the importance of
the work developed around the year 1000 by this great missiot
also to
nary and apostle of Buddhism in Western ~ i b e and
have established the role which in the Renaissance of Lamaism,
is verified during that period of time in the Land of Snows, in
the province.of Guge and its kings. I have also shown that Rinchen-bzan-po was not only a great translator who introduced
new texts of dogma and mysticism into Tibet and a master of
spiritual experience until (hen unknown to the inhabitants of
his land, but also that he wants to be remembered as one of the
most tireless builders of temples ahd sacred buildings that
Tibet has ever known. His name will remain forever connected
to one of the most important periods in the history of Tibetan
art.
His biography and other Tibetan historical wdrks have preserved for us the list of monuments erected by his extremely
noble figure of the newly-born Lamaism; but, as I said in the
aforementioned volume, it was difficult, with our extremely

-----------__-___-_----------------------------..--------------------------( 1) Indo- Tibetica I I, Rin-chen-bzari-po and the renaissance of

Buddhism in Tibet around the year 1000. Reale Accademia
d'ltalia 1933-XI, English translation, Delhi 1988.

scarce geographical knowledge of Western Tibet, to identify
exactly every place which tradition connected in some way with
Rin-chen-bzari-po and in which at one time an intellectual,
religious and artistic life of such quality took place, in a region
which has been today almost completely abandoned. It was
necessary to go to the place, to inspect the site, to collect
first-hand information from people, to verify my previous
identifications and above all to explore the region archaeologically, to collect the artistic material, manuscript, iconographic
and epigraphic material of the period and to visit one by one
the temples attributed to Rin-chen-bzari-po and erected by the
Guge kings and to see how much light these and the documents preserved there could still throw o n the great activity of
thought and art which during the time of Ye-Ses-hod and his
successors developed in the Himalayas between Spiti and the
Manasarovar lake. It was in fact with this purpose that the
Accademia d'Italia entrusted to me, under the high patronage
of the Duce, the command of a new expedition into Western
Tibet, to the success of this the enlightened interest of the
British authority in India also contributed, since they well
understood the importance of my trip and were generous with
their assistance and, for a start, managed to obtain for me the
permit to cross the Tibetan frontier, a privilege, as is
well-known, granted to very few.
In this manner 1 managed not only to verify the purely
literary data preserved in these historical and biographical
works, but to collect a vast amount of material which I will be
publishing and illustrating regularly in this series. This is not
only of interest to the political, religious and artistic history of
Guge, but contributes to a better and more precise knowledge

of Lamaism and of its many aspects which are even now partially unkown. But all this has been said in the report on the
trip already published by the Reale Accademia d'Italia (Royal
Academy of Italy) and 1 ask those who are interested in further
details about the itinerary followed and the happenings during
our expedition to consult it. ( 1)

I should rather re-start the study of the list of temples attributed to Rin-chen-bzari-po published by me in Volume I 1 of
Indo-Tibetica. T h e first thing that I have been able to establish is
that a geographical identification of many of them must be correct; many places, connected by means of oral and literary
tradition with the great apostle, are completely unknown to
Europeans and are not marked on the map, not even in that of
the Survey which are doubtlessly the best. And in fact on the
basis of the results of my trip of 1933, 1 re-examined the list of
the chapels which the biography attributes to Rin-chen-bzari-po
and I corrected, with the new and incontestable documentation, some of the identifications proposed by me beforehand.
T h e research is necessarily very technical, but it will seem all
the more interestingawhen we think that Western Tibet is on
the road to progressive depopulation and that the reconstruction of the historical geography of the region, difficult today,
will in very little time be practically impossible.
Above all, Go Khar ( i . . : mgo mkhar?). is not in Spiti
(Indo-Tibetica 11.56 and 7 1). T h e sources speak of a series of
places which must have all been near and in the vicinity of
(1) G. Tucci-E. Ghersi, Cronuca delh missione scientiwl Tucci
nel Tibet occidentale ( 1933), Roma, Reale Accademia d'I talia
1933-XII.

Khva-tse, i.e. Khva-rtse; from the fact that, according to the
biography, Rin-chin-bzari-po had spent a great part of his life
at Lha-Luri, I had concluded that Lha-lun was the village of the
same name in Spiti and I had therefore assumed that Khva-rtse
of the texts I used was Kaze or Kaje in Spiti. This identification
is erroneous. Khva-rtse is a little village in Guge with few
houses, a temple which has now passed on to the sect of
Sa-skya-pa and the ruins of a large castle. There is still a family
which has the title of King, Rgyal-po, of Khva-rtse, even if the
title is completely honorary, a surviving tradition more than the
recognition of a reality: a family of shepherds, poor like all the
rest. But that in ancient times they must have had much more
authority and riches, is shown by the fact that according to the
tradition which is generally spread, the family dominated the
castle of Khva-rtse with all its territory. The correct spelling of
the name of the country has been preserved in a dedication at
the beginning of a manuscript of a Prajfiaparamita belonging
to members of the royal farnily found by me at Puling.
The dedication says (see appendix text no. 1):
"Honour to the three never-fallacious gems, i.e. Buddha, the
Master who has reached the perfection of the t w o f ~ l dbenefice,
to the supreme Dharma that protects and dispels the darkness
of the twofold impediment and to the noble sangha, the stock
which possesses the twofold liberation (1).

......................................................................................
(1) The "twofold benefice" is the benefice to oneself and the
benefice to others; the two determining motives, according to
Mahayana, of spiritual ascent: paratma-hita. The "twofold
impediment" are the darkening of moral (kleiavarana) and
intellectual (jheyavarana) origin, which in practice and in knowledge keep us away from the ideal norm of life preached by
Buddhism. The "twofolc! liberation" consists in the deep and

"The physical cosmos is constituted by four material elements: and the creatures which form the spiritual world have
been shaped from the five luminious elements (1).
"Between heaven and earth which combine as the two parts
of gau, is Tibet, the country of Spu-rgyal, the pure earth of the
high mount (2).
"It is the country over which the supreme Law is spread, a
green plateau amongst snow-capped mountains, the place
where the Arhat inhabits, the snowy shape of the Kailasa.
"In this region, to the left of the current (3) of the Ganges,
the offspring of Ni-mahi-dbari-phyug-khri-lde the divine son.
may reign above all the creatures.
"Here at Khva-rtse holy country where the ten merits (4)
accumulate is the centre of eari-iuri. the territory submitted to
ex erienced conviction that the nature of creatures is essentiaEy g u r e and therefore free (bh~va-viiuddhi-uimukti)and
that li eration is obtained as soon as the moral and intellectual
infections which darken germinal brightness (avara~ja-virn~ikti).
have been eliminated.
(1) T h e material elements are: water, earth, fire and wind.
Buddhist cosmology divides the cosmos into two
categories, which are: the physical world (bhajana-loka) anfrPh":
spiritual world, i.e. that of the beings (sattva-loka). T h e fi1.e
luminous elements stand for the five colours which in the
emanating process are formed out of the germinal brightness
which is the source of all things, this principle was s ecially
dam-chus ,-dzugs-po-r z~n-poht
developed by the Rfiiri-ma
sku-gsum no-sprod which we shal- r adiscuss
9
later.
(2) Gau are the characteristic endants made in silver, a sort
of globe finely worked, which t e women and the men occasionally hang round their necks and which have a small sacred
book hanging on them with prayers and more often ~ i t htalismans. See Tucci-Ghersi 1933: 185, 186.
(3) Literally 'cascata' (waterfall) because tlie four great rivers
fall from the mouth of four animals at tlie foul- sides of the
Anavatapta lake. See Indo-Tibetica 1.80.
(4) T h a t is, the ten kwlala-miiln, the ten species of \irtuou\
actions.
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the king of the Law, the origin of the race stemming from the
progeny of Khri-btsan (I)."
Whoever this king ~i-mahi-dbari-phyugKhri-lde may have
been I cannot say and far less establish the possible date in
which he lived. There is no doubt however that he belongs to
the second dynasty Lde (or Khri-lde) which succeeded the
branch of Smal (Malla) (2).
T h e names of other princes of the same branch, who must
have reigned from the second half of the fifteenth century to
the first quarter of the seventeenth century, have been found
on the dedication pages of several manuscripts. Thus in a
volume of the Durgati-~ariiodhana found at Shipki, but
originating from Bye-gar (Rekhar), a certain Pad-dkar-lde is
remembered (appendix, no.2); in another manuscript (ibid.
no.3) the name of Khri Grags-pa-lde is read and he is celebrated in another dedication as the master of 20,000 horsemen
(ibid. no.4). It is convenient to add to the list the Khri
Bkra-Sis-grags-pa-lde of the inscription of Tabo read by
Francke (3), which I have not been able to trace.
T h e castle which appears above Khva-rtse is called Go Khar,
and it is convenient to put into the same vicinity the temple of
Lha-lun where, according to tradition, Rin-chen-bzari-po may
have spent a great part of his life. It appears that the memory
of the said place may have been lost and this is not strange,
because the territory, which belonged at one time to Guge, is
today a great ruin and specially in the area to the south of
......................................................................................
(1) One of the legendary kings of Tibet, the son of Tho-thori-lori-btsan ; see Dpag-bsam ljon-bzan, p. 150, Francke, Chronicles
of Ladakh, p.80.
(2) See Indo-Tibetica 2.1 7-95.
(3) Antiquities of Indian Tibet 1.36.

Sutlej, the traces of a progressive depopulation and great
desertion are evident. Lha-luri was probably no more than a
mtshams-khari, i.e. a place for meditation and solitude, a hermitage where, far from the noise of the world, the master saw
to his translation in the company of his collaborators and completed this powerful evidence of his craft which even today
astonishes us. There are many such hermitages in the whole
region, anonymous remains of the past. T o identify them is
impossible.
In the same region, we should be able to find Veri-gir where
he died. But of this place too every trace is lost. T h e region
and' the castle of Khva-rtse are located in a sandy ravine between Puling and Ri, from which they are to be found respectively to the North-West and North-East. Another difficult path
leads in two day's march to Khva-rtse from Toshang, a village
with ancient castle and temple attributed to the Lotsava and
certainly built in the style of the chapels of that time. Toshang,
which does not yet appear in the list of the biography is a
rather long march from Tsaparang; on the valley to the South
of Toshang, just when the path diverts above by the edge
towards the pass of Puling other ruins exist which people call
Pur-khar (pur-mkhar); there arose the temple of the same
name which the list published by me mentions, but which,
owing to lack of information and precise documents I was not
able to identify.
Stari-med is not the Stang or Thang which are found on the
maps, next to the pass Pimikche, but a village which even today
preserves the same name to the North-East of Tiak on the road
which is now usually followed by the caravans during the summer season on their trip to and from Gartok. T h e said path
runs more to the North of the Hindustan-Tibet trade route

indicated in the map and used by Young (1): it is a bit longer
than the other but it avoids the difficult passage of the Op
dopo Luk river, which is usually impossible to cross between
June to September due to the water from the melting snow and
ice. Siie-hu is not on the map either: the ruins remain in a
gorge to the North-West of Tiak. T h e place is today completely
deserted, as it has happened to almost all the ancient centres of
Guge.
Re-rhi is the Ri of Richoba on the map: a name evidently
mistaken; in fact the name of the large region is only Ri; but it
is practically under the feudal control of a famous family from
rtis-pa which astrologers know under the name of jo-ba of Ri,
i.e. rihi jo-ba. This fact has evidently remained unknown to the
officials of the Survey in charge of tracing the map of the
region to the South of Sutlej.
Tsa-ran cannot be Charang in the vicinity of Bekhar, a little
region entrusted by the Government of Lhasa to an independent family who governs there with royal privileges and with
the licence of Lhasa of which I have been able to see a copy. In
Sarang in fact there is not even a temple of Rin-chen-bzari-po
and every trace of tradition in relation to this is non-existent.
In a place where the great Buddhist apostle has been attributed
much more than he actually accomplished, the silence would be
strange if in fact the Lotsava had really built one of its chapels;
Tsa-ran is instead Charang in the high Kunavar beyond
Morang in the valley of the To-dung-gar.
Dril-chun-re is to be identified, according to the notices collected, with the ruins of a temple and of many stiipas (mchod......................................................................................
(1) A journey to Toling and Tsaparang in Western Tibet,
Journal of the Punjab Historical Society I I1( 2 ) .17 7.

rren) to the South-West of Jangtang, some two miles distance
from this village, the locality 'is called today Chags-mgo. T h e
only remains are the lateral walls of a chapel of minor dimensions, known as the lha-khari gog-po, i.e. the "delapidated
temple" (1). T h e treasures are still visible on the walls of the
ancient medallions in gypsum which contained, as in a halo, the
images in stucco of the divinity, of the same type as those which
we admire at Tabo.
Dkar-dpag is a few miles from Chusu and from Sarang, from
the said region we can still see the monastery in a wild and
rough ravine; nowadays the locality is named Kapra, using
metathesis which is common in the spoken dialects.
Gru-dpag is in Sangla on the valley of the Raspa, still at the
height of Kunavar, while Ro-dpag (Indo-Tibetica 11.12) is to the
North of Shasu on the path between Shasu and Spiti; Shasu is
to the right of the Hindustan-Tibet trade route seven miles
from Poo.
Also ignored on the maps, as far as I know, is the temple of
Rad-nis where, as established in our sources, Rin-chen-bzari-po
was born (11.56); nor is this place to the North-East of Shipki as
I have affirmed, but to the South of Tiak on the left bank of
the Sutlej, accessible only when the Sutlej is frozen, o r so poor
in water as to be without excessive peril, that is from the end of
October to March. A rough path which goes through Kiuk and
Serkung cannot be used by the caravans.
Khyun-veri which according to our sources should have been
located in the territory of Rad-n'.s, is the locality itself in which

......................................................................................
(1) See Tucci-Ghersi 1933:228 and fig. 167.

Lotsava was born (1); to this date that is the name of all Hbrog
(pronounced dok) o r grassy plateau to the East of Rad-nis at a
day's march from this village, on the mountain which dominates it. T h e people of Rad-nis move there in summer with
their herds and flocks. T h e pastures there a r e abundant, fed
by the melting ice and the winds which dominate the region
making the climate less hot than in the Rad-nis gorge. This
habit is generalized in the whole of Western Tibet: during the
hot months the ~ l ~ ; l s c u l iI~) oi eI ) L I I ~ ~ ~ ~ ogoes
I ~ illto exile IOH~;LIYIS the
fertile a n d green hbrog, while in the villages and to work the
land only the women, the children and the aged remain.
I n the list of the biography (Indo-Tibeticu, 11.73) two other
localities appear, i.e. San-ran and Kig-rtse. Evidently the text is
badly punctuated; I proposed Sari-ran and Rig-rtse, because
ran is a very common ending in the toponomastics of Western
Tibet. 1 was \\,i-ong. Kari-rig-rtse is a village near Charang in
high Kunavar, in the valley of 3'0-dung-gar: there is to this day
a minor Lamaistic temple which tradition attributes to the Lotsava. S a ~ iremains which could very well be Shang, beyond
Shangtze, on the road going to Gartok via Lao.
I must also recant my identification of Ho-bu-larika with
Khapalu, after the news obtained during the last voyage: ho-bu
is the name that even today is given to the whole region of
Kunavat- from Pangi to Chini, which represents, as in the times
of Rin-chen-bran-po, the farthest boundary of Lamaistic
expansion. T h e last modest lha-khan was found by us in Chini,
......................................................................................

(1) Rowever, according to the chronicles of the Fifth Dalai
Lania (Appendix V) the locality was called Sfiun-wan a word
frotn the Guge dialect meaning : gem.

the Hutltlllists of' the area have ;~l~llost
colnpletely I
;il~sorl~ecl
by (1onii11i11
i11g t I ~ I I ~ I L I ~ s ~ ~ I .
;llltl

)

'l'hese temples of high Kunav;~r11;1\re not got the superl) 111-0por~iollsof' those of rl'abo o r 'foling 1101- the same artistic value.
On the otller h a ~ l t l ,as always hal>pe~lsi l l the l)ortleri~lgarcas,
wars ant1 historical events can also hiive tlcstroyetl then1 01- violated them often. It is still iloteworthy, to judge li-om the list
contained i l l the biogral~lly,a great tlic~nl~er
of. ternl~leswas
I~uilt by Kin-chen-bznri-po in this very region. 'I'here is a
reasoll. Even today, Lamaism has not rn;~rlaged, in these
regions, to vanquish a n d overcorne the local cults a n d the
aboi-iginal deities; this is the country of tlle Borl, of the arllmistic magical a n d orgiastic beliefs, which a r e now centralized
around su-bdug, protecting the spirits of the soil which
Kuddhism has not managed to eradicate.
T h e work of Kin-chen-bzari-po, was o n e of. religious propaganda which relied or1 the favour o f kings, because said pt-opagancla was to be acconlpalliecl by progre\sive political pe1letr:ltion, co~lver-sionof the souls which shoulcl pl-elIal-e i t ~ drendereasy subjection of heterogenous tril~eswhich the ki~lgsof' Girge,
recently come to establish themselves i l l the U'cstel-11 rrgiorls.
wanted to annex. Not only with the ;l~nI)itio~l
t o collquer, hut
more probably d u e to vital necessity: Westel-11'1'il)c.t so I-ockv
and ba:-ren did not have trees a n d dicl tlot yiclcl tillll~ereitherto b u r n ot- to build; the soil, even ;~l'ter~ I . ~ ; Isac-rifice
I
and
ef'tor-t was reluctant to yield. l ' h e valley of' the Sutlej ~-i\*erin
Kuntr instead had abundant forests iillcl tlle cliilliite was more
humid which m a d e MIOI-k
in the I'icIcIs eiisier i111tl 1liol-e f'ruitf'ul.
I t is ob\rious that the new c o ~ l q u e ~ - oor sl 'l'il~et1l;ld t o make
their ainls con\.erge towards this l ) o ~ - c l r ~ . iregiotl
~ l g and sought

~

t o tn;ike rrse o f ~.eligiouspropaganda to destroy and vanquish

t h e resistance of tt-itxs inhabiting it.

Generally the monks of Western Tibet connect with
Kin-chen-bzari-po another locality which is the village of Serkung that lies in a valley to the South of the valley of Sutlej between Kiuk ant1 the Tiak bridge. In fact, however, there is
nothing to bring back t h e memory of the Lotsava, beyond a
private chapel, in a house half way u p the slopes of the mount,
called the pho-brari o r the lha-brari, i.e. "the palace", a name
which is given i r l all Western Tibet to the house of the mayor
of the village. But it is a simple private chapel which shows no
traces of great antiquity. T h e fsme which this place enjoys in
the region evidently depends on t.he fact that one of the incarnations of Rin-(:hen-bzari-po who, as it is well known, may have
been born in this Emlily and in this place.
Many of the places o f which 1 have spoken are not pointed
out on the map, we did not have the instruments required to
make another map, nor would we have been capable of using
the said instruments, s o I asked Captain Ghersi to make, in
view of the fact that he is a better cartographer than myself, a
schematical plan of the region with said additions and even
with the corrections which o u r voyage suggested to us. This
plan cannot be taken as a true map, but only as an approximate
localization of villages and regioria o r sites of archaeological
value, which had not bee11 identified previously o r had been
erroneously identified, which may be used as a suggestion and
as a guide fi)r new topographical surveys.
I'he majority of' the temples of the tradition attributed to Rinchen-bzari-po have been visited by me during my expedition of

1933 and from all these I have brought back a photographical
documentation which is almost complete, entrusted by me to
the care and competence of the medical Captain Eugenio
Ghersi who was put at the disposal of the expedition by the
Ministry of Royal Marine.
While 1 managed to obtain permission to photograph these
treasures of Tibetan and Indo-Tibetan art, overcoming under
different guises the natural diffidence of the monarchs, and I
visited with full liberty the most sacred recesses, Captain Ghersi
co-operated invaluably with me, by reproducing with his machines, often under the most difficult conditions, and in spite of
this always in the most satisfying manner, inscriptions, statues
and frescoes. It is not necessary for me to insist on the importance of this photographic material. T h e negligence with which
these holy places have been treated, together with the passage
of time, has brought about a deterioration of artistic monuments of inestimable iconographical and historical value. T h e
roofs of the chapels deteriorate, water penetrates, washing
away the paintings o r disfiguring them in an irreparable manner. I d o not have the slightest doubt that within a few years,
of many of the temples and chapels of Western Tibet and of
the frescoes that adorn them, there will only be the photographic documents brought back by us. And sometimes even
we arrived too late.

82. Dtffuon of sects. It is only natural that I should specially
stop to consider the temples of greater importance of those best
preserved o r which still contain precious documents of art and
iconography; of the other minor ones, o r of more recent ones,
or of those without particular interest I will make brief summaries o r will perhaps not mention them at all. It will be clear
from the study which I will be developing, that the greater part
of the most ancient Gompa has passed on to the sect of the Dge-

lugs-pa, spiritual heirs and followers of the sect of the Bkahgdams-pa to which Rin-chen-bzari-po belongs, only in some
sporadical cases the temples erected by him have passed on to
the hands of the Sa-skya-pa which at one time must have had a
discreet diffusion in the region of Western Tibet, probably
after the king Hdzid-ma1 took the vows of that sect ( 1 ) .
T h e mass of the laity as usual, even when paying unconditional homage to all the lamas and to all the temples, lives
naturally under the spiritual sect and the monastery which is
found in its territory; this is why even in Spiti and in Guge and
in the high Kunavar we can speak of a real and true stratification of sects which contend against each other, the region and
the people.
This geographical diffusion of the schools is reproduced on
the map which we publish here: but has an approximate and
relative value, more so because the good fortune of one school
or another in a particular region often depends on occasional
reasons, on the prestige of one or another lama who establishes
himself there and spends a lot of time in meditation. This is the
case of the sect of Rfiiri-ma-pa (subsect Rdzogs-chen) which
through the preachings of a famous incarnate (sprul-sku) who
had come from Khams and established himself at Lippa surrounded by the general veneration of the people (2) has contributed to spread the school in high Kunavar more than the said
(1) This is recorded by the Fifth Dalai Lama in his
Gans-can-yul-gyi sa-la spyod-pahi mtho-ris-kyi rgyal blon gtso-bor
brjod-pahi deb-ther. This text contains a summary of the story of
Western Tibet, which completing the sources already included
in the second volume of Indo-Tibetica, 1 have thought useful to
publish in Appendix V.
(2) His name is Nam-mkhah-hjigs-med-rdo-rje (see TucciGhersi 1933:281)

school had ever been in the past. Amongst them all, however,
the sect of the Sa-skya-pa is the least spread and perhaps even
today the one which enjoys least prestige even if its monasteries
are amongst the most noteworthy ones of the region such as
for instance, those of Kaze, of Rabgyeling, of Sisa and Dunkar.
T h e sect of the Hbrug-pa, a subsect of the Bkah-rgyud-pa,
has instead numerous followers. Its stronghold is located at
Tashigang in high Kunavar, where a sprul-sku or incarnate
resides. Although its temples and its monasteries are quite poor
and certainly not comparable to those of other schools the popularity which the sect enjoys amongst the lay people is note-worthy.
T h e Rfiiri-ma-pa are rare; their major centre is in the valley
of the Pin, and even if they are propagating and becoming
more and more important they are to be found, as we can see,
in high Kunavar.
I am reserving for successive volumes, which will follow at
brief intervals, the illustrations of those of Guge, but 1 shall
begin to study the temples of Spiti, i.e. of the region which is
rough and mountainous between Tibet and India, crossed along
its length by the river of the same name which flows into the
Sutlej approximately at the height of Namgia in high Kunavar,
in the state of Bashahr. It is a region difficult of access, embedded in the Himalayan chain between Ladakh, Kulu, the Tibetan provinces of Chumurti and of Guge and the State of
Bashahr; it is scarcely inhabited and subjected to the rule of a
local prince under the control of an English commissar of the
district of Kangra. Due to geographical proximity and to historical reasons the few Buddhist temples of high Kunavar
worth recording will be included in this volume.
Unlike the monasteries of Western Tibet itself, those of Spiti
were visited in 1909 by Francke; but he has not given us any-

'lirlg but a description, a n d even this description is not very
accurate, of the monumerlts to which he had access: the identification o r the irlterpretation of the rich iconographical material of these temples was attempted by him in a n inadequate
manner. This volume a n d those to follow d o not want to be a
simple description of monilments visited but a special detailed
study of artistic a n d iconographical documents contained in the
said temples. When the series devoted to the monasteries of
Western Tibet has been completed, we will be in possession of
a sort of detailed manual of Lamaistic iconography, which is as
good as saying, of Indo-Tibetan rnahayanic inspiration as it was
represented in these regions. This study will have, necessarily,
taken us to the examination a n d the listing of a vast mystic literature, which under the name of Tantra o r as a n aid and glossary of the Tantra, describes that very world of visions and
spiritual realizations which Tibetan art expresses in its
symbolism.
Taking into account this fundamental character of Buddhist
art, 1 have thought with the aid of the sources a n d with my
direct knowledge of the best representatives of the spiritual
traditions of Tibet a n d with my intimate relationship with the
people, to go as far as the basic nlotivation of said Lamaistic art
to its internal significance, to that bottom of pure experiences
which underlies the complicated hieroglyphics of colours, lines,
figures and to arrive then, beyond the veil of strange monstrous o r frightful shapes, to the understanding of this secret,
mysterious and profound mahayanic religiosity of which art is
not more than the figurative and svrnbolic projection.

CHAPTER I

T A B O . T H E GTSUG-LAG-KHAN.

5 1. General aspects of the Gompa. T h e most important monastery
of all Spiti is that of Tabo (plate I). This is a well known fact.
It has already been studied, even from the point of view in
which we are interested, by Francke during his archaeological
expedition to Spiti and through Ladakh, which took place in
1909(1). But although credit for having been the first one to
point out the great importance of the temple of Tabo must
doubtless be given to Francke, we must also recognize that a lot
of historical material was not accessible to him since it is the
result of recent research, consequently, he was unable to
understand the exact meaning of the symbolical figures which
decorate the walls of the Gompa as also their religious and
iconographical meaning.
T h e monastery of Tabo boasts, one finds out through the
monks and the people throughout the region of Spiti, a strict
connection with that of Toling, of which one hundred chapels
and its eight sanctuaries would be the necessary complement to
arrive to the sacred numbel- of 108, but it seems certain to me
that only one of its temples, and that is a central one, in fact
called the Gtsug-lag-khan, can belong to the period of
......................................................................................
( 1 ) Antiq~ritiesof Indi(l?z Tibet 1.37 ff.

Rin-chen-bzah-po and his successors; I am speaking of its faundations because as we see i t today it has undergone restoration
at a later date.
T h e general aspect of the Gompa is that of ruin which is
already greatly deteriorated. If the British authorities d o not
impose energetic pressure o n the Nono of Spiti, I greatly fear
that within a few years Tabo will be a pile of rubble. No more
learned lamas deep in thought, n o more ascetic men. The
monastery is in the hands of two priests who recite their psalms
mechanically without even stopping to think of the meaning of
the legends which decorate the walls in the form of frescos or
even to find out. which deity the stucco images that ornament
the great central temple may represent.
T h e winter seat of the monks, with their small cells d u g into
the rock which overhangs to the North over T a b o plateau, has
been abandoned (plate IIa); the hermitages have been deserted
and are beginning to crumble.
From the external point of' view, the monastery of Tabo
appears as a group of several buildings closed in by an enclosure which seems characteristic of all monasteries built on flat
land (plate 11 b); it is enough to think of the monastery of
Bsam-yas founded by Padmasambhava. This enclosure, which
the Tibetans call lcags-ri, is composed of a wall, approximately
two metres in height, made with big bricks of raw earth made
into a paste with straw, .to give it a certain consistency, and
dried under the sun. T h a t is the boundary, the tkm.rnus, which
separates the sacred soil from the profane one, more or less
like a mandala o r rnystical diagram which the vajrivali or vajra
belt cir-ct~nlscribesthe consecrated surface: in fact, as we will
see later, the temple is, in its r-c.;ll sig~iil'ic;i~lce,
nothing othcr
than a large rnarjdala; ;cncl even for its co~~strirction
the sarne
regulatiorls which mrlst 11e follo\vetl t.o draw a rn;u~?ala are
valid.

regulations which must be followed to draw a mandala
..
ale
valid.
In the internal space of the enclosure temples are contained
without a pre-established plan, together with numerous s t ~ p a s l
mchod-rten (Indo-Tibetica I); these too are of different proportions and aligned without following a special order o r an evident criterion.
On comparing the layout of the buildings to the ground plan
published by Francke, I realized that this was not accurate and
consequently I asked Ghersi to prepare a new one. In the one
we produce here, as you see, the temples are not seven as
Francke says, but eight; it is probable that Francke did not see
the large temple of Hbrom-ston which is to the left of the
Gtsug-lag-khan.
T h e entire Gompa is known by the name of Chos-hkhor; this
is a name which 1 have found on many dedicalions of manuscripts (chos-hkhor Tas-po, Ta-po) and the meaning of which I
studied in the previous volume of Indo-Tibetica 2. 72-73.
When studying the ground plan (fig. 1) one can see that the
centre of the whole complex of buildings is constituted by the
Gtsug-lag-khari which, ideally liberated from the constructions
which today burden it, consists of a rectangular chamber with a
porch (entrance hall) and an apse around which there is a corridor which was used for the pru,(luksinli, that is for the ritual
turning to the right of the central statue; a ground plan which
perpetuates in Tibet that of Buddhist temples in India which
are divided into three fundamental parts: vestibule, hall; and
cella for the deities. This plan is repeated generally for the

MONASTERY O F T A B 0
with its eight temples

most part of the Tibetan sanctuaries which surely go back rr;
in-chen-bzan-po and to his temples: almost all of them are i r l
fact built on this plan with the only exception of some special
buildings such as the Gser-khan, o r the great mandala temple
of Toling, which imitates, as you will see in the volume dedicated to Toling, famous Indian rnodels.

$2. The i?lterior of the Gtsug-lug-khun. About tile construction at
the entry of the Gtsug-lag-khan, to which the monks have
given the generic name of sgo-khan "entrance temple" (fig. 1
n.5), because it is in fact a vestibule to the real temple, 1 have
not much to say. T h e whole building is quite recent and even
the paintings d o not offer anything special: we see there an
image of Tson-kha-pa, o n e of Guhyasamaja in the posture yabyum, that is the mystical e ~ n b r a c eof the divine couple, l'ara,
etc. These paintings are relatively modern and from the iconographic and artistic point of view they d o not present anything
particularly noteworthy. T h e case of the Gtsug-lag-khari itself is
totally different (fig. 1 n.1). Let us begin at the entrance hall.
Unfortunately the ruin has already commenced here and the
paintings which once decorated the walls are about to disappear; the painting here was a series of monks and of laymen i l l
different costumes, a n d almost all the images were accotnpanied by inscript~onswhich commemorated the name. Evidently, thebe were the effigies of the ran-bdug who co~itrihutetl
to the foundation of the temple a n d the most re~nnrkable
monks by whom the monastery had been built.
Let us enter into the temple itself. All around we can see
aligned according t o the disposition reproduced in figure 2.

the thirty-two deities of stucco of almost life size, these represent, be it feminine deities, be it masculine deities, some a
peaceful aspect (JGntalJiva, Tib. rhi), others the terrific aspect
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(krodhlhn, Tib. khro) coloured in red o r in deep blue o r in yellow
o r in green o r simply recovered with white plaster (plates
111-XIX). l'hese statues are supported by beams nailed into the
walls and are surrounded by a sort of*halo of gypslim formed

by a relief fringe. This system of decoration of the walls of the
temple and the same type of statues of stucco are found also in
other sanctuaries related to the tradition of K i n - c h e n - b ~ ~ r i - ~ ~
and after an objective examination, if not absolutely contemporary with the great translator, they reveal themselves as
monuments which are characteristic of the tirne of the first
kings of Guge.
This halo, as the prabkmadala is called, signifies the light
which emanates from divine beings, and is generally formed b y
three small collars which are followed by a pearl necklace surrounded by a crown of flames.
It is, in other words, the circular halo characteristic of many
statues in bronze of the Pala type, as it has been recently noted
by Kempers (1); in the art of Tibet this appears only in the
most ancient period, as at Tabo o r Toling, at Chaggo, etc., and
is substituted during a later period be it by the simple nimbus
around the head o r by the nimbus and the halo superimposed
together.
T h e temple of Tabo shows its antiquity because of this particular decoration as also its direct connection with the art of
Kashmir, which is mentioned in the biography of Kin-chenbzali-po, as also with the artistic schools of eastern India in
which, when Tabo was built, the influence of' the great Pala
traditions was predominant.
This does not imply, however, that the statues, as we see
them now, belong to the first foundation of the t.emple. There
are, as we will see, serious arguments which would lead us to
believe the verv opposite: but it is also true that, even if they
were remade, this was done in a more o r less approxixnative
(1) The B?.u~r;cvo j ' h'alutcdn and Hi~ldu-Ja~)anrre
A T ~ ,11. 58.
Other examples quoteti in ,-1,-~harolog-~ml
S u ~ v e j lo j India,, A ~ l ~ l u n l
Rrport, 1928-29, plate LVI I.

manner on the model of the ancient ones.

$3. The statues of the Gtsug-lag-khan represent a Tantric cycle o/
Vairocana. But what d o these statues represent? Francke (1.38)
expressed the hypothesis that these could be the statues of the
thirty-three gods of the Indian pantheon.
This theory seemed strange even to Vogel: it cannot be
understood, above all, how in a Buddhist temple a position of
honour would be given to Hindu deities which are admitted
into Buddhist iconography only as followers o r worshippers of
Buddha, i.e. in a completely subordinate position.
And then the list of the thirty-three gods is more a literary
listing, for which there is not even agreement on the sources
than a live religious reality in the experience of the masses. Nor
must we ignore the fact that the traditional symbols of the
Hindu divinities are completely absent from the images of
Tabo. And stranger still is the opinion expressed in a note to
the study of' Shuttleworth o n Lhalung (1) in which Francke
insists on his idea that the statues in question represent Hindu
deities modified by Bonpo influence: this connection between
Bonpo beliefs and the temples founded by Rin-chen-bzan-po
cannot appear as allything but absurd when we think of the
n~arvellousactivity of this apostle of Buddhism in Western
,
I ibet who was specially against Bonpo, and was intent upon
elimination froni the Buddhist community of every trace of
7.

( 1 ) Lhnl~org Tcwplo, S P Y ~ - / ~hlemoirs
,
of the Ai-cheaological

Survey of Illdia, no. 39, 11.4. n0.2: ' I - . A.H. Francke observes
that the 32 stucco wit11 figill-es in the main Kn;~nl par sniiti
mzad hall at I'a-bo are calletl Kunrig Iha tshogs "the all-suiteti
cornpan), 0 1 gotls" ii~ldthat they represent deities of the H illtlu
pant heoll. motli tied b y Bon-po it1e;is.
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them and their beliefs.
T o identify th-se images we must follow another road: we
must take into account that when in Tibetan iconography, we
find a series of figures evidently related to each other, as in this
particular case, we a r e in front of a mandala, that is to say we
have a definite mystical cycle; this presupposes the presence of
a central divinity whom the Tibetans call gtso-bo and of a group
of secondary divinities which form the retinue o r the acolytes,
who in Tibetan a r e called hkhor, a word which is translated into
Sanskrit as pariurira. I n the present case the central divinity of
the temple. of T a b o is Vairocana, easily recognizable by his
mudra o r position of the hand; thus we have here a mystical
cycle connected with Vairocana, the divinity most popular a ~ l d
more often p u t as at1 image in the temples attributed to Rinchen-bzan-po. But the modes of mystical realization of the supreme truth imagined in the symbol of Vairocana a r e many. As
it always happens in T a n t r a , o n e sole fund of experiences is
realized through different methods called cirnlrciya 01- sarnpradciya, inti-oduced in Tibet by o n e o r another lotsava, who
had brought the text from India as also the system for the
interpretations a n d the liturgy which should change it into an
internal vision. Which is the particular school inspired by Vairocana which the artists have wanted to represent o n these
walls? It is clear that the cycle of T a b o is analogous to that of
Sarvavid Vairocana who in Tibetan is called Kun-rig Rnam-parsnan-mdzad. About this cycle there is in existence a vast technological a n d mvsticaj literature, common both to the sect of
Sa-skya-pa as to that of the Dge-lugs-pa, the only two schools.

to my knowledge,' which have still preserved the system of
meditation and of mystical realisation of this particular series of
experiences.

54. Some Tibetan sources on the cycle of Sarvavid Vairocana. The
literature or1 said argument is above all liturgical, and thus
rela'ted to preparatory ceremonies of the process which is more
specially meditative and mystic in which the Tantric experience
culminates: but as some texts contain the dhyana o r formula of
meditation under which the single deities must be symbolized
in the mandala o r reproduced from the pats (I), as the design
on material is called which serves as the basis for meditation, it
is evident that these are a precious source of information from
the iconographical point of view.
T h e prime sources o n SarvavidIKun-rig found by me and all
belonging to the Sa-skya school are as follows:
1) DPu1 kun-fig-gt cho-ga grhan-phan mthah-yas dun de-la fie-barmkho-bahi cho-gahi yan-lag du-ma-bcas-pa Phyogs gcig-tu-bgyis-pa
kull-rig-gi cho-ga grhan-phan lltun-grub of Kun-dgah-bsod-namsgrags-pa-rgyal-mtshan-dpal-bzan-po.
2) Dpal kun-rig-gi dkyil-hkhor yons-rdzogs-kyi sgrub-thabs sgrib-pa
mum-sel of Kun-dgah-bzari-po.
3) Kun-rig-gt sgo-nus tshe-hdas rjes-su-hdzin tshul of Dge-hdunrnam-rgyal.

......................................................................................

(1) O n pala see the beautif~tl memoir by Marcelle Lalou,
Iconog?crphie r1r.v 6toffi.r printes (Pntu) rlrtns lc Mniij~~.<rim~lakalpa
(Iconography of the painted materials in the Mafijuirimulakapla), Paris, 1930.

4) Kun-rig rtsa-bulzi dbun-gis lrtsham,-sl~~orblo gsul kun-dguh of

~kon-mchog-lhun-grub.
From these texts number 1 is the most important, because it
contains all the particulars of the meditative process, it describes how this must develop during the different moments of
the construction of the mandala o r the rite accomplished on it.
According to that text the gods of the mandala are thirtyseven,
as in fact in the treatises preserved in the Chinese canon of
which we shall speak later. I n the Gtsug-lag-khari of Tabo, we
have instead, as it will be seen from the plates which reproduce
the images, only thirtythree statues including be it the eighteenth---which I have not been able to photograph and which is
a modern copy of a dharmapala o r guardian---be it the quadruple figure in the middle of the temple which is there to indicate the centre of the whole iconographical theory. Before
seeing how it will be possible to overcome the apparent discrepancy between the list of the text with which we are concerning
ourselves and the number of statues in fact as images at Tabo,
it would be the case to reproduce the list of the thirtyseven
deities of the mandala with the description of their dhyana o r
formula of meditation and, whenever, possible, even of the
mantra. T h e mantra in fact is the expression, by means of
sound, of the mystical plane of which a deity is the symbol; and
because of that to know the mantra in its intimate significance
means to possess the key to that spiritual world which the deity
symbolizes. This implies that each plane of experience that is,
each god, has his own mantra. Thus we derive the great importance of this even from the iconographical point of view; in fact
the presence in a painting or in any symbolization would
suffice to identify beyond any possibility of doubt the deity
accompanied by it.

T h e identification of' the images of Tabo will be done on the
basis of these descriptions (1).
6 5 . The iconographical descriptions of the thirtyseuen deities of SarvauidlKun-rig. 1 . In the middle over a seat (lotus and moon) (2)
seated in vajraparyanka (3) is the Holy Sarvavid Vairocana in
white colour. H e has four faces and the central face turns to
the east, that is, according to the terminology of Tantric
ritualistics towards the sadhaka, the person who fulfills the
ceremony, o r generically, towards him who guards the image.
The two hands are in samadhi-mudra, i.e., supine with the
reverse of right on the palm of the left and at the height of
stomach. Mantra : om sarvauid sarvduarana uiiodhaya hana h ~ m
pha~.
2. T o the east: Sbyon-bahi-rgyal-po (PariSodhana-raja), pink
in colour (4) (literally: a little red on white): hands in
samadhi-mudra. Mantra: om saruauid hiim.
3. T o the south: Rgyal-mchog-rin-chen (Ratnaketu), of deep
blue colour; the right hand in the posture of giving
(varada-mudra) (5) and the left in samadhi-mudra. Mantra: om
saruauid PhaC.
4. T o the west: Sa-kya-rigs-dbari (Sakyamuni), of yellow
colour; in the mudra of preaching (dharmacakra) (6). Mantra:
o m sarua.uid ah.
(1) For the text see Appendix VI.
(2) See Indo-Tibetica 1.92.
(3) See lndo-Tibetica I. 79.
( 4 ) But according to Tsori-kha-pa (op. cit. p. 37, I) white and
in the hands a white vajra with five points.
(5) i.e., open hand wit11 the palm forward and the fingers
stretched downwards.
(6) According to Tsori-kha-pa, hands in samadhi-rnudr.3
which hold a lotus marked with vajra.
[The Sanskrit names of nos. 2,3,4 have been taken from the
Sarva-durgati-parisodhana-tantra. ed. l'adeusr
Skorupski,
1'. 3 I 1 - Lokesh Chandra]

5 . T o the north: Me-tog-cher-rgyas (Vikasita-kusuma), green
in colour; the right hand in the posture of protection
(abhaya-mudra) (1) and the left hand in samadhi-mudra. Mantra: om samavid tra tha.

6. T o the south-east: Spyan-ma (Locana), white in colour; the
right hand has a wheel countersigned by an eye. Mantra: om
Buddhalocani hiim.

7. T o the south-west: Mamaki of deep blue colour; the right
hand carries a vajra (at the height of the chest according to
Tsori-kha-pa). Mantra: om vajram&maki tram.

8. T o the north-west: Gos-dkar-mo (Pandar2, Pandaravasini)
of red colour; in the right hand a lotus. Mantra:om uajrapandnre
dehi-dehi siddhim bodhim lokitarampa svcihci (that is: lokottarim pa,
thus Tsori-kha-pa).
9. T o the north-east: Sgrol-ma (Tars), green; the right hand
has a blue lotus flower (utpala). Mantra: om vajratcire tutare ture
ham htim hiiln sva sva sva svaha.

10. Rdo-rje-sems-dpah (Vajrasattva), white; the right hand
has a vajra and the left hand a bell. Mantra: om uajrasattva ham.
11. Rdo-rje-rgyal-po (Vajraraja), yellow, with
(lcag-kyu).Mantra: om vajrarija jah.

a

hook

12. Rdo-rje-chags (Vajraraga), red (2), with a bow and arrow.
Mantra: om vajraraga ho.
......................................................................................

(1) Open hand with the palm forward and the fingers stretched upwards. According to Tsori-kha-pa right in
abhaya-mudra with viiva-vajra.
(2) According to Tsori-kha-pa yellow.

13. Rdo-rje-legs-pa (Vajrasadhu), green; with the fingers in a
position as if to snap (acchotana). Mantra: om uajrasddhu dhu.
14. Rdo-rje-rin-chen (Vajaratna), yellow colour; with the
right hand he puts a gem to his forehead and with the left he
holds a bell against his side. Mantra: om vajraratna tram.
15. Rdo-rje-gzi-brjid (Vajrateja) or ~ i - m a(SGrya) ( I ) , red
and yellow; the right hand holds a solar disc. Mantra: om
uajrateja rya.
16. Rdo-rje-rgyal-mtshan (Vajraketu), colour of the sky and
air (Tsori-kha-pa: deep blue); he holds the standard which
exhausts desires. Mantra: om uajraketu bhrih.

17. Rdo-rje-bzhad-pa (Vajrahasa), white; wears an ivory
necklace. Mantra: om vajrahcsa ha.
18. Rdo-rje-chos (Vajradharma), pink; the left hand has a
lotus flower and the right one is opening it. Mantra: om uajradharma hrih.
19. Rdo-rje-rnon-po (Vajratik~na),deep blue; the right holds
a sword and the left hand holds a book. Mantra: om vajratikfia
dhrih.

20. Rdo-rje-rgyu (Vajrahetu), yellow; the middle finger of
the right hand rotates wheel with eight rays. Mantra: om vajrahetu krum.
21. Rdo-rje-smra-ba (Vajrabhasa), red; has a tongue of
diamond. Mantra: om uajrabha+iyabha.
......................................................................................

(1) See Bstan-hgyur, zi folio 122.

22. è do-rje-las (Vajrakarma), multicoloured; with right harld
he holds a viiva-vajra(1) and with the left, leaning on the side, a
bell. Mantra: om vajrakarma kam.
23. do-rje-bsruri-ba (Vajraraksa), yellow; carries a diamond
talisman. Mantra: om vajraraba ram.
24. Rdo-rje-gnod-sbyin (Vajrayaksa), black; with the two
hands he holds the teeth protruding on both sides of the face.
Mantra: om vajrayaba ham.
25. Rdo-rje-khu-tshur (2) (Vajrasandhi), yellow; has two vajras with five points. Mantra: om vajrasandhi sam.
26. Rdo-rje-sgeg-mo (Vajralasya), while; has two vajras. Mantra: om vajraldsye hum.
27. Rdo-rje-hphreri-ba (Vajramala), yellow; with the two
hands holds a garland. Mantra: om vajramdh tram.
28. Rdo-je-glu-ma (Vajragita), red; holds a lute. Mantra: om
vajragite hrih.

29. Rdo-rje-gar-ma (Vajranytya), green (3); holds a vajra with
three points with both hands in the attitude of dance. Mantra:
om vajranrti ah.

30. Bdug-spos-ma (or Bdug-pa-ma) (Vajradhopa), white;
with a vase for incense. Mantra: om vajradhiipe hum
......................................................................................
(1) T h e meaning of viivavajra has been stated in Indo-Tibetica
1.97.
(2) O r Vajramusti, Bstan-hgyur, i i folio 35.
(3) For Tson-kha-pa: multicolour and with two vajras.

31. Rdo-rje-me-tog-ma (Vajrapuspa), yellow; holds a basket
of flowers. Mantra: om uajrapu$e trcim.

32. Rdo-rje-mar-me-ma (Vajraloka), pale red; holds a lamp.
Mantra: dm uajrc~lokehrih.
33. Dri-chab-ma (Vajragandha), green (1); holds a conch full
of perfume. Mantra: om vajragandhe ah.
34. Rdo-rje-lcags-kyu (Vajrankuia), white; holds with both
hands a hook. Mantra: om vajriinkuia jah

35. Kdo-rje-zhags-pa (Vajrapaia), yellow; holds with both
hands a noose. Mantra: om uajrapiiia hiim.
36. Rdo-rje-lcags-sgrog (Vajasphota), red (2); holds an iron
chain. Mantra: om uajrasphotra (sic) bum.
37. Rdo-rje-dril-bu (Vajraghanta), green (3); holds a bell.
Mantra: ovn uajraghanta ho.
$6. Indian sources of the cycle of SarvauidlKun-rig and related
cycles. Tibetan ritualistic is all inspired by Indian sources; the
Tibetans, we must repeat, have not been anything but faithful
followers and subtle interpreters of Buddhist experiences
elaborated in the Land of S ~ k ~ a m u nIti .is consequently logical

......................................................................................

(1) According to Tson-kha-pa: ~nulticoloured.
(2) According to Tson-kha-pa: pink.
(3) However on p. 23 and also according to Tson-kha-pa,
instead of Vajraghanta: Vajr~vesaIRdo-rje-hbebs-pa.For Tsonkha-pa: multicoloured. [The multicoloured of Tucci corresponds to viiva-varna in Sanskrit and it means green--Lokesh
Chandra]

to expect that even the cycle of SarvavidIKun-rig derives from
some Tantric school and that it is related to a particular Indian
initiating revelation. The. research made by me into the vast
Tantric literature fully confirms this supposition.
One of the forces of the cycle of SarvavidlKun-rig is evidently that Tantric direction which is pivoted around a text in
the Tibetan version barbarously entitled: Sarva-durgati-pariiodhana-tejordjdya (sic) arhate samyak-sambuddhasya kalpa ruima; to
be found in the Bkah-hgyur: the translation made by Santigarbha and Jayaraksita and revised by Rin-chen-mchog. The
Sanskrit text is also accessible and it is kept both at Calcutta and
Cambridge (1). T h e book, in view of its soteriological character,
enjoys in Tibet a great popularity which appears to go back to
the times of Tsori-kha-pa who wrote a long commentary on it
called: Nan-son-sbyon-bahi rgyud rjehi gsun-gt mchn dari-bcas-pa
(complete works, tha) and consequently (11) a treatise on the
characteristic mandala of the cycle Dpal mum-par-snan-mdd-kyi
sgo-nus nun-son thams-cad yons-su-sbyon-bahi dkyil-hkhor-gyi cho-ga
rgyud-don gsal-ba (complete works, dza).
These texts contain the description of the Durgati-pariSodhana-mandala which on the whole and for every purpose
corresponds to the list already studied, of which it is beyond
any doubt the source. In it the same listing of names is found
and the same disposition of the deities in the mandala; only a
few diversions are noted in the iconographical details on which
ancient Indian commentators as Smyti, Anandagarbha and
Kamadhenu already differed: Tsori-kha-pa points them all out

......................................................................................
(1) See Bendall, Catalogue, 78, 79, 8 1, 94, 142; Haraprasada
Shastri, Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit, Manurcipts in the
Government Collection, Calcutta, p.42.

in his precio;s
main ones.

commentary and I have already mentioned the

T h e Indian tradition does not limit itself to this text; it is not
isolated, but strictly connected with a noteworthy section of
Tantric literature which also deals with the symbolism of the
~ajradhatu-mandalaand has a great advantage of also having
been preserved in Chinese sources.
In fact the Sarva-tathagata-tattva-sarigraha, is one of the
most ancient tantra, and most diffused in Buddhist schools, it
contains a cycle of which the Tibetan text has given us first
information. Of the Tattva-sarigraha the translation remains,
be it in the Bkalhgyur(1) o r in the Chinese canon(2); the original Sanskrit seemed however lost. But in Nepal I have found a
collection called Sarva-tathagat-abhisamaya-mahakalparaja,
which coincides with the Chinese translation of the Tattvasarigraha and must therefore be considered as a particular
redaction of it.
T h e Tattva-sarigraha, which is one of the fundamental texts
of the sect of Vajrayana in China, was in fact one of the works
translated by Rin-chen-bzari-po; that this Tantra was then particularly studied during his times and at his school is shown by
the fact that, beyond the translation of the text itself, he put
......................................................................................
(1) See Beck, Cat. p. 91.
(2) Taisho ed. no. 865 and 866; and compare Taisho no. 882
in vol. 18.

into Tibetan also one of its main commentaries, that is the
~attvalokakariof Anandagarbha and many of the treatises
related to the ritualistics elaborated by this sect, a great part of
which is given to the graphic representation of the thirtyseven
deities of the cycle.
In the temple of Tabo we see thus, the plastic reflection, so
to speak, of the mystical experiences predominant in western
Tibet at the time of Rin-chen-bzan-po; the Gtsug-lag-khan was
almost the architectonic correlation of the translation of the
sacred texts which the Lotsava had led to completion by transplanting in his own country and amongst his people some of
the methods of realization of the deepest spiritual experiences
of India; in other words the ideal and religious motive which
inspired the foundation of the temple must be sought within
the doctrines for initiation expressed and symbolized in the
Tattva-sangraha and in the Tantric literature related to it.

8 7 . The mandala of Vairocana according to Tattvasahgraha. T h e
list contained in the commentary by Anandagarbha coincides
perfectly with that which we found in the Tibetan texts on
SarvavidIKun-rig; it differs only on the name of the pentad
and of the Sakti; it changes that is, the name only, because the
deities are evidently the same. As the description of the mandala
contained in the commentary to the Tattvasangraha completes
in a certain sense the previous one and that is why even from
the iconographical point of view, it is of great interest, I summarize it again in its essential elements (zi 131) (1).

(1) On its configuration according to the Chinese-Japanese
tradition see the Mikkyo Daijiten volume 2 under the name of
the single deity of the cycle and also in the illustrated supplement to the Taishd edition of the Tripitaka.
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After having described briefly the pentad according to the
traditional scheme (quoted in note 1 on page 79) the list continues thus:
6. Vajrasattvi, symbol: vajra of five points; red.
7. Vajraratna, vajra of five points, on the crest of which is the
cintamani gem.
8. Vajradharma, lotus of sixteen petals: eight white petals and
eight red ones, eight are folded downwards, eight point
upwards. In the middle is the five-pointed vajra.
9. Vajrakarma, viSvavajra of twelve points and five colours.
10. Vajrasattva, white in colour; the left hand holds the bell
leaning on the side; the right hand with the middle finger
in khatvariga-mudra holds the vajra of five points against
the heart.
1 1 . Vajraraja, yellow, with the hook.
12. Vajraraga, red, with a bow and arrow.
13. Vajrasadhu, green, in vajrasandhi and in sign of approval.
14. Vajraratna, yellow, in the left hand the bell and in the
right a vajra on the crest of which is the cintamani gem.
15. Vajrasfirya, of the colour of the sun, in the right hand
holds the solar disc, the left hand leans on the seat.
16. Vajraketu, of the colour of ether, carries the standard
marked with a cintamani gem, the left hand leans on the
seat.
17. Vajrahasa, white, in the right hand carries a vajra with two
garlands tied to it and the left hand leans on the seat.

18. Vajradharma, pink in co1ou1-,the left hand is close to thc
side holding a lotus of diamonds and with the right lla~ltl
opens the petals at the height of' the chest.
19. Vajratiksna, blue, carries at the height of the chest a book
of the prajfiaparamita and the right hand holds a sword.
20. Vajrahetu, golden, in the middle of the right hand rotates
a wheel of eight rays and the left hand leans on the seat.
21. Vajrabhasa, of the colour of copper, in the right hand carries the vajra of five points, the left leans on the seat.
22. Vajrakarma, of varied colours, the face is white, blue down
to the waist; blue also in the hands; in the left hand holds a
viivavajra supplied with a bell and in the right a viivavajra
at the height of the heart.
23. Vajraraksa, yellow, carries in between the hands a diamond
talisman.
24. Vajrayaksa, black, holds with the hands the teeth which
protrude from the mouth.
25. Vajrasandhi, yellow, holds the vajra in hand in the position
of the mudra called samaya-musti.
26. Lasya, yellow and white, holds two vajra.
27. Mala, yellow, garland.
28. Giti, pale red, holds a lute.
29. Nytya, as Vajrakarma. Holds a vajra of three points.
30. Dhiipa, holds a vase of perfume.
31. Puspa, in the left hand holds a basket of flowers and with
the right in the act of scattering them over the Buddha.
32. Dipa, pale red, holds a torch.
33. Gandha, green, in the left hand holds a conch full of
incense and with the right in the act of putting incense
over the Buddha.

34.
35.
36.
37.

VajrarikuSa, white, holds the hook.
VajrapaSa, yellow, holds the noose.
Vajraphota, red, holds the chain.
VajraveSa, varied, with the right hand holds the bell and
the left leans on the seat.

58. The five mystical families a n d the five cycles. It must not be
believed that the cycles of SarvavidIKun-rig and the Vajradhatu-mandala exhaust the possible symbolic representations
of the mystical experiences connected with Vairocana and with
the liturgy which the schools derived from Tattva-sarigraha or
from similar Tantric literature worked out with the purpose of
almost uniting into one the adept with the truths revealed in
the text.

These sects, originating from a quinary division, of which we
will have the possibility of speaking in more detail later on,
classified the different emanations of the cosmos from the
indiscriminate primaeval conscience in .five main categories
called the five families: i.e. respectively: of the wheel, of the
vajra, of the lotus, of the gem, of the sword (or of the action).
Each one of these families acts as end of each one of the
supreme pentad of Buddhas and all together they include the
possible types of creatures o r the different degrees of mystical
preparation.
T h e initiation (abhi~eka)must be given by the guru in charge
of the family to which the disciple belongs by nature or ascends
through the long apprenticeship which he undergoes or by
means of which he is united having experienced one of the five
knowledge corresponding to it. It is then possible to have five
baptisms: generical, adamantine, in the gem, in the lotus, in the
action (buddhabhiseka, vajrabhiseka, ratnabhiseka, padmabhiseka and karmabhiseka). Each of these is understood as elimi-

nation, as the antithesis of the five capital infections (see for
example Zhi khro dgok-par ran-grol-gyi cho-ga sdi-spb mum-parsbyon-ba ( 1).
99. The family of the gemlratna-kula [compare STTS. IV. 1 ch.
19 p.1391. As we know ritualistics and iconography which corresponds to the adamantine nature, there are also liturgies and
mandala
. . which refer to other families and which are used in
the baptism related to these. Thus, for example, in Alokakari
of Anandagarbha (Bstan-hgyur hi fol. 36ff. and 127ff.) the
mandalas of Vairocana are described respectively according to
the family of the lotus and the faniily of the gem.
These are in fact, in great part, the same deities which we
have already found in the Vajradhgtu-mandala, but they are
differentiated in this case with the prefixes padma or ratna, i.e.
lotus or the gem have the preponderant part in the symbolism
of the characteristic attributions of the different deities:
1. Vairocana, surrounded by four mudra.
2. In the place of Vajrasattvi (Rdo-rje-sems-ma), a vajra with
five points made af gems.
3. In the place of Vajraratna (Rdo-rje-rin-chen-ma), a rosary
made with gems.
4. In the place of Vajradharma (Rdo-rje-chos-ma), a cintamani gem over a lotus with sixteen petals.
5. In the place of Karmavajri (Las-kyi-rdo-rje-ma), a vajra
countersigned by gems, in the middle of a cross of gems.

(1) Thus also in Chinese sources: for reference see Mikkyd
Daijiten, Tokyo, p.631, S.V.5

3 #a

6. Sarvartha-siddhi (Bcom-ldan-hdas Don-thams-cad-sgrub.
pa); in the left a bell and in the right the attitude of giving ("arada-mudra).
7. Maniiastra (Nor-buhi-mtshon-cha-ma); in the left hand a
bell and in the right a vajra, marked with a gem, at the height
of the heart.
8. Ratnadhvaja (Rin-chen-rgyal-mtshan); has the hook marked by a gem.
9. Maniraga (Nor-buhi-chags); bow and arrow marked by a
gem.
10. Ratnatusti (Rin-chen-legs-pa); in the attitude of approval
with both hands.
1 1. Ratnadnti (Rin-chen-lta-ba); in the act of tying a garland
of gems with eyes round the head.
12. Ratnamala (Rin-chen-phren-ba); as above, but the gems
have no eyes.
13. ManisQrya (Nor-buhi-Ai-ma); in the right hand the disc
of the sun marked with a gem. Leaning with the left hand on
the seat.
14. M a n i ~ r i(Nor-buhi-dpal); in the right hand it has a standard with the cintamani gem; the left is leaning on the seat.
15. Ratnahasa (Rin-chen-bzhad-pa); holds an ivory rosary
with both hands, at the end of which are two vajras marked
with gems.
16. Ratnapadma-samadhi (Rin-chen-pad-mahi-tin-ne-Wzin);
has a lotus of sixteen petals marked with a gem.
17. Samadhi-jKina-garbha (Tin-tie-hdzin-ye-Ses-sAili-po); has
a lotus of sixteen petals marked with the gem and opens it with
the right hand at the height of the heart.
18. Ratnagrya (Rin-chen-rnon-po); in the left hand a book of
the prajfiaparamita, marked with a gem, at the height of the
heart and with the right hand holds a sword also marked with a
gem.

19. Manicakra (Nor-buhi-hkhor-lo); in the right hand a dlsc
with eight rays marked with a gem, and leans with the left
hand on the seat.
20. Manibhasa (Nor-buhi-gsuri-ba); in the right hand a tongue of gems, while the left leans on the seat.
2 1. Ratnavrsti (Rin-chen-char-hbebs); in the left holds a bell
mounted with the double vajra marked with a gem and with
the right hand in the act of producing a rain of gems.
22. Ratnapaja (Rin-chen-mchod-pa); the left as above; in the
right a double vajra marked with a gem.
23. Manibandha (Nor-buhi-bsruri-ba); holds a talisman
marked with a gem.
24. Maniyaksa (Nor-buhi-gnod-sbyin); black in colour, with
two protruding teeth marked with a gem; holding them with
both hands.
25. Manimusti (Nor-buhi-khu-tshur); holds with two fists the
vajra with five points marked by a gem.
26. Ratnarati (Rin-chen-sgeg-mo); holds two vajras marked
with a gem; head tilted to the left.
27. Ratnamala (Rin-chen-phreri-ba-ma); in the act of putting
a garland of gems.
28. Ratnagita (Rin-chen-glu-ma); in the act of sounding the
lute covered with gems.
29. Ratnanrtya (Rin-chen-gar-ma); beats the rhythm of the
dance with both hands marked with gems.
30.
Ratnadhupa
(Rin-chen-bdug-pa-ma); holds
an
incense-vase covered with gems.
3 1,. Ratnapuspa (Rin-po-chehi-me-tog); with the left hand
holds a vase of flowers covered with gems and with the right
hand makes the gesture of spreading them over the Buddha.

32. Ratnaloka (Rin-po-chehi-mar-me-ma); has a torch
covered by gems.
33. Ratnagandha (Rin-po-chehi-byug-pa-ma); with the left
hand holds a conch and with the right hand spreads perfume.
34. RatnakarSa (Rin-po-chehi-lcags-kyu); holds a hook decorated with gems.
35. RatnapaSa (Rin-po-chehi-zhags); holds a noose covered
with gems.
36. Ratnabandha (Rin-chen-lcags-sgrog); with.a chain.
37. RatnaveSa (Rin-chen-hbebs-pa); holds a bell marked with
a gem.
110. The "$amily of the lotus" (padma-kula) (3). 1. Vairocana,
white, four faces, bodhyarigi-mudra; symbol: vajra with five
points.
Four mudras:
2. Instead of Vajrasattvi, a vajra with five points marked with
a lotus.
3. Instead of Vajraratna, cintamani gem with a lotus.
4. Instead of Vajradharma, a vajrapadma with eight petals.
5. Instead of Vajrakarma, a lotus with four petals, white in
the centre; the four petals are respectively blue, yellow, red
and green in colour.
6. Jagadvinaya (Hgro-hdul-ba), pink (literally red-white); two
hands: in the left hand holds a stem of lotus, with the right
hand opens the flower at the height of the heart.
7. Buddhapadma (Saris-rgyas-pad-ma), as b k y a m u n i , yellow;
in the left hand the padmaghanta(l), in the right a khatvariga
(2) marked with a lotus.

( I ) i.e., bell signed with a lotus.
(2) See Indo-Tzbeticn I. 102.
( 3 ) Sanskrit text in Lokesh Chandra, STTS, ch. 15 p. 110.

8. padmaraja (Padmahi-rgyal-po), yellow; four arms; in the
first right arm the vajra, in the second the sword; in the first
left the hook, in the second the padma.
9. Padmapaha (Padmahi-chags); red; places an arrow on the
bow.
10. Padmasad hu (Padmahi-legs); position in padmacchotana( 1).
11. Amitabha (Hod-dpag-med); red; in the left hand a lotus,
the right in samadhi-mudra.
12. Padmabhrkuti (Padmahi-khro-gfier); yellow; in the right
hand holds the cintamani gem marked with a lotus and in the
left hand the padmaghanta.
13. Padmasorya (Padmahi-fii-ma); red;in the left hand a lotus
and in the right hand the solar disc over a lotus.
14. PadmaSri (Padmahi-dpal); white; in the left hand a cintamayi-dhvaja marked with a lotus (2); the right hand in the
position of varada-mudra.
15. Padmahasa (Padma-bzhad-pa); white-yellow; eleven faces
and twelve arms; the first two hands in the attitude of preaching, the other two joined together in prayer holding a flower
(puspaiijali); the others, on the right an ivory rosary, a shell,
the sword and the rosary; to the left a lotus, a book, the cintamani gem and the kamandalu.
16. Padmasamadhi (Padmahi-tiri-rie-Nzin); as Indra; red
body with one thousand eyes, the left in samadhi-mudra holds
a vajrapadma.
17. Padmatara (Padmahi-sgrol-ma); as Vajradharma.
18. Padmakumara (Gzhon-nu); red; as Kartikeya; four
hands; in the left the book of prajiiaparamita, in the right padmakhadga (1); in the other right hand a spear, in the other left
......................................................................................

( I ) See above p.34.
(2) i.e. magical flag on which a lotus flower is painted.

hand a lotus.
. . blue neck and
19. Padmahetu (Padmahi-rgyu), as Visnu,
three eyes; on the two right hands the disc and the club, in the
two left hands the lotus and the shell.
20. Padmabha~a (Padmahi-gsuri), as Brahma, pink; four
arms: in the two right arms the rosary and stick (dbyug), in the
two left arms the lotus and the kamandalu.
2 1. Padm-amogheivara (Padmahi-don-yod-pahi-dbari-phyug),
as Mahadeva; four arms, three eyes, blue neck, tiger-skin belt,
the two right hands varada-mudra (xylograph not very clear)
and lotus; in the left trident and sword; four faces of the
following colours: blue, yellow, red and green.
22. Padma-natteivara (Padmahi-gar-gyi-dbari-phyug), as Narteivara; in the two hands on the right padma with hook and
noose; in the two left hands trident chain and bell; white in
colour, three eyes.
23. Padmakavaca (Padmahi-sruri-ba), golden; first right hand
in the attitude of protection (abhaya-mudra), on the first left a
lotus, the other two the talisman padmakavaca.
24. Padmayaksa (Padmahi-gnod-sbyin), black; holds with the
two hands the two teeth protruding from the mouth.
25. Padmamusti (Padmahi-khu-tshur), yellow in colour; holds
a vajra marked with a lotus.
26. Padamalasya (Padmahi-sgeg-mo), holds in the two hands
two vajras with five points.
27. Padmamala (Padmahi-phreri-ba-ma), yellow; carries a
rosary of lotus.
28. Padmagita (Padmahi-glu-ma), pink; with a lute marked
with a lotus.

(1) i.e. sword countersigned by a lotus.

29. Padmanrtya (Padmahi-gar-ma), multicoloured; has, in
the attitude of dance, a vajra with three points marked with a
lotus.
30. Padmadhopa (Padmahi-bdug-ma), pink; holds an
incense-vase marked with a lotus.
31. Padmapuspa (padmahi-me-tog), yellow; in the left hand a
garland of lotus flowers, the right in the act of adoring the
Buddha with the garland of lotus flowers.
32. Padmadipa (Padmahi-mar-me), red; with a torch.
33. Padmagandha (Padmahi-dri-ma), multicoloured; in the
left a vase with perfume and the right in the act of spreading
perfume over the Buddha.
34. Hayagriva (Rta-mgrin), pale red; holds the hook; the
central face with protruding teeth; above, head of horse.
35. AmoghapaSa (Don-yod-pahi-zhags), three eyes and four
hands; on the right hook and varada-mudra, on the left stick
and lotus.
36. Padmasphota (Padmahi-lcags-sgrog), red; chain made of
lotus (padmahi-lcags-sgrog).
37. PadmaveSa (Padmahi-hbebs), six faces; on the right: bell,
spear, sword; on the left: lotus, chain, a hen (khyim-bya).
§ 1 1 . The symbolic and esoteric meaning of the manhla. Before

going into the identification of the single statues of Tabo, it is
convenient to note again that the deities of the cycle of Vairocana, as it is expressed in the school of Sarvavid Vairocana,
are none other than symbols of special moments of the meditation process, in them the sadhaka re-lives, in his internal
experiences, a particular system of cosmic evolution, as it is
exposed by the Tantric theory, to them run backwards, for the
purpose of liberation, the individual stages; this is called reabsorption (laya). During this reabsorption, experimenting and

almost acquiring the definitive possession of truth, transforming thus in psychological reality that which was in the first time
pure intellective cognition, little by little we eliminate in a final
manner the obstacles which derive from passions and from
ignorance ( k l e i c i v a m ~and jfieyduarana) which have operated ab
aeterno upon beings. In said guise one and the other having
been annulled it will be possible to re-obtain that state of absolute initial purity which, when re-acquired after the work of
contingent life and as the fruit of ascensions, is called Bodhi,
i.e., illumination; that is the point of arrival of this purification
and sublimation from error and from contingents and it is only
possible when the bottom of being, beyond the perennial flow of
things, is in fact that primigenous conscience which transcends
each and every particular content, which is the spring or source
and which lies ignored at the bottom of us and of things (1).
Only by virtue of this intimate essence of beings is our regeneration and our sublimation possible; it is the germinal luminosity such as is symbolized by Vairocana, "The Resplendentv,{the
centre of the mandala, from which everything emanates
detaching itself, more and more materialising itself and finally
becoming dim.
T h e mandala expresses all these truths in a symbolic language which is accessible to the initiated, that is, by those who
have had the abhiseka o r mysteriosophic baptism which the
master gives the disciple after long years of apprenticeship,

(1) As in fact Indrabhtiti says in the Jiianasiddhi p.75.5:
"The thought of illumination (bodhicitta) is without beginning
and without end, beatitude, suppression (of every concept of)
existence and non-existence (instead of bhdvdbhciva-hayam we
must read bhciudbhdva-bayam; Tibetan has the slight variation
thog-ma tha-ma-med zhi-ba dnos dun dnos-med mum-par-spans),
synonym of insubstantiality and compassion".

Years during which the disciple has become spiritually and

intellectually mature to receive the mystical doctrine; this doctrine, experimented by him in its entirety, during the process
of meditation, will make him a regenerate, raising him to
superior spiritual levels and making him one with the divinity
to whose mysteries he was initiated.
This esoterism is rather obvious in the mandala of Sarvavid
Vairocana in which several different deities preserve in their
own name the character of symbols; equally as symbolic were
those objects and those weapons which identified them and
while making them immediately recognisable by the initiate
also revealed particular connections or intensified certain
spiritual attitudes.
"The vajra--says Indrabhtiti (Jfianasiddhi p.80 verses 3 Iff.) -is the thought of illumination and the bell is wisdom; this very
truth is called 'disc' because it symbolizes the cutting of ignorance, the 'gem' because of the difficulty to obtain it, 'lotus'
because it is untouched by the faults of existence, 'sword'
because it cuts out those enemies which are passions, 'floating
lotus' (utpala) because it emerges."
Thus also according to the comment on Guhyasamaja by
Tsori-kha-pa the vajra with five points symbolizes the five
species of mystical knowledge and the wheel with twelve rays of
Vairocana represents the victory over the four Mara (Rgyud
thaw-cad-kyi rgyal-po dpal gsan-ba-hdw-pahi rgya-cher bjad-pa
sgron-ma gsal-bahi tshig don ji-brhin hbyed-pahi mtshan-gyi hp-el,
folios 7 1'72).
All the attributes that Mahayanic iconography puts to such
rich use are capable of this interpretation which was in fact

followed in the Tantric schools and which changed the images
into symbolic figurations of the complex and obscure doctrines
contained in literature from which it draws its inspiration.
From it the character of Mahayanic art is born, which has not
in fact a decorative value, but a purely mystical and symbolic
one; the essence itself of the Mahayanic religion does not consist so much of prayer, as of meditation and above all it
requires concentration, through which it is re-lived and visualised therefore psychologically re-lived as a symbolic expression, the ddhdra, the sustenance, as the writers of Indian
treatises say; the idea, even the most abstract one, had to be
translated by these schools into a symbol, into a conventibnal
visual image, which with the exegesis of the doctors was translated into initiated language and became the direct vehicle of
immediate realizations. Here in fact these schools imagine plastic o r pictorial figurations even for the philosophical truths or
the most abstract metaphysical postulations. Even in our case
the statues symbolize mystical states, as it is made even more
evident by that common prefix of vajra, of ratna o r of padma,
the esoteric significance of which we have illustrated above.
T h e very word vajra literally means diamond, but in fact indicates both the purely ideal and uncontaminated essence of one
of the states o r of an aspect of being, and is therefore as unfailing -- because one of the characters of the mystical state is the
unalterability of its content -- as the germinal idea of the single
category of things. Now, in fact, these divinities represent different moments of the meditation process and of that hddhi or
ideal purification through which each phenomenon or group
of phenomena is recognized in its internal meaning and

consequently through this knowledge, it is eliminated in that
spiritual ascent which is fulfilled through meditation: it consists
in the reabsorbing of the various categories of the phenomenal
appearance into the indiscriminate whole, that transcending all
conditions.
Thus for example, according-to a treatise of which I shall be
@ing further information later on, the Nir-TU-L don-sprigs,
Locana is there to symbolize the purification of the element
earth, Mamaki the element water, Pandara the element fire,
Tars the element wind, Vajrakarma the notion of the permanence of things, VajrapaSa the theory of the annihilation of
things, ~ a j r a s ~ h o the
t a theory that beings have an ego, Vajralasya the category of visible matter, Vajramlla the smell sensation, Vajragita the hearing, Vajranrtya the taste, V a j r a d h ~ p a ,
Vajrapuspa, Vajraloka, Vajragandha the notions of times past,
present, future anc' indeterminate.
And even Indrabhtiti in his Jiianasiddhi intends the five Oakti
of the supreme pentad as simple symbols of the different
aspects under which the truth of mystical knowledge manifests
itself or can be considered, fivefold reanimation of this resplendent reality that is at the bottom of all things.
This is the conclusion of a long process which slowly is determined in the Tantric schools of mediaeval India, and gives new
value and new meaning to ritualistics, as these had been prepared and coded through centuries of religious experience of
the masses. But the ritual act looses now its external character
of pure religious ceremony; from external rite (behya-@j@, as it
always remains for us the profane and for the great mass, it
rises to internal rite o r spiritual purification, ddhydtm~h-Fjci.

Each single moment of the cult is transfigured and assumes an
intimate significance, it becomes a sort of symbolic drama in
which the deep truths of the Mahayanic school are almost visualized during that indefinite process of sublimation (Suddhi)
which must in the end raise the sadhaka to a superior plane of
experience.
And this is how moments o r ingredients of the piijja; as a sacr e d rite is called, become first symbolized as goddesses, these
goddesses are Vajralasya, Vajramala, Vajragita, Vajranytya,
Vajradhijpii, Vajrapu~pa, Vajraloka, Vajragandha, which
appear often in temples alongside the main deity and having a
very specific group which is usually independent of the one
known as mchod-pahi Zha-mo "the adoring goddesses". As such,
these may also have different iconographical representation,
partially at least from that identified in our text.
During a second period these are transformed into the symbol of the mystic puja, from internal adoration that does not
use the traditional ritualistic, to which the non-illumined
people may have access, but is a slow purification, rising to that
indiscriminate luminosity of which Vairocana is in the mandala
the symbolic effigy.
Nor is the number of the deities of the cycle deprived of significance: excluding the central divinity which represents the
ideal essence of the cycle and which has four faces or, as at
Tabo, is doubled into four figures to indicate its presence in
the four directions of space (Rnam-par-snan-mdrad phyogs brhir
gzigs, Vajradhdtu-ma&aZa-sarva-deva-vyavasthina, Bstan-hgyur,
zhi, fol. 235), the thirtysix deities of the entourage remain:
thirtysix is a sacred number in Mahayanic mystics, because

thirtysix are the dhatu o r elementary categories and thirtysix
are the letters of the mantra which express with the power of
sound their symbol of creation and, divided into six vara or
l-egroupings they represent the Vara-KuliSadhara, another
symbol of the origin of things, as ideal synthesis of the
archetypes (1).

8 12. The signrficance of the mandala of SarvavidlKun-rig according to Tson-kha-pa. Tson-kha-pa understands our mandala of
Sarvavid Vairocana as none other but the symbolical diagram
of the essential doctrines of Mahayana (2). Vairocana at the
centre stands to mean the dharmata-jfiana, the pure knowledge, not only as a cognizant act, but ontologically, as the substratum of being, knowledge of which is none other than a COW
subtantiation with itself (deprived of that shape with which any
other object of knowledge appears, win-pa-la-sogs-pahi rnum-pu
dun hbral, .ibid. fol. 13 line 6).
This very knowledge considered as thy immaculate light
which causes and refracts time itself the other knowledge,
(adariajfiana) is the second god of the mandala, whilst the
third, the fourth and the fifth symbolize the other knowledges,
that which will be certitude of germinal identity of things eliminates the concept of an ego and of an alter ego (samatiijfiana),
that which gives us the exact idea of the object and of its nature
(pratyaveksana-jfiana) and that through which the good of all
creatures is operated (kriyasadhana-jiiana). T h e four feminine
deities or Sakti indicate the four vimok~amukha,that is, the
four superations that of the vacuum which liberates us from

(1) Vimalaprabh~,patala 1V.
(2) Comment quoted on the Durgati-pariSodhana-tantra
folios 13ff.

the erroneous conceptions that things are not void or vacuum,
that of the indeterminate which opposes itself to the conception
that things have their own essential character, that of renunciation to the opposition of the desire to fulfill a meritorious
action with the purpose of a reward, that of inactivity by
opposition to a false activity.
Vajrasattva and the other three Bodhisattvas who are to be
found to the east, i.e., on the interior o r lower side of the mandala symbolize instead the first four of the sixteen species of
insubstantiality (Sonyata) detailed and described in Mahay~na:
their meditation liberates us from the preconcept of the objective reality of external things and the psychological facts and
from every intellectual attachment to theories and principles,
even to those formulated within the Buddhist dogma; these
must then be surpassed as points of view which are purely relative and the significance of which or their value, consists only
of being moment of that progressive purification which represents the fundamental character of the whole of Mahayanic
mystics (1).
These first four Shyatas or insubstantialities are: 1) that subjective one which eliminates the belief in the objectivity of one's
own perceptions; 2) that objective which eliminates the belief in
(1) Not all the schools classify vacuum according to the
scheme of sixteen groups accepted by Tson-kha-pa which probably follows Sthiramati in his commentary to Madhyantavibhariga (see Madhyantavibhagas~trabhaSyatika of Sthiramati
ed. V. Bhattacharyya and G. Tucci, Calcutta, 1932, p.4lff.).
According to the other school, the itinyata is of eighteen or
even of twenty species, as in the AbhisamayalarikPraloka (p.39
of my edition). Obermiller, A study of the twenty aspects of
jiinyata, Indian Historical Quarterly 9(1).170.
Neither is there an absolute agreement on the definition of
the different stinyata: in my summary I have adopted the
interpretation of Tsori-kha-pa, which on the other hand cannot
be taken as final.

the objective existence of the objects of those; 3) that subjectivity and objectivity which eliminates the belief in the objective
reality of the sensorial relationships in relation to an object; 4)
that of the great insubstantiality which eliminates the belief in
the objective reality of the physical world.
Vajraraga and the other Bodhisattvas o n the southern side of
the mandala are there to symbolise another four Siinyata, that
is; 5) the insubstantial matter of the insubstantiality that serves
to eliminate the belief that makes us attribute a transcendental
existence to the insubstantial matter thus obtained; 6) the
insubstantial matter of the absolute which eliminates the belief
that something which is absolute exists such as nirvana. etc.: 7)
the insubstantial matter of all that is the result of an activity, by
elimination of attachment to works of merit which are not the
cause for obtaining supreme illumination; 8) the insubsta'ntial
matter of all that which is not the effect of an activity, by elimination of the attachment to those works of merit which are the
cause of supreme illumination, which being eternal cannot be
created o r derived.
T h e four Bodhisattvas on the western side of the mandala
are the symbols of other four SBnyata, i.e.: 9) that of limitlessness, to eliminate the belief of objective existence of a limit; 10)
of timelessness to eliminate the belief in objective existence of
each temporal determination as a beginning and an end; 11) of
the non-dispersion to eliminate the belief of non-dispersion of
the works of merit in the state of Nirvana; 12) of the nature to
eliminate the belief in a n essential nature.
T h e Bodhisattvas of the northern side symbolize other four
insubstantialities, i.e.; 13) that of definition, to eliminate the

belief that things have a specific character; 14) of substance,
which eliminates the belief in the existence of any substance;
15) that of the essence by means of which the belief that insubstantial matter of the person o r of things is made u p of something in existence is eliminated; 16) that of the non-essence by
means of which the belief that essence, be it of persons or of
things in existence, is eliminated.
VajralasyP and the other three goddess represent the four
perfections, that is: that of giving, that of morality, that of
patience, and of energy which constitutes the antidote to the
opposite faults.
Vajragandha and the other three goddesses stand instead to
symbolize the four remaining perfections, these are: meditation, mystical knowledge, convictions, knowledge of the
adequate means.
VajrarikuSa and the other three: faith, energy, consciousness,
concentvation.
So that the diagram of the mandala is almost cut into two
perfectly corresponding planes, one superimposed on the
other: under the mandala represented and visible to the eyes
of the profane, lies the other, no longer that of signs but of
truth and experience in which the origins of the doctrine and
of mystics of Mahayana are reabsorbed.
It was necessary to say all these things because we must not
forget that we are dealing with iconography of Mahayana
Buddhism, i.e., of an art which is above all symbolic, which cannot be understood in its ideal significance, if we do not
approach, in as much as it is possible, in our living conditions,
that atmosphere and that religious psychology which inspired it
and which gives it to this day its raison d'2tre. We are not dealing, as I was saying above, with simple works of art, which can

also have; as such and according to our aesthetical criteria, an
arguable value, but above all as plastic expressions of experience which help us to re-live.

Scheme of the mandala of SarvavidlKun-rig
according to Saskya-pa text no. l

813. The main mandala of Vairoca?oa. As in ritualistics the
deities are not listed arbitrarily, but arranged according to a
pre-established and fixed order, because it is symbolic in that
diagram which is called the mandala. Before going on, it would
be good to reproduce as schemes the most popular regroupings

of the cycles connected with Vairocana. The manifold varietv
of the mandala is not due to caprice, but it is the expression,
highly symbolical, of different modes and different methods of
realising that truth and those visions which the Tantra, of
which these are the mystical diagrams, overshadowed by the
not always clear veil of words.
I

Mandala of Vajradhatu according to Bstan-hgyur zi 120
(Tattvalokakari) and Si 32 (Vajradhatu-mahamandal-opayika)

The design of a mandala is in fact enough to make us realize
the Tantric system followed by those who wanted to reproduce
it or who studied it and practised in the temple in which it was
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Mandala of Vairocana according to Paramadivrtti (ri, fo1.78)
Iconography:
Rdo-r e-mtshon-cha-ma (*Vaj~-ayudha):left: arrow made
with a ower, right: vajra-arch.
Rdo-rje-kilikili (Vajra-kilikili): vajra in both hands, at the
height of the chest.
Rdo-rje-dran-ma (*Vajrasmrti): right: flag with makara, left:
on the seat
Rdo-rje-siiiri-po-ma (*Vajrahrdaya): vajra with both hands.
Rdo-rje-mi-byed-ma: flower.
Rdo-r~e-sprin-ma(*Vajramegha): incense
Rdo-rje-ston-ma: lamp
Rjo-rje-dgun-ma (*Vajrahemanta): vase of perfumes.
[The Sanskrit names are reconstructions which may chan e
with the discovery of the ,original Sanskrit text of t e
Paramadivrtti o r an allied Tantra -- Lokesh Chandra]
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9 1 4. Which cycle

of Vairocana is represented in Tabo. But let us

go back to the iconographical figures of the cycle of Vairocana,
as described in the sources studied by us. We are evidently
dealing with an artistic type fixed in temples which are relatively old, because the same scheme already appears in the
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Mandala of Vairocana according to the system ot
Paramadi tantra (Rstan-hgyur, yi, folio 157b)
Centre of mandala: Vairocana, yellow, in samadhi-mudra (1)
(1) According to some texts it is called Rnam-par-snari-mdzad
mrion-byari-chub (see Bla-ma mchod-pahi khrid-yig gsan-bahi gnad
mom-par-phye-ba .vfian-rgyud man-nag-ga gter-mdzod p .5 1) . Instead
of Cittotpatti-matra-dharmacakra-pravartaka, as I have reconstructed the Tibetan previously we must now read: Saha-cittotpadita-dharmacakra-pravarttin. T h e Bodhisattva Saha-cittotpadita-dharmacakra-pravarttin is included in the list of the
Bodhisattvas quoted in the Tattvasarigraha in the description
of the cycle of Vajradhatu, p.380 (for the Chinese text see
Taishd edition volume 18, p.346 last column), cf. Lalitavistara
~ . 15.
4

sources preserved in the Chinese reappearances with the
of occasional variations (1).
The first question which we will put to ourselves is if the deities described in the text correspond to those of the temple of
Tabo. A first discrepancy can he noticed from the number of
the statues. Evidently we are confronted with a plastic translation of the cycle of Vairocana which is slightly different from
that described in the literary sources, which I have used. This
must not surprise those who know the story of the Tibetan
Tantric schools a n d who know that the mystical realisations
connected with the same cycle can represent an infinite variety
according to diverse methods, introduced in different periods
to Tibet by the lotsava and the pandits who created the links of
ideal conjunction between India and the Land of Snows. T h e
same group of experiences concludes a determinate literary
nucleus, represented by a Tantric text, was effected by the followers in different manners according to the various systems of
meditation which were current in the schools. Each lotsava is
the interpreter and the master of a chos-lugs o r special method
learnt in India. Having modified the method of interpretation,
he then had to modify also his symbolic representation contained in the mandala.
How can we explain the difference in the number of deities
between the cycle represented in o u r temple and that which is
described in the literary text of Anandagarbha, of Tsori-kha-pa
or of Sa-skya-pa?
( I ) It is however evident that this cycle does not exhaust the
iconographical types of the deit.ies from which it results; these
can have in other c cles o r according to new grou ings o r in
accordance with di ferent symbolisms a total1 di erent representation. According ro Na-ra-ka doh-sprugs [or example the
uoddess Vajralaspa is in the mudrn rdo-ye-khu-tshur (va ra0
sandhi), Vajrapuspa has a hook and so on and so forth. O t e r
different iconographies are pointed out by Tsori-kha-pa in the
afore-mentioned commentary to the DurgatipariSodhana. [The
mudra vajrasandhi has to be corrected to vajra-mugti -- Lokesh
Chandra].
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In fact Tabo retains only thirty-three statues, i.e., a central
one and thirty-two representing its 'followers. Four would then
be missing. I d o not think that this difference must be attributed to a difference in school. In fact examining them closely,
the statues give the impression of being rather modern; they
do not seem as ancient as the paintings which go back to the
first rebuilding of the temple. In the second place, the deities
of SarvavidIKun-rig are marked by very precise symbols which
must have been made of stucco also o r of wood and these are
now totally absent from Tabo. It is not the case to think in
terms of a destruction brought about by men or by time
because the statues would then show signs of ruin and decay
which are not noticeable instead, nor even in the most delicate
parts such as the hands.
A detailed examination of the photography fully confirms
my supposition: it is enough to see plate VI (no.7), VII (no.g),
VIII (no.12), XI11 (no.22), XVI (no.28), to realize that the halo
preserved traces of antique lines of stucco which are the fragments of the original figures which have not been obliterated.
This in fact shows that these statues have been remade, we do
not know how antique, from previous statues; and it seems that
when these were remodelled, the traditional iconographical
criteria were not very scrupulously taken into account. This
fact is one of the most serious difficulties, together with the
lack of every symbol for the precise identification of the deities
represented. There are more arguments to convince us more
and more that the plastic cycle of Tabo was subjected to great
alterations.

In fact, from the cycle of SarvavidIKurl-rig, "family of'vajra0
and "family of gem" by explicit testimonial of the texts the terrific deities are excluded; all of them are placid and serene.
This description does not correspond to the plastic representation of the temple of Tabo, in which some statues are in fact
terrific, such as those which are o n both sides of the door o r
the other two gigantic ones on the walls of the passage which
leads to the chapel of AmitabhaIHod-dpag-med, on the apse of
the temple.
Moreover, these two are of far greater proportions than the
others and certainly of such a primitive and rough manufacture that we are led to believe that they have been modelled
during a more recent period. It seems therefore that we must
conclude that the temple of Tabo has been subjected in this
section also to frequent alterations, may be d u e to fires, to partial destructions o r to collapses. At which point this took place
we d o not know precisely; but certainiy when the direct tradition of the SarvavidlKun-rig cycle had been lost, thus once the
statues were mended like this the characteristic symbols were
not put back into place, neither was the traditional number of
37 deities constituting the Sarvavid Vairocana cycle taken into
account. T h e four missing statues could have been standing in
the space occupied by the two dharmapaldchos-skyori which
are gigantic, o r otherwise two in said place and the two others
on the sides of the door, near the two more modest dharmapaldchos-skyori surrounded by a halo which has nothing to
do with the cornices usually used for other statues.
T h e deities which are missing for the completion of the cycle
of SarvavidlKun-rig are four feminine deities, because instead
of twelve Tabo contains only eight. And if we take away the
two dvarapala o r chos-skyori o n tlle sides of the entry door and

the other two gigantic ones on the part of the passage which
leads to the little cella of AmitabhaIHod-dpag-med and which
to be represented in their terrific attitude it does not seem, as I
have said before, that we have a connection with the original
cycle of SarvavidIKun-rig, we will be forced to admit that af the
thirtyseven deities of the mandala, only twentyeight remain,
but that we are in fact confronted with a special plastic representation of a definite system connected with Vairocana,
there is no doubt whatsoever, because, although many symbols
have been lost and consequently identification of the different
statues becomes more difficult, some of them can be identified
with almost absolute certainty.
Are we confronted with a symbolic representation of the
Tantric cycle which derives from the Durgati-pariiodhana, or
rather from the other which was identified with the
Tattvasa~igraha?Because if it were possible to establish without
further doubt that the builders of Tabo were inspired by the
Durgati-pariiodhana or the Vajradhatu-mandala every doubt
would be eliminated: it would not be possible to think of anything but the series of Sarvavid/Kun-rig, that is to say, of the
plastic representation of the series of the Vajra.
If on the other hand the chapel of Tabo is derived from a
spiritual atmosphere dominated by the mystical experience
exposed in the Tattvasarigraha, it would be, in view of the total
lack of symbols, rather difficult to establish which of the cycles
that the Tantra has inspired is represented here: that of the
"family of the lotus" is out of the question because many of its
deities, as we have already seen, were represented with many
arms and many heads, whereas at Tabo, they are all of the normal type; but there is no way of distinguishing between the
cycle of the "family of the diamond" and the "family of the

em" because the only possibility of establishing one o r the
other depends on the symbol itself o r on the diamond or the
gem, which in the present case is no longer visible.
Only one argument would lean towards the cycle of the
"family of the gem": in fact the name of Rin-chen-b~an-~o,
is a
religious name, i.e., the name of an initiate, because it is typical
of these schools to assume a name after abhiseka o r baptism,
when by means of special ceremonies the mystical family to
which the beginner belonged had been clearly established ( 1 ) .
The name of Rin-chen-bzan-po, would however seem to indicate his proclaimed connection with the family of the gem. If
the temple was built by him o r by his will nothing is more probable then that he wished to see represented in the chapel the
mystical family under the auspices of which he had received his
initiation: the fact that also at Toling the chapel of Ratnasambhava is shown as that in which Rin-chen-bzari-po usually szt is
characteristic and a traditi,on goes as far as saying that the said
statue is his very effigy (2).
Another argument in favour of this supposition is represented by the fact that, as we have seen, four feminine deities
are lacking from the represented cycle and in fact according to
the scheme of the mandala of the gem the four supreme Sakti
are represented in the mystical diagrams not by figures but by
symbols.
Against the identification with this cycle and more in favour
of that of the Durgatiparisodhana is figure no. 23, which seems
(1) See G. Tucci, Animadversiones indicae, Journal of the
Royal Asiatic Sociey of Bengal, N S . 2 6 (1930): 1 .

(2) Tucci-Ghersi 1933 : 3 12.

doubtlessly to be that of the Pari6odhanar3~dSbyon-bahi-r~~~lpo, represented in the traditional attitude of Amitabha, which
is missing from the cycle of the family of the gem.
Anyway, as the cycle of the gem and that of the vajra have in
many parts the same iconographical representation and at
Tabo every syrnbol which might distinguish the statues is missing, we will limit ourselves to the identification according to
the scheme of SarvavidIKun-rig, adding in brackets the name
corresponding in the series of the "family of the gem".
$15. Identification cf the individual statues. I supply a list on
pages 69 - 70 in which the progressive Arabic numeral on the
left refers to the number of order of the statue within the plastic series which, following the course of the pradaksina ritual,
starts from the left of the entrance door and runs along the left
wall, the central wall and the right wall, then returning to the
right hand side of the door (see fig. 2). T h e Roman number is
there to indicate the order of the plate in which these statues
have been reproduced following that of the original. The
Arabic number in italics refers to the position which the said
deity occupies in the description of the mandala of Sarvavid1Kun-rig according to the scheme of the family of the
vajra o r of the family of the gem described in the sources
studied by us.

8 16. Iconographic types of Vairocana. Moreover even the central
deity (vibhu, gtso-bo) of the temple is different from the iconographic type described in the literary sources (plates ?(XI,
XXII).
In fact Vairocana is not represented with one body only and
four heads, but by four single figures put back to back, the
symbol of the mudra is different, because while the statues of

Serial
numbers
of the images
in the temple
3
4
6
8

Corresponding
number of the
Plate
Name of the deity
c cle of
3 deities
I11
Vajradhapa
30
1V
Vajralasya (Mani-)
26
V
Vajrasattva
10
VI
vajraraga
(Mani-) (1)
12
10
VII
Vajraratna (Rinchen-lta-ba)
14
12
VI I I
Gyal-mchog-rinchen (Don-thamscad-sgrub-pa 6)
4
14
IX
Vajrahasa (Mani-)
17
15
X
Vajramala (Mani-)
27
16
X
Vajragita (Mani-)?
28
17
XI
Candavajrapani (2)
(1) Vajraraga is represented in the small fi ure in bronze
which formed part of a whole group of Sarvavi IKun-rig in the
temple of Rabgyeling (Plate X X a).
(2) Canda-vajrapani 01- idso Vajl-acanda is a terrific incarnation of Aksobhya. In H d o d lira-tthogs-kyi spub-thabs of
Blo-bzan-dpal-ldan-ye-ses he is described thus (complete works,
vol.ca p.4 1):

1'

B

.;cw~-q3r-1-4"35wri2
1

1 - 0 the sadhaka the following appears: Srimat-~ahficanda
himself with one face and two hands and in a frightening
fbl-m; in the riyht hand he holds the golden vajra and in the
l c f i leaning agLinst the side the bell. It is ornamented with

Serial
numbers
of the images
in the temple
19
20

Plate

23
25
26

XI1
XI1
XI11
XI V
XV
XV

27

XVI

28
29

XVI
XVI I

30
31

XVIII
XVIII

22

Corresponding
n u m b e r of the
Name of the deity
cycle of
37 deities
Vajraloka(Mani-)
27
Vajrapugpa (Mani-)
31
Vajratiksna (Ratna-)
19
Sbyon-bahi-rgyal-po
2
Vajrasurya
15
Vajraraja
(or Vajrahetu)?
11
Vajrasphota
(Ratna-) (1)
36
Me-to -cher-rgyas
5
Vaira h a r m a
( ~ i r i - n ehdzinye-Ses-shin-po)
Vairasandhi
vijranrtya
33

f

T a b o a r e in the attitude of preaching (dharmacakra-rnudra),
Sarvavid Vairocana must be, according r o t h e aforementioned
description, in the attitude of meditation (dhyana o r samadhirnuclrs): this type is to be f o u n d in the figures of the mandala
of Vairocana at Tabo, at. Toling a n d in o t h e r places, o r we see
reproductions of votive stiipas/tsha-tsha rather frequently in
the vicinity of' the a ~ l c i e n tte~rrplesof Bkalj-gdarns-pa be it of
Ladakh o r of Western Tibet (plate XXI I I).
bandage a n d with genrined jewels with ;I garland of. many rays
reflecting interrlally. I ' h e right leg is c-orltt-acted ;uld the le'ft
extencieci.
T h e gocl is represented in tllr b l - o n ~ est;ttur o n plate X X c,
whose iconogral~hic type rol-1-espontls pc~-tkctl?, to the
afol-ementio~ledsatlhana. O\.ei- the 1re;icl M7ec;ur scc ;t tigur-e of'
Aksobhy:~, o n e of the Kucltl1r;ts of the supl.c.lnr pe~ltacl,of'
who111 C;a~)da-v;!jrap?tr~iis consitle~-edthe enlil~lati o n .
( 1 ) Vajl-;tsplro!a is r-epl-esented in a small s t a t t ~ ealso
,
ol-igilr~lting fi-om the g ~ - o uof.
l ~ S ; t ~ - \ ~ a v i c l / K i ~ ~ofr - K:lbq\~r.ling,
~~ig
I-t.111-oducecl o n plate X X h.
< ,

This manner, however, of representing Sarvavid Vairocana
is not only characteristic of Tabo, but it is to be found again in
other places, for example in the temple of Lhalung and it is
probably explained by the fact that the quadruple aspect of the
god, symbolized by its four heads, is split into as many separate
forms; these then are in the habitual mudra of isolated Vairocana, i.e., in that of the dharmacakra and therefore they
reproduce the type of Vairocana which appears in the series of
the paficakula the five Tathagata o r Buddha, erroneously
called the five dhyani-buddha, and which, as we shall soon see,
signify, in the meditation process, the four lines of evolution of
things o r of experience of indiscriminate primaeval being.
This particularity of the symbols must not surprise us: the
representations of Vairocana are also many and varied according to the Tantric cycle to which they refer: thus for example,
.according to a work already mentioned ( I ) , beyond the most
common type of the series of the supreme pentad that is, white
colour, a face, hands in the gesture of preaching, other manifestations of him are also venerated: that of Kun-rig Rnampar-snari-mdzad1Sarvavid Vairocanz as described in the
Sa-skya-pa text o r in the cycle of the Durgati-parisodhana
studied above, with the wheel with eight rays on the palm of
the hand (hkhor-lo rtsibs brgyad); then Rnam-par-snari-mdsad
mrion-par-byari-chub with a face and two hands in
sarnadhi-mudra and yellow in colour; then, according to the

......................................................................................

(1) Bla-nla n~chod-pahikhrid-yzg gsan-bahi gnad mum-par-phye-ba
sfian-rgyud man-nag-q gtrr-mdzod, folio 5 1b.

~ajradhatu-mahamandal-opayika (Bstan-hgyur Si 32) R d ~ - ~ j ~
Snari-mdzad (Vajra-Vairocana) as SarvavidlKun-rig, with a
vajra on the hands instead of the wheel.
According to the commentary of the Paramaditantra another
of his shapes is white with the rdo-rje dril-bu bell marked by the
vajra in the right hand and the vajra at the height of the breast
in the left (Bstan-hgyur 78): and another one (ibid. p.283) is
yellow, with one face: the hands are in bodhyangi mudra and
in them he carries the vajra. According to the gloss of
Tsori-kha-pa to the commentary by Candrakirti on
Guhyasamaja (folio 217 b) he is also represented with one face
and two arms, wheel and bell as symbols.

8 17. Age of the paintings at Tabo. Before going on to the other
chapels of Tabo, it would be convenient to return to the question of the age to which the Gtsug-lag-khan probably dates
back. T h e said temple is doubtlessly the most important and
the most ancient of all the gompa. Tabo and Toling are not
disassociated, as we can see, in tradition: both were founded by
Rin-chen-bzan-po under the patronage of Ye-ies-hod; but,
whether the temple that we admire today is the same one
which was built during the time of the great Lotsava is yet to be
seen. What opposes this possibility is the inscription to be read
at the entry of the apsidal chapel published and translated in
appendix V I I I on page 195.
T h e said theory then confirms the construction of' the gompa
as a work of Ye-Ses-hod, but, it speaks of a rebuiltling during
the reign of Bya~i-chub-hod which took place fortysix years
later. But nothing indicates that the said rebuilding is conternporary with this prince. Moreover, as the author himself
declares, and he seems to be the painter of the frescos too. the
inscription is none other than a lo-rgyus, that is a retelling, a

tradition put into writing and very different, thus, from the
dedication itself. T h a t (the dedication) is at the sarrle time
glorification (praiasti) of the two greatest figures of Buddhist
renaissance in Western Tibet. Thus there is no reason to attribute the paintings, which nonetheless appear very ancient and
betrary Indian influences beyond discussion, to the time of
in-chen-bzari-po. But above the inscription with which I have
been concerning myself so far, we see a painting (plate XXIV),
evidently from the same hand as the previous one, which
reproduces a n ascetic figure, with the right hand in bhGmisparia-mudra; a Buddhist saint somewhat idealised and just as
difficult to establish who he is. Around the ascetic figure there
is a multitude of devotees, some of whom are laymen and
obviously personages of great importance.
It is in fact here, within a frame, that we found the little
inscription that Francke could not read and decipher completely. Because instead of only: GUGE SDE, as it seemed to
him, what is clearly written here is the following:
1) Czill-mul-la dban-plzjlug mgonl mkhar r u m gu-ge sde
2) Gnus-61-tan-rhen-po hdul-ba m d m d rta-Po-yi dge-hdun-sde
churl-Po.
Thus: 1) "GZIH-MAL-LA the prince, the lord; Mkhar RUM,
district of Guqe".
2) "The great arhat converts; the great assembly of the
monks of' 'hbo".
Gzil!-mal-la is evidently the Hdzi-smal of the genealogy of
Kgyal-rabs and Rtse-lde takes us back to the last quarter (twentyfive year period) of the XIth century (Indo-Tjbetica II), taking
into account that between Rtse-lde and Gzih-mal-la there are

another fifteen kings, and we will arrive approximately to the
end of the XIIIth century and to the beginning of the XIV
century as probable dates of the prince remembered in the
inscription and whose effigy appears in the paintings of Tabo.
Consequently, all the pniqtings of the temple still in existence
correspond to this same epoch.
T h e other inscriptions are almost all erased. But to the right
of the apse, near the statues of personages who contributed to
the foundation of the temple (yon-bdag, sbyin-bdag, plate XXV) 1
have been able to decipher the following:
Khrom-hu chun-ma : the wife Khrom-hu (1).
Mag-pahi tsa ra brten-ti dgeh (=dge) yon-bdag: the donator
Brten-ti [h]-dgeh of Tsa, the stepson.
Rum ra rtan-Po-gsug: Rtan-po-gsug of Rum.
Hug-ur ra ye-sb: Ye -Ses of Hug-ar.
Sgron-nos(2) hdihi yon-bdag rum ra gfien-tin: GAen-tin of Rum,
a donator [of gods] of this [monastery] true and real lamp (of
the faith).
T h e names preceding those of persons are probably the
names of places, as Rum certainly is, which appears also in the
inscr.iption of Gzih-mal-la (3) cited above o r of a clan.

( I ) O n Khrom see F.W. Thomas in the]our?ml of Royal As~alic
Society 1931:830.

(2) i.e. the monastery of Tabo which in the inscription is also
called "light of the faith"; iios for ,(firus.
(3) Judging from this inscription Kum M.as the n a m e o f the
district of Spiti around Tabo. For the suffix z n see F.\V.'I.ho~~las,
Jo~o.rrn1o f Royal Asiatic S o c i u t ~1927:832.

818. The frescos. In the central temple, under the statues,
there is a long uninterrupted series of'f'rescos, which all bough
representing, as we shall see, well-known legends of Budtihism,
is sufficiently important also for the history of ancient costumes
of Western Tibet. It is evident in fact that these paintings are
more o r less inspired by local and contemporary visions, projected, so to speak, against the legendarv and mythological
background which it was intended to represent. Their technique and style a r e of the greatest interest to us.

These paintings have come o u t of a school which is totally
independent from that developed in central Tibet. and generally better known; they reveal an indigenous art which must
have been formed in Guge under the patronage of the kings of
Western Tibet. Inspired a n d modelled directly on India, far
away from that Chinese penetration which was established in
other parts of Tibet, this mural painting is perhaps the most
noteworthy remaining document of a school which could be
called Indo-Tibetan; to its fundamental characteristics I propose to devote in the near future an exhaustive study on the
basis of the ample material brought back by me from my
travels.
T h e frescos which decorate the temple of Tabo can be
divided into two series: o n e is to the left when one enters the
temple and starts immediately at the side of the door, the other,
runs parallel to the 1-ight with a similar development.
One and the other series are narrations, i.e., pictorial reproductions of legends well known within Buddhism.
That on the left contains in fact the legend of
Sud handNor-bzari. T h e stoi-y of Sud hanaINor-bzari, king faith, ever1 t o
ful to the precept of the Buddhist Law ( c h o s - r ~ a l ) is
this date one of the most popular and wide spread in the \\.hole

o f TilIet. Its most well-known recast is entitled: Cll,os-kYi-rgyal-po
~ ~ ~ l - - b ~ - b z a n -rrlurtz-thur
pohi
f)hyog.s b.sgl-ig.s-t)~c~s-~o
tho.r chud ~id-kji
dgah-ston (plates XXV I , XXXI I).
T h i s book speaks of the rivalry between two kingdoms of
India, o n e in the north a n d the other in the south, the latter
heretical, t h e f o r m e r extremely devoted to Buddhist Law. The
lack of piety produces great calamities in t h e kingdom of the
South, while the naga, liberal givers of riches take u p refuge in
a lake of t h e southern kingdom making the treasures of their
grace rain over this reign. T h e attempts of the princes of the
northern kingdom a n d of their priests to make t h e naga return
to their seat a r e in vain; a n extremely powerful wizard promises to bind with his formulii the serpents, but h e is killed bv
a fisherman, who in close frienclship with the ~ l a g ais
, the object
of great benefices because h e has known how to save them
from the wickedness of the magician a n d recives the gift of' ;l
precious gem. T h u s this fisherman with the mediation of' an
ascetic- obtains a half-goddess of. great beauty (Kinn~it-i)~ . l i o n i
h e takes to king S~ctlh;kna/No~--bza~i
as a wife, the latter gi\ring
him splendid recompense f 0 t - the benefits I~roiight to the
country.
T h e leqentl tlescril~esthe loire of the i-ov;ll coiiple anti the
envy which arises ;unlotigst the cotlcubitles ;und the women of'
t h e gyliaecellm who, with clif'fki-et~tstratagems, Iii;\llage t h ~ t
Sudl~;~na/Not--11z:iti
be sent by his Father into the regions of' the
north to convert the barbarians wllo inhabit that sectioli of' the
I-egio~l.While the prince easilv cart-ies out his clanget-oils enterprise, the rivals of the princess cont~*i\lea plot ;~gili~l\t
Iler.
a l t h o i ~ q hthe princess helped by Sictlhanal IVo~--I)~;lli's
1110111~1..
can t 1 1 l . o ~yh hartlship a n d suffer-iilg save l~et-scllt ; hilig
~
1 . ~u
1 3
(~c
i
n atnongst tllr (;;~ntlhar-va. 'I'he tlistl-ers i ~ n t l ; ~ ~ i g u i \ Iolf

sudhandNor-bzari is great when upon return he no longer
sees his wife: without thinking of his kingdom and of the paternal rebuke he leaves with the firm purpose of finding her
again; the book discovers his adventures, through strange
countries and finally the joy of their meeting. It is then clear
that this lengthy Tibetan story, rich in digressions and descriptions is none other but a remaking and a n extension of the
well-known story of Sudhana, contained in the Divyavadana
(pages 44 1ff).
T h e frescos of Tabo, however, d o not contain scenes which
seem inspired by this legend. Evidently it is another story that
they reproduce. Due to different reasons we had neither the
way nor the time in which to photograph o r to copy the
inscriptions which are a commentary to the various scenes, but
it is clear from my notes, and from the few words which can be
read in the plates, that the paintings illustrate the story no
longer of dharmaraja S u d h a n d chos-rgyal Nor-bzan but of
iresthi-putra Sudhanaltshori-dpon-gyi-bu Nor-bzans (1) that is
"Nor-bzari son of the chief merchant (Sresthi-putra)". Which
one the story is, I am not able to tell: but it is worthwhile not to
forget that Nor-bzan is a translation not only of the Sanskrit
Sudhana, but can also correspond to a n original Manibhadra.
T h e painting to the right, instead, reproduces the life of
Buddha described in a series of pictures which correspond to
the twelve fundamental moments of the life of Buddha
(~ndznd-pa bcu-ghs), which have become traditional in the
iconography of Tibet. T h e frescos of Tabo d o not contain anvthing special o r new; as the other part of this legend of
Buddha runs very frequently almost over all the temples of
......................................................................................

(1) I t is thus in ancient spelling.

Western Tibet, I d o not think it is the case to make a detailed
description, moreover in view of the fact that the paintings of
Tabo are already to a great extent cancelled a n d ruined by the
water which has seeped in through the detached ceiling and in
a state of conservation which does not warrant a detailed stylistic examination

6 19. T h e cella and iconographic types of the Five Buddhas. Behind
the temple, that we have been discussing so fir, is the cella
(dri-gtsari-khan) with a central statue a n d two acolytes on both
sides. T h e little cella is surrounded by a narrow corridor, which
used to serve for circumambulation of the faithful. T h e central
figure represents a Buddha sitting o n a throne (simhasana), on
the pedestal of which we can see in high relief two lions back to
back (plate XXXIV).
Usually, the statue is covered by a ritual cloak, red in colour.
T h e deity is sitting down in the position of vajraparyanka
a n d his hands are in the position of dhyana-mudra, that is
supine, o n e o n the other. It is thus possible to approach an
identification of the statue which is more precise than the simple a n d generic seated figure of Buddha, as Francke says.
T h e r e is n o doubt that the figure represents Hod-dpag-med,
that is Amitabha. In fact in the usual Tibetan iconography, the
Five supreme Buddhas o r Pafica-tathfigata can be represented
with symbols o r without symbols, wearing monk's robes or
royal attire, according to a scheme which can be summarized in
the following formula, a n d which allows for n o doubts about
the specific identification of the deity represented.

deity
colour
Vairocana
white
~ksobhya
blue
Ratnasamhhava yellow
Amit2bha
red
~ m o ~ h a s i d d h igreen

vehicle
mudrii
symbol
lions ( 1 ) dharmacakra (2) wheel
elephants bhilmisparsa
vajra
horses (3) varada
gem
vase (4)
peacocks dhvana
garuda (5) abhaya
sword (6)

As illustrations of the sacred pentad a n d of its iconographical
representations, 1 can reproduce a series of rigs li2a (five
Ico?zu(1) And not dragons as in B. Bhattacharyva, Hlo(ldl~i.~t
graj~hy,p.4. -4ccordlng to the Tattvalokakari the syn~bolof Vairocana is the vajra wlth five points: Rstan-hgvur ri I.?Iff. For
Five Buddhas a n d their iconography corn a r e Bstan-hgyur zi
121: after having said that Valrocana is w ite. has foul- faces,
his svmhol is a vaji-a with five oints (t.(lo-rjp~ - t w - l i ~ ohis
) , \.rhicle
( ~ a h a n athe
) lion, it is followecfb?.:

E

R-~~~xJ-w*%~

(2) But according to Pailca kal-a of' Atl\,av;~\.ajra(in ..\tl\~a\.;i\~ajl-a-sq~ligl-aha,p. 40) the mudi-a is bodhva~igill,i;~li-chub-mihog.
(3) Not lions as said in 1 1 1 1 . t i ~ , , ~ o ~ , . ( ,of'
p h B~ . Bhattachai-yva p. 5.
(4) ~ c c o l - d i n to the same ti-eiitise o f Atl\~;lva\.qjl-atllr s!,ll~hol
is the lotus: pnc ~trn-(.iIrt~cr.
(5) Or-: a i i - i i O
I bird o f Sigiilltic o
o
o ;i11d
~ ~ i t al l 11um;ln face. see zoh-(,l/o.s zhi klrro (lgo)i.\-/,nr g r o l - ~ ~I(ISi
I l ~ ( 1t'l - ( / I
/ / / ~ S / IO).-/IU ,.(I 1; - . q t . o / - &I~ ,i
fi 1;1.-/)o,
lo 2.
(6) ~ c c h ~ - t lto
i ntll;
~ saiilr ti-eiitisr the ~ \ ~ l i i b o\j,oi~ltt
l
11e t11e
~isv;i\~;iji-;i,
;IS il; the Tatt\.alok;r tal-i, but the Tibrt;lll t l . i i l l ~ l ; l t i O ~ l
of the s;inre b.01-d 11;~s).(,l-gri i.e. k l ~ ( l g (SM~OI-d.
~,
the 011r i l l fi1c.t
tli;lt is see11 i n the figul-e 1-epi-oduced o n plate SSSI I I .
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families), as certain diadems are called which are used in Tibet
in exorcising ceremonies o r in funeral rites, o r even in the haptism of an initiate.
These are composed of five small icons held together by a
little cord o r band; each of the icons represents one of the supreme Buddha: thus the name "the five families" with which
they are usually referred to. T h e imposition of this mystical
diadem means that the officiant has become one with that germinal cosmic force in which the five lines of evolution are differentiated, symbolically represented by the supreme pentad;
now thus united with the whole he holds under domain the
forces of the universe and can operate the miracle.
These rigs lna are now usually made of cardboard o r papier
mache; and carry painted on them, with greater o r lesser skill,
the images of the Five Buddhas framed in these traditional
motifs which Tibetan art has inherited from India.

A good example, carried out with uncommon refinement is
that which is reproduced in the plate and which corresponds
perfectly to the iconographic schemes indicated above (plate
XXXI I I).
But the more antique rigs lna were made of wood, according
perhaps to the Indian habit: substituted however by those of
papier mache, these have today become rare beyond measure.
1 still managed to find some notable examples in Spiti, in high
Kunavar and in Guge: some are very ancient, moreover almost
certainly of Indian manufacture, o r directly inspired by Indian

models. Those illustrated on plate XXXV nos. 1 , 2, 3, can be
considered as such.
NO. I represents Amoghasiddhi, no. 2 Vairocana, no. 3
mit tab ha. T h e Buddhas are characterised by their traditional
vehicles on the base of the throne: and they are seated in vajraparyanka over a lotus supported by a carpet decorated with
quadrangular motifs. Behind the figure, the throne, of a style
which seems characteristic of the statues of the Pala type, i.e.,
flanked by a small figure o f - a n elephant which rests on the
horned lion (vydlaka): in this case over the vydlaka there is a
cavalier. Over the throne a marine monster (makara) from
which develops in flower motifs of spherical curves going
upwards, a garuda, of the usual Indian type, surmounted by
the characteristic symbol of the deity represented: the sword
for Amoghasiddhi, the wheel for Vairocsna, the lotus for
Amitabha.
Nos. 4-8 (plates XXXVI-XXXVII) reproduce the whole pentad: Sarvavid Vairocana (no. 6) is the central deity of the series
with four heads and hands in dharmacakra-mudra, a type
which synthesises in only one figure the quadruple Vairocana
of Tabo. Under each deity, apart from the usual vehicle, the
figure of a dwarf in the position of Atlantis, a motif which we
will find again I-eproduced in stucco in the temple of Lhalung:
instead of the garuda at the top a head of lion (kirtimukha).
O n the vortex the traditional symbol: the lotus flower for
Amitiibha, the Lriivavajra for Aksobhya, (as in the treatise of
Ad\fava~~ajra)
for Vairocana (no. 6) a flower instead of the
wheel, for Amoghasiddhi (no. 7) the vajra (only the higher part
is reproduced), for Ratnasambhava (no. 8) the gem. On both
sides of the throne, instead of the motif of the elephant and
the vyalaka, two deities, almost surely feminine ones, propably

the usual feminine deities in the act of adoration ( m ~ h o d - ~ ~ h i
lha-molpfija-devi):
At the sides of Vairocana the attendants are four instead of
two: at the top under the kirtimuklra, two small figures; one of
Sakyamuni and the other of Amitabha.
Nos. 9 and 10 (plate XXXVIII) are of the same type
although worked maybe with greater refinement: representing
Amitabha arid Ratnasambhava.
T h e symbols, as I have previously said are accessory; they
can be present, but they can also be lacking; moreover, this is
the most frequent case in the iconography of Western Tibet;
on the other hand, we have already seen, st~idyingthe iconographical type of Vairocana, that these can also vary according
to the schools. T h u s identification of the deities can be done
above all o n the basis of two fundamental elements: the colour
and the position of the hands.

820. Amitdbha and Arnitdyus. I n o u r case the red colour and
the position of the hands in samadhi o r dhyana-tnudra shows
beyond doubt that the statue represents Arnitabha. What is
missing is the vase, that is, the vase tbr alms, that which in
1 lbetan is called the lhun-bzed and in Sanskrit p i r. ~. c L a y B t ~We
~.
attribute a great deai of importance to this fact, Decause the
figure of Amitabha of the same colour and of the same posture
is sonietimes represented with the lhui-bzed and many times
with the kalaia o r kumbha (in Tibetan burn-pa). T h e difference
in the form of the two vases is notable and thus also the
difference in the significance.
7 7 .

Whilst the pindapatra is, as w e all know, the vase in which the
rnonk coilects the alrrls of'kred, the kalasa is the traditional vase
which contains the sacred wiirer, the later that is transformed

by the blessings of the deity into ambrosia. Usually, thesection
of this vase is narrower o n the base and wider towards the top,
it has a thin neck a n d very thick and heavy lips. It is a type
which goes back to very ancient times and which seems to have
always had a ritual use: the vase from which the water of life
gushes out (1).
It is in fact this water sprinkled on the initiate which consecrates his definite admission to the supreme mysteries ar~tlhis
coparticipation in the supreme truth, i.e. his rebirth to higher
planes of existences, because the a b h i ~ e k ao r baptism i ~ r ~ p l i e s
identification of the sadhaka with that plane of experience
which a certian deity stands to symbolize. In cither words, to
use the terminology of the mysteriosophic schools which move
in an atmosphere similar to that of the Buddhist sects. with
which we are dealing; the kalasa is destined to contain the
water of life, o r as the texts say, the ambrosia of immortality
(hchi-med tshehi bdud-rtsis gun-puhi bum-pa) (2); the consecrated
water which is used in baptism a n d which is transformed by the
benediction of the guru and by divine grace (udl~i:[har~a)into
ambrosia and operates the indefectible palingenesis of the
initiate, making him o n e with the deity. Now the Tibetans distinguish obviously between the two iconographical types, that
which carries o n the palm of the hand in dhyana-mudra the
pindapatra a n d that which instead carries the kalaia. T h e first

(1) Heuzy, O r i g i n ~orirr~talo.~
~
(It) lib,-t, p. 163. A. Coomaraswamy, Yaksas, 2. 61.
(2) Hdod lha-tshogs-kyi spub-thabs of Blo-bzati-dpal-ldan-ye-Ses
(Vol. na of his complete works, folio 78).

one is said to represent Hod-dpag-med, Amitabha, and the
other Tshe-dpag-med, Amitayus; that is the only type
Amitabha-Amitayus which (1) -- be it in India, in China or in
Japan, seems to be confused with each other -- is rigorously
divided into two different aspects. How this has taken place, we
are not able to say; neither can we yet establish if the Tibetans
continued a tradition already elaborated by some Indian
schools o r if they have been the first ones to formulate,
perhaps under foreign influence, a theory which implied a contradiction with the traditional scheme of the sacred pentad and
which infringed that quinary number on which it is pivoted. It
seems to us, still, that we may notice from this division of a
deity into two subspecies a religious atmosphere similar to that
of the mysteriosophical schools of the Mediterranean Orient
which, through initiations and ascents, wanted to ascend to a
state of consubstantiation with the deity now considered as
pure light and infinite light Amitabha, now as eternal life
Amitayus, mystical ideals to the realization of which so many
initiates aspired during the centuries immediately preceding
our era.

$21. Acolytes of Amitabha. Above the image of Amitabha there
are four small figures in stucco with earrings and diadems. The
two higher ones are dressed in the characteristic Indian
costume (dhoti) and the two lower ones seem to come out of a
cloud; they are probably deva and apsaras o r vidyadhara in the
act of homage. O n the walls at the sides of the Buddha, traces

(1) Already identified completely in the Sukhavativy~ha,see
Buddhist Mahiyina Texts, part 11: Sacred Books of the East, Vol.
XLIV, p. 14 par. 13 and 14, and p. 32 par. 14.

paintings symbolising two feminine deities; the one on the
left is white, the o n e o n the right is dark and these must have
had symbols which are n o longer distinguishable; the one on
the left seems to carry a parasol. Evidently, the usual goddesses
in the act of veneration (mchod-pahi-lha-mo) usual accessory of
Buddhist iconography.
On the side walls we find statues of two bodhisattvas; the one
on the right is AmitabhalHod-dpag-med and white, the one on
the left is blue. T h e y a r e probably representations of different
aspects of Avalokiteivara. T h e statue on the right almost certainly represents Padmapani and the o n e o n the left Mahasthamaprapta (Plates XXXIX, XL).
This connection is not purely casual, but it is an iconographic
consecration of a tradition not unknown to Mahayana literature. We know in fact from the Karunapundarika (1) that
Aranemi, who reigned d u r i n g past cosmic eras, became the
Buddha Amitabha, while his two eldest sons, ascending in their
spiritual ascent, became the bodhisattvas Avalojtiteivara and
Mahasthamaprapta: these, in the Kuan wu lian Sou fu kin flank
standing by a n apparition of Amitabha (Taisho 365) and even
in the Sukhavativyirha they a r e named as the principal
bodhisattvas in the paradise of Amitabha (2).
T h e other two statues also standing, which precede the apse,
are part also of the pariudra o r followers of Amitabha. They are
of

\

(1) Karunapundarika, edition of the Buddhist Text Society,
p. 37, 38, 39.
(2) Sukhavati, translation mentioned before, p. 52 par. 34.
According to the greater part of literature with iconographic
character o r value, Avalokiteivara must in fact be to the right
of Amitahha a n d Mahasthamaprapta to the left. See for
example 17'o-lo-ni-chi-ching Taisho 901 vol. XV. 800, where
however, instead of Avalokiteivara Padmapani, it speaks of
Avalokiteivara "of eleven heads"

Akaiagarbha to the left a n d Ksitigarbha to the right of the
cent1.al statue (plates XLI-XLII). T h u s also at T a b o a tradition
which is found in Japan and which existed in China would be
documented: the pentad of Amitabha, in which the Japanese
schools seems to substitute for AkjSagarbha the patriarch
Nagarjuna (1).
O n the walls of the circumambulation passage around the
apse, in frescos, a thousand figurines of Buddhas sitting down,
in dhyana-rnudra (plate XLIIl). T h e rnonks which we see are
as many AmitabhdHod-dpag-med, but we are dealing with the
usual motif which is so frequent in the paintings of the temples
of this epoch in western Tibet, i.e., of the cycle of the Buddhas
of the Bhadrakalpa, the polyglot list of which has been published by Weller: the inscription of which we have spoken (line
7) clearly alluded to them.

922. The libru~yof Tubo. Unfortuniitely, of the library which
was once u n d e r tho custody of this temple, nothing is left but
miserable rernains. In a rough shelf along the length of the left
wall, we find in n o particular o r d e r loose folios of a Prajiiaparamira in o n e hundred thousand Lerses, the importance of
which has already been pointed out by Francke. It is probable
that the temple was ravaged by the soldiers of Zoravar, during
the tragic Tibetan expedition of this f a ~ n o i ~Dogra
s
general. I t
seems to me almost certain that he went through Tabo, on his
way to Kyi a n d to Kaze. Francke seems to deny this possibility,
because the temple of T a b o is the only o n e which has remained
standing in the midst of such general ruin. But we must bear in
mind that the temple of l ' a b o rose in the plains and that it was
......................................................................................

(1) See HOhOgirin

s.il.

Amida,

the case to dismantle it as it was necessary t o
with the
other monasteries built, as real fortresses, o n top of hills, of
difTicult access, provided with bastions a n d vents a n d that in
tile case of war were used as a n excellent rcfuge a n d a magllificent defense for t h e lama-warriors. Once the clevastatiotl of'the
temple of T a b o h a d been carried o u t the pious Faithful recollected the remains of t h e ancient library which were scattel-ed
and put them back without following any o r d e r in the provisional shelving.
T h e manuscripts a r e all in the ancient script (plates
XI.IV-XLV): like t h e copies of Toling a n d of the other inonastcries of Western Tibet. Moreover, the nlanuscripts contain
more archaic forms t h a n the very inscriptions o n the i ~ ~ s i cof.
le
the temple of T a b o . It is difficult to establish whether wfe a r e
always confronted with ancient originals, contemporaries of the
foundation of t h e temple o r with successi\,e copies, bec-ause as
it is well-known, t h e arid anti d r y climate of Titlet can preserve
manuscripts perfectly for a period of many centuries, as in the
plains of Central Asia. But o n the o t h e r h a n d , the importance
that T a b o must have h a d , favoured the continuous copying of
sacred texts which not only were studied by rnonks, but which
had to be recited d u r i n g the religious service. A n d pr-i\late persons also, according to a habit which is ever1 toclay in force in
Tibet, in o r d e r to procui-e for thenlscl\les religious merit,
ordered copies, paying themsel\les for the se~.vice of the
arnanuenses, of t h e volunles of the "Great Mother" (yunz
r h m - m u ) , i.e., of t h e Prajriiiparamitli in its tlif.fe~-entversions.
But whether these a r e ancient o r not so ancient the tlif'ferent
copies of the nlost sacred books of. Bucltlhisrn tieposited in the
temple of l';~l,o (and what I a m ilu\v saying tor T a b o initst be
repeated for the o t h e r temples of*Wrste1.11Tibet, which I have
visited) ai-e of great importance t o r the critical edition of the
Tibetan vel-sion of t h e PI-ajiiapai-amita, o r of the other canoni-

c;,I t~ooks,because they have 1)et.n handed down faithfully ;irltl
with gi-eat care for detail, the text as it came o u t of the hantls
of the first translators. T h u s , as I have demostrated in the setonc.1 volume of' the Ifltlo-Tiboticcc, some of' these translations, of
which ancient manuscript fragments remain, hiid been produced in Western Tibet a n d by lotsavas of M1estern '17ibet,
whether o u t of the hands of Rin-chen-bzari-po himself o r of' his
collaborators. T h e great value of these manuscripts is the11
clear, they give us t h e original f o r m of a literature which is
rxtr.emely important f o r the study of Buddhism, of its tlognla,
a n d of its mystical experiences.
Folios of works translated in Western Tibet a n d consequently
;I product of the school of Rin-chen-bzari-po appear, fi-equently, lost in t h e midst of the thick pages of the PrajASp;iratnitri f*r;igments f o u n d a t Tabo. I find this worthy of.
note. It seems that these monastei-ies of Spiti a n d Guge, even
when they began to grow a n d the fi)llowers of the new sects
which had slowly begun to assume their own characteristics in
the rest o f Tibet, pi-e*erved a certain orthodoxy of tt-atlition,
living m o r e o r less in that litet-at-y a n d religious atnlosphere
which h a d been drawn LIP by the school of Kin-chen-brari-po
a n d which was foundecl o n canonical texts rather than on the
exegesis of the Tibetan doctors.
T h e s e tnatluscripts follow the m a n n e r of Indian ones ant1
have often two char:~ctet.istics n ~ i ~cii-cles
ll
in the midclle of' thc
f01-urn thi-orcgh ~ l l ~ i c lthc
r
lictlc cot-tl ~\,hic11heltl the f.olios
I ogether passed. Many h;i\,c ci~.clcsol' 111 tci-1itie;ii- expli111;1t
iotij

which are evidence of' the detailed care with which these texts
were once studied at the monastery of 'I'abo, where tocjay illtcllectual life seems to have died forever.

I give below a list of the most noteworthy h.a,qrnents which
remain of the library, which was once so importa~lt,at '1-;tho:
~bhisamayiilarikarsloka
Bod hicaryavatiira
Vinayasanigraha
Sadd harmapu~!dariLa
paircas~hasrika-prajnapiiramitaSatyadvayavat~ra
Satasahasrika-prajn2pfiramita Sanksipta~nar~~alasirtra\~~tti.
Agtasahasrika-prajniipiiramita

$23. Tzc~oKnshmiri sculptures. Every other antique jewel 11;1\
completely disappeared: there are howevel- t w o wooden l)oa~-cls
which deserve special attention. They have been repl-oducecl In.
Francke: but it is worthwhile to republish them, heca~~str
tllcl
German archaeologist may not have realizetl their i~npol-tanrc.
They represent Buddha in the positiotl in \vIiit h he is i~si~ally
considered Dipankara: the right hand i l l the ;kt t iti~tleof 111-01c(.tion (abhaya-mudi-a)and the left hatitl Iioltlil~g111) the robe.
But R.D. Hanel-ji ( 1 ) has pro\~ccltllat this ;~ttiti~tle
is oilen
attribicted to Ruddha Si?kvamiclli i l l i he i l i ~ i . ~ . i l t i \s(.i~ll)tt~~-es
.~
of'
the artistic scl~oolsof' Eastel-11111tli;i:tlle at,111(lirlglS~c(l~ll~a
ill
this case I-epi-eselltsthe tlcsc.e~lt11.o111
1 c 1of' tllc tI1i1.1\ tI11-cc
gods.
. .

o l l 111;lt tllc 1 r 1 . o I
I l o \\.crc
o~lc-ei t of. tlie i l l ~ s t ~ 1i o' ~~l l cl ~ l l l ; - ; ~ ~ tlle
i t ; Ii11.gc1~:
one wit11 fi)ul- fig~ll-es
of. (leitic.; i l l tllc iic.1 of l
o I of'
......................................................................................
I t is tl1e11o
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offering probably represented the offering of the four v;lsrs
for alms made to Buddha by the deities of' the f0ur cardinal
points after h e had dchieved illumination (plate XI.VI). '17he
other o n e perhaps wishes to repi-oduce the descent from
heaven, devavatara (plate XLVII). T h e two sculptures are very
important from the artistic point of view: they have been made
with great refinement a n d they take us back to the traditional
tybes of Gupta o r post-Gupta art but the cornices in which the
figures a r e framed indicate clearly the school from which the
sculptures derive. T h e three-leaved arch surmounted by a tympanus at acute angle a n d the type itself of the column remind
us evidently of the architectural a n d ornamental motifi of
Kashmir: there is no doubt whatsoever that the t w o panels
sculpted a r e originally of the Kashmiri sc-hool of the Xth 01-of
the XIth century.
These, thus, co~lfirmi11 an irrefutable manner the tradition
preserved in the biogl-aptly, which speaks to us of Kashmiri
artists who were asked to come by Kin-chen-bza~i-pt,to the province of Guge so that they would help him with the construction of the temples wl~ichhe hat1 already designed.

CHAPTER I 1

TABO. T H E GSER-KHAN.
$24. The Gser-khan and its paintings. T h e Gser-khan is a chapel
of great interest because of the paintings which cover the walls
almost completely. T h e y a r e not as ancient as those of the
Gtsug-lag-khan, because they go back almost surely to the sixteenth century, but they a r e nonetheless of great value. These
in fact can be considered as a document of the second period
of the art of Guge, ur:hich reached its summit at the time of
king Sen-ge-rnam-rgyal. T h e n it began t o tlccli~lc...4licr the
conquests of this king, which gave the fortune a1it1 po\\vel-of
Guge a fatal coup, with the sunset of' political por\-el-. ic seems
that even artistic tradition slowly withered.
T h e figures of this chapel a r e bigger than n;ttui-;tl size ;i11(1
arranged in a symmetrical order: three pel- \\,;III. I - h e icx)nographical identificiition presents n o c i f f i c l t 1)ec;ttlzc \jrc. ~ I I - c
dealing with I-elitti\~elv
\vell-klio\\.~~
tleitich.
thc \\.:ill, to (lie Icf'r of one \\.Iio c b ~ i l c . l \ .1l1c. o ~ . t l e i5
~ - as
fbllow5:
a) I'he (;ocl of' hletlici~ie,Snliin-l~la.1311,1is,ii\ ,Iglrl*u: weal-ing
the religiot~srobe ( - ) : :)n the l c l ~Ilr liol(l\ 111c\,;l\e 101. .
alms, p i n d a p ~ t r a ,r\vl~ilc. [lie I-iglit i \ i l l I I I ( . l ) o k i ~ i o o~f ~ ; I \ I I ~ ~
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(varada-mudra). It is therefore easy to recognize which one of
the eight Buddhas of Medicine it is sought to represent here:
the mudra indicates him as Sgra-dbyans-rgyal-pol Svara-ghosaraja.
b) T h e central figure is reproduced with greater richness of
decoration; under the throne, between rings of stylised flowers
two lions back to back, a very common motif in all the mural
paintings of Guge (plate XLVIII). O n the padmasana sits
Amitabha, the colour is red and he has the pindapatra on his
hands in the position of meditation; he wears the religious
robe, while on both sides two deities are represented standing
with diadems and royal dresses, that on the right is white in
colour and is Avalokiteivara Padmapani, and that on the left is
Mahasthamaprapta L.okeSvara, two traditional companions of
Amitabha, as we have seen before.
T h e framing is amongst the richest: a complete series of
minor deities, now in groups, now isolated, and enclosed within
the usual circular motif; above the halo of the Buddha the
leaves of a tree point outwards. Around the central deity a
~ n i ~ l t i t u dofe praying and kneeling tnonks are gathered, while,
i~rno~rgst
the rings and the foliage, compartments and pavilions
show1 that the artists wished to depict a certain story.
I t is easy to i.ecognise which one this is. l'he unknown writer
wiintetl t o 1.ep1-otluce Suk1iii:lti. the P;ii-;ltlise o f the West in
which A1nitAl11r;i I-cigns; in i t rlrc gi.e;ltei- part of. .ribetan faithI
, l o , Oy tlre:tlrs of t
i 111 ;LC t i c e ancl 1-eni1nci;ition imposetl hv yog;i. h;i\,e not t-c;l(lrt.tl that rill-e perkction, which
f O ~ - c . \ ~c.litnit~i~rt.\
tsani\ii-a, desires to be I-eboi-nand to live in
. I I I i l l ( 1 c . l i ~ l i l c b l ) ( . i ~titurle, unclel- t h c grace and light of Anlitfibha.

The tree which extends its branches above the figure of
Amitabha is the tree of bodhi, which, according to the classical
description of the Sukhavativytiha (translation cited above,
page 50 par. 32) "it is always in bloom, it always has leaves, it
always has flowers, it always has fruit, of many hundreds of
millions of colours, of different leaves, of different flowers, of
different fruits, adorned by many splendid ornaments". ...
The multitude of the adoring faithful around the figure of
the god is perhaps there to represent the innumerable theory
of Bodhisattva and of monks who, according to the same famous text, is gathered from every celestial region around
Amitabha to pay homage to him (parr. 27 and 29-30), whilst
the trees which appear here and in the painting, are there
perhaps to symbolise those "trees with gems" which in the literary sources are described as a characteristic embellishment of
Sukhavati (par. 16) together with the pavilions in which the
multitude of the blessed rejoice (par. 19).
The fresco of Tabo is therefore inspired by the traditional
description of Sukhavati, as it has been handed down in the
canonical works of Mahayana and as it has then passed into the
popular literature of Tibet, becoming almost the centre of
those soteriological beliefs with which the Tibetans are so profoundly imbued.
The floral motifs of wide circular rings which adorn the base
lead us back to models elaborated in the Indian schools (for
example R.D. Banerji, Eastern Indian Sckool of Mediaeval
Sculpture, plate XVIIc, XVI IId, XXXIIIa, XLIVa, etc.)
T h e third fresco, always to the left, represents a deity dressed in the usual royal attire, with diadems, necklace and earrings (plate XLIX). T h e figure is of a deep blue colour and its
C)

hands are crossed over the chest; it holds the bell in tne left
and the the vajra in the right. It is then obvious that the
painter wanted to symbolize Kdo-rje-hchari, i.e. Vajradhara,
supreme revealer (adiguru) of the school of the Bkah-rgyud-pa,
Although we are dealing with the principal deity of this sect,
which in Tibet draws his origin from Marpa, who was a disciple
of Naropa and the master of the supreme poet Milaraspa, this
deity occupies also a great position in the mystical experience
of the Dge-lugs-pa, i.e., of the yellow sect, under the probable
inspiration of wrlich these paintings were carried out.
O n the other hand this is natural, because many Tantras of
the Dge-lugs-pa also accepted as extremely reliable, believed to
be a revelation of Vajradhara, which is in fact the symbolical
representation of a plane o f experience even higher than that
expressed in the sacred pentad of the Pafica-Tathagata, which
we have already dealt with and which will be discussed in greater detail later O F . In fact Vajradhara is thc symbol of the indiscriminate state of being, prior to the ideal fivefold division,
expressed in the pentad, and therefore of the Vajradhatu or
"indefectible diamond" sphere, which is the incorruptible and
indefectible end of the whole. As such he is called also MahavajradharalRdo-rje-khan-chen-po, the supreme god of the
mystical mandala described by the Guhyasainaja. That, then, in
the very symbols it shows, expresses the quintessence of the
Mahayanic doctrine; in fact it is not by caprice that it is represented with the bell and the vajra.
T h e bell of Vajrayana symbolises mystical knowledge (praj i ~ a ) , and the vajra the means (upaya), i.e., compassion
(karuna), the two elements, the intuitive ant! the practical

represent t-do fundamental coefficients of' illurnination,
the two essential moments, moreover, of the thought of illunlination, from which the spark of the supreme truth will
scintillate.
T h e god sits on a finely worked throne, u n d e r which w e can
see apart form t h e figures of two lions, also those o f t w o
elephants, the traditional vehicle of Aksobhya; of this gcd Vajradhara is a n ideal coupling, when from the pendad we wish to
reach a higher plane, prior to ei1e1-ydifferentiation, the symbol
of which is also called, especially in the mystical directions connected with the Kalacakra, the Xdi-Buddha o r the primogenous Buddha.
All a r o u n d we see a'series of ascetic figures in different positions. Who they a r e it is easF1 t o imagine. T h e artist has ~Vanted
to represent the eightvfour siddhas ( 1 ) gr~ib-tlrob,who in fact
continue in their experience the n~\,stica!revelatior1 of VajradharaIRdo-rje-hchari, o r better still, thev renew it in a continuity of teachings a n d experiences which have had, according
to Indo-Tibetan tradition, these eight vfour interpreters. Thev
are to be counted amongst figures which a r e most often represented a n d which belong to that m\.\tic a n d svncretistic mo\lement which in mediaeval India prepared the most complex
methods for spiritual rkalizations.
O n the central wall the figures follow the following order:
a) O n a finely decorated throne the figure of' a Bodhisattva
sitting in European style (plate L): the right foot o n a lotus
flower a n d the Left leg folded u n d e r the right knee, a position
which in technical tei-ms is called lalitaksepa. T h e hands a r e in
( 1) See Griin~retiel,Die G~schiclrtortd o - Vierurrchc~h~ig
Zuctbo-ur.

Bassler Archiv, 19 16. a n d Taranatha's E d ~ / . s t ~ i ? l ~Bibliothec-a
lj~1~,
Ri~dtlhica);\.'I I I .

the position called the mudra of preaching (dharmacakra).
From the way in which he is sitting and from the positiorl of
his hands, the deity can be recognized as Byams-pa, i.e., Maitreya, the Buddha of the cosmic age immediately succeeding the
one in which we live. T o the left, on the lotus flower which
opens u p to the height of the shoulder, the vase of sacrificial
water (called chub-ril o r even chub-blungs o r spyi-blugs). On the
left and to the bottom a polychromous series of deities,
amongst which the type usually characteristic of Amoghasiddhi
in monk's robe and abhaya-mudra predominate.
b) T h e central figure represents instead Sakyamuni (Plate
LI), the Buddha of the cosmic age in which we live, represented at the very mornent in which, having attained supreme illumination and escaped the snares and temptations of
Mara, invokes as a testimonial of the triumph achieved the
earth: the hand thus is in the position of bhiitnisparia-mudra,
touching the earth whilst the left is still in the position of meditation. This is a traditional figure of Buddhist iconography
which in the schools of the Great Vehicle has a special name,
that of vajrasana "seat of diamorld". Around him his two
favourite disciples. Sariputra and Maudgalyayana.
All around are the Sixteen Arhat figures, arranged and carried out with great refinement, i.e. the repositories of the Law.
who establish ideal connections between Sakyamuni anti the
future Buddha Maitreya. O n hiqh, the throne is surmour~tctl
by a figure of garuJa between two images of praying nagas.

c) To the right, a n d in the same position in which Maitreya is
sitting and turning towards the Buddha is the figure of MafijuSri, also in lalitaksepa (plate LII). Both to the right and to the
left two lotus flowers rise to the height of the shoulders; that of
the right carries a sword a n d that of the left a book, the two
very symbols of MafijuSri, which a r e there to indicate the force
and the significance of mystical knowledge. T h e book is none
other than the contents of prajila, i.e., supreme intuition of
insubstantiality (SGnya) of all things a n d the sword instead is
there to signify t h e active value of this knowledge in as much
as, as soon as it is possessed a n d experimented it destroys and
eliminates all the darkenings which derive from ignorance and
which are, as we all know, of a two-fold character: intellectual
and moral.

625. Methods and meanings of Tantric evocations. But once we
have identified the image as that of Mailjuiri w e have
doubtlessly the need for greater precision. In Mahayana
Buddhism the different deities are, as we have already pointed
out, symbols of deeper spiritual experiences which, represented in this o r that traditional manner, represent means of
Suddhi, i.e., of progressive purification a n d point of departure
and of sustainment (alambana, as the texts say) of the meditations: to the initiate o r to the faithful, this will, in the proportion of his greater o r lesser penetration in the intimate sense of
the doctrine, open the vision to higher spiritual planes a n d
make him within these levels loose and vanish almost at the culmination of the meditative process which is represented in the
samidhi. We a r e confronted with a varied and multiple nature,
fluctuating as is that of internal life moved and guided by

mystical exultations and extended by beatific visions. Once the
principle ihat a doctrine is not true if it is not re-lived in a
direct experience has been admitted, it is natural that the said
doctrine must refract into an infinite multiplicity, as were the
religious personalities who made it into the vehicle of their salvation and the centre of all their spiritual life.
In a school which did not impose a dogma, which did not
admit a stiffened church of an unalterable scheme, which to
the doctrinal content preferred practical and intimate realization of the precepts and animated everything with the fire of
mystical ascent which was prepotentially felt, it is evident that a
plurality of directions would be determined, i.e. a plurality of
methods which were expressed in a different symbol represented by this o r that mandala, by this o r that figure. It is
clear that many of these deities which, often without laws, ar
least apparent ones, populate the pantheon of Mahayjna and
above all of Vajrayana and which are rarely and badly individualized, because they differ from each other only in minor
details, but have however different names, are the spontarreous
germination of a free process of mystical evocation which is at
the basis of Tantric experience. Their origin is to be sought in
the spiritual subsoil of unknown masters to whom when in
ecstasy the deity appeared in those momenw of visual exteriorisation which are always the first stage of the meditative process
and which, once they were out of them and had returned to
normal conscience, they sought to reproduce and to fix as
flashes of divine pla~les,to which in the absorption of. the
samadhi o r in the enraptule of the rcstasis to which tlie\. had
been admitted. T h a t this is the way of 1-ealization pl-rsct.il)ecl:to

retract therefore to reconcentrate in oneself', a n d , h;lvirlg
almost chained the mind which wanders restless, giving rise i l l
themselves a n indefinable state in which thought seems t o loose
every consciousness; from the psychic void, which the writers
of mystical Buddhist treatises understand as a look into the I~ottomless abyss of the indiscriminate universal void (slon-yo-irid,
in Sanskrit terms iiinya) a brightness surges which is conglornerated in some mystical syllable understood as the bija, o r germ
from which, becoming more a n d more precise, the figure of'
the deity is delineated - the deity which the sjdhaka has taken
as a p o i n t of departure for his meditation and the vehicle of his
ascent; because, as it is known, during a second and higher
moment, even the deity thus evoked appears to the sadhaka as
a momentary a n d transient projection of the being and n o
longer as the supreme, final point of arrival. T h e matter is so
common that I will limit myself to quote one of the hundreds
of formuli which in the treatises of mystics describe the method
of realization (sgrub-thabs), of the many Mahayanic deities and
which are repeated with constant monotony.

Here we have for example in the work already mentioned
Hdod lha sna-tshogs-kyi sgrub-thabs the evocation of Ca~jda-vajrapsni, of which we have previously recorded and translated the
dhysna, described as follows:
"(fol. 41) after having fulfilled (the rite) of introduction
to the
which consists: a) in the act of dedication (~kyab.~-4,qo)
three gems; b) in the vow of wishing t o attain supreme illumination; c) in the four moments of meditation which are called
o ~ the
l
the "four incornmensurables" ;ir1c1 aftel- the " p ~ ~ r i f i c a t i of'
insubstantiality" obtained through metlitation by means of the
formula: svabhdva-iu?nnb A ~ I - Z J (lIl(i,-t?~dh
~
i.e. "all things are
devoid of their own essence (things ha1.e n o essence)", in this
insubstantiality thus realized, we see a lotus appearing and the

sun and the moon; above these is the syllable hzim (which represents the quintessence and the symbol) of the intelligent principle itself (1) which is transformed (little by little) into a vajra
with nine points which is deep blue and black and countersigned by the (same) syllable hzim resplendent as fire: from the
syllable two senses arise (2) a lumious emanation from the conglomeration of which the god appears in person" (3).
Thus all this mystic ritualistic, really, a psychological process
of evocation and consequently also of revelation of the deity
who responds to the invitation of the sadhaka with pleasure,
because the formula and the schemes and the tradition act as
limit and vehicle, it is evident that the way is also open to the
free and often arbitrary play of individual visions, in which
only the doctrine and the theory could become true and the
reality of the religious experience was concreted. Thus we are
in the presence of a continuous multiplication of this Maha( 1 ) T h e intelligent principle itself is identical in its intimate
essence with the primaeval and germinal intelligence from
which everything springs, because where this identity is missing
salvation would be impossible.
(2) i.e. spharana and samharana: originally the expansion, by
which all space seems covered by said luminosity, and during a
second time, concentration on one point. T h e whole of the
Sadhanamala is full of these formulii.
-

yenic pantheon which not only receives and transforms, as
symbol of the most secret truth, an anonymous multitude of
living deities from immemorable times of the ethnic substratum
of India and bordering countries, but also of life and value of
such projections of the religious psyche of this o r that master,
who, being, according to the fundamental postulation of the
Tantra, identical with the divine conscience, had the authority
of giving value to his particular experiences. And it is thus that,
although the original text of the Tantra remains unvaried, the
majority of times it is simple formulii which are capable of the
most different interpretations, and the literature describes the
methods of individual realizations (scidhana, sgrub-thabs), grows
beyond measure. This is expressed symbolically in pictorial
representations o r in diagrams of mandala which are diverse
and it therefore gives origin to artistic types which are new and
which have as a point of departure the formula (dhycina) in
which a particular vision is fixed in definite terms.
T o go back to our MaiijuSri even this deity is manifested in
multiple manners of which the Sadhanamala contains the formulii of meditation (dhyana). It is not difficult to identify with
the aid of this collection o u r MafijuSri as a form of Vadirat
(Sadhanamala, p. 101ff.).
But no matter how well-known, the collection of sadhanas
contained in the Sadhanamall and consequently the listing
reproduced in the book of Benoytosh Bhattacharyya, based on
it, these d o not exhaust the many iconographic forms of MaAjuiri, who seems to have enjoyed in the Buddhist schools of
late Mahayana a great fortune inspiring a complex Tantric
cycle which, as it is well-known, is met with in the MaiijuSrimalakalpa.

Ther'e is for example in Tibet another book, probably stemming from the school of Rfiiri-ma-pa ( I ) , which centres around
MaiijuSri a complete system of emanations and cosmic re&sorption and therefore of salvation and which divides his figure
into many aspects, each one of these symbolizing moments of
the creative process or of the mystical ascent. The main forms
of this list are the following:
1. Mafijukumara, white; six arms, symbols: wheel, flower of
utpala, prajiiaparamita, bow and arrow; embraces Dharmadhatviivari, white, who carries a flower of utpala.
2. Prajfiasattva (ye-Ses-sems-dpah),deep blue; symbols: vajra,
utpala, prajfiaparamita, bow, arrow; embraces Vajradhitviivari, deep blue, with flower of utpala.
3. Gunasattva (yon-tan-sems-dpah), yellow; symbols: gem,
utpala, prajiiaparamita, bow and arrow; embraces Ratnadhatviivari, pink, with utpala.
4. Vadisimha (smra-bahi-sen-ge), red; symbols: lotus, utpala,
prajfiaparamita; embraces PadmadhatviSvari, white, with lotus
flower.
5 . *Karmasiddhi (Hphrin-las-lhun-grub), green; symbols:
sword, utpala, prajfiaparamita, bow, arrow; embraces Karmadhatviivari, green-yellow, with utpala flower.
Thus we have a pentad which corresponds to the pentad of
the Five Supreme Buddhas and which attributed to each one of
the aspects of the five Mai?juSri the same symbolic and mystic
meanings which are usually ascribed to the Five Buddhas.

6. Ma-rig-mun-sel, white; symbol; wheel; Sakti: Lasya, white,
with mirror.
......................................................................................

(1) Hjam-dpal Sin-rjehi pad dkod (sic).

7. jam-dpal-rnon-po, yellow; symbol: sword; Sakti: Mala,
yellow, with garland of gems.
8. Yid-bzhin-gyi-re-ba-skons, red; symbol: vajra with five
points; Sakti: Kirti, red.
9. Sna-ba-dad-Sel, green-deep blue; symbol: vajra with five
points; Sakti: Nrtya, green, dancing.
10. Hgro-ba-hdul-ba, white-yellow; symbol: gem; Sakti:
Dhupa, white and yellow.
1 1. Tshig-bzhi-gzhon-nu, red-yellow; symbol: book; Sakti:
Puspa, red-yellow with flowers.
12. Rnam-par-sprul-pa, red and green; symbol: ear of grain;
Sakti: Dipa, red-yellow.
13. Stan-pahi-hkhor-lo, red-green; symbol: utpala; Sakti:
Gandha, white-green.
14. Lhahi-hjam-dpal, white with the lute.
15. Lha-ma-yin-hjam-dpal, deep blue, with arms and breast
plate.
16. Dmyal-bahi-hjam-dpal, with the conch.
T h e terrific manifestations of Mafij~Srifollow as Rdo-rjegtum-mo etc., and above all Vajrabhairava.
But let us go back to the frescos.
T h e first figure of the wall (plate LIII) to the right takes us
back to the cycle which we have already dealt with in the description of the Gtsug-lag-khan; in fact it represents Vairocana,
white in colour, with four heads, the hands in dhyana-mudra,
i.e., as the revealer of the mystical cycle of SarvavidIKun-rig. I n
the small medallions which encircle the figure of the god, the
thirtyseven deities of SarvavidIKun-rig are represented, forming the group of followers. I t is easy to recognize many of the
deities which are reproduced in the statues of the Gtsug-lagkhan. T h e painting has been executed with magnificent precision and a surprising richness of detail.

A$ central figure of the wall, follows the figure of Green
Tars (plate LIV); the right hand is in the position of varadamudra, whilst the left hand holds the stem of a lotus, the
flower of which can be seen to open u p at the height of the
shoulder. T h e minor figures all around are there to represent
the deities of the cycle of Tars, reproduced here according to
the regular iconographic type which is described in the collections of sadhana, for example in the already-mentioned
Hdod-lha sna-tshogs sgrub-thabs I fol.98 (compare Sadhanamala
I. 176).
"The holy T a r j (Sgrol-ma), green in colour, has only one
face and two arms; the right hand is in the position of giving,
the left hand in the symbolic mudra of the three gems and
holds the green lotus, the petals of which open u p in the direction of the left ear. It is seated in the position called
bodhi-paryarika, covered in silk and ornaments filled with
gems." (1).
T h e third and last great figure represents VgaydRnamrgyal-ma, with her mandala of inferior deities which are correlated and included in the usual medallions arranged all
around; but the painting has suffered too much for us to be
able to reproduce tt.

$26. The dharmupdlalchos-skyon and the tewific in Tantric schoolr.
On the back wall where the door opens the usual terrific deities
are superimposed and the habitual guardians: dharmapalat
chos-skyon, dvarapala. Their usual place is generally next to
the doors of the temples, feared custodians hold at bay all the
evil forces and even intentions (vighna-vinZ6irtham).
There is Rta-mgrinIHayagriva, of deep blue colour, there is
VaiSravana, Sadbhuja MahiikalaIMgon-po phyag-drug, Vajrapgni. And together, in the middle of this terrific deity, there is
also Tars and AvalokiteSvara; and it can be understood. These
terrific deities are usually the irate aspects (krodha) of placid
and beatific deities (1).
The more merciful the god is the more terrible his irate
aspect will be, these irate aspects are in fact intended to subdue
and dispel the evil forces which pester in every circumstance
the good and peaceful enforcement of the Law.
It is therefore a mistake to call them demons as many travellers do and have done in the past; in the Indo-Tibetan religious psychology we cannot talk of devils proper but only of
daemons (spirits) i.e., of conscious forces which operate independently in the substratum of our conscience o r in the physical world arousing passions o r events which can harm crea-

"By the artifice of the great internal compassion, the external
body is ire, i.e., the manifestation in irate form."

tures; a spreading of disordered activity and often anonymous
such as the sa-bdag, the klu, the yi-dugs of mythology and
folklore of Tibet, which d o not obey anything but their own
hlind impulse.
Also in Tibet, following India in this, the figure of the god of
evil conceived as a cosmic absolute force which is the antithesis
of p o d , the negation of god, the darkness and the negation of
ligh\ is not known. T h e elaboration of this duality which permeated Christianity and the gnostic systems is characteristic of
Iran. Anhro Mainyu and his derivatives, the commanders,
Satan etc., are in fact the creators of evil, physical and'moral
evil. It is a counter-creation which opposes that of god and
which chains by necessity things and persons; they are two
kingdoms which struggle against each other. T h e absolute
triumph of good will be the end of the struggle for some
schools, for others the evil will survive as the kingdom of damnation. I n India, there is, it is true the figure of Mara, but of all
the negative characteristics which counter-distinguish ~ n h r o
Mainyu, Satan, the commanders of evil, etc., Mara preserves
only that of the inducer to temptation.
H e is not the king of evil, but the king of love and life; the
sphere in which he dominates as a sovereign is that of mays,
but even this maya is not his own doing, has not been created
by him as in the case of Anhro and the commanders of the
creator, but the covering with which the supreme being, whoever that may be, by his will surrounds himself and hides
in his desire to expand in life and his desire to make himself
objective. As Mara, in Mahayana, unfolds himself often into a
quadruple series which usually symbolizes the four passions:
Mara, as the Vimalaprabha says, is the conscience which has us
attached to life and which drag-s us through life, the passion as

opposed to renunciation, his kingdom is inside us (1). As god
of life and also as god of death, because one thing of necessity
brings about the other and as the king of may2 he cannot
appear to us as a tempter; mays is samsara and all that which
puts us in the way of liberation must of necessity surpass it and
deny it.
Mara symbolizes consequently the beginnir~gof life which is
always reaffirmed when we are nearer to d-nying it, the world
which wishes to hold us back with its flattery, the fear of renunciation, the voice of flesh, of affection, of terrestrial elinks,
which have trapped, pestered, put obstacles in the lives of all
saints. More than being a god, remote heritage of Indo-Iranian
mythology, MPra is above all a psychological reality; there is
nothing in him to make out of him the creator of the Iranian
conception and its derivatives. That is why Mara is not the god
of trespassers o r of the condemned either. And he cannot be
because in. Buddhism and in Hinduism there is no damnation,
but only expiation more o r less lengthy of the evil committed
and subsequent purification.
As we have already seen, and it will always become clearer,
the temples are the architectural and plastic projection of a
mystical process o r of a liturgy; the presence of the dharmapala o r the dvarapala, the custodians of the law and of the
gates, leads us back to an essential moment of every act of worship, be it in Hinduism be it in Buddhism. No ritual ceremony
can have the desired result, if first the evil forces, if the viglrnn
have not been sent away, since these are the impediments to
the formation ofsthat sacred aura in which the compliance with

( 1 ) TasmGn mar0 nama sattvanam samsaru-cittam...mara sa rnoltzm

cittom, end of the fifth patala, Tibetan translation folio 22b.

the rite can only take place; the vighna-vin(ZSu is consequently
an indispensable introduction to the pt~jja.
And thus also in the initiation ceremonies, the first moment
of the lengthy and complex liturgy is represented by krodhciveia,
i.e., the invocation of the person to be initiated of the terrific
deity so that the latter, penetrating and taking possession of the
neophyte, will send away from him and from around him
opposite forces (1). And consequently, in the temple, which is
consecrated soil and the place in which the atmosphere of
purity and sanctity must always be preserved, near the doors
almost unfailingly the ima.ges of these dharmapalalchos-skyh
are arranged o r depicted, the supreme mercifulness of whom
becomes active and pugnacious to reject all that which is from
outside.
(1) A description of this most interesting rite is contained in
the Sekoddeia-Pka (p.47) of Naropa which I have brought back
from Nepal and which will soon be published and translated by
my disciple Dr. M. Carelli. On the krodhaveia as an introductory rite of the sadhana see Sadhammala 1.3. [The Sekoddeia-tika has since been published in the Gaekwad Oriental
Series -- Lokesh Chandra].

CHAPTER I11

TABO, T H E DKYIL-KHANIMANDALA HALL
827. The initiation chapel. T h e dkyil-khan is one of the smallest chapels, one of the remotest and worst preserved. T h e
paintings which cover it are not very ancient, may be they
belong to the XVIIth century when, probably by the work of
the kings of Ladakh, the whole of the monastery of Tabo was
rebuilt o r modernized. I n any case, the dkyil-khan represents
or should have represented amongst all the religious buildings
of the monastery a sort of "sanctum sanctorum". In fact the
dkyil-khan is not open to the public of faithful, as is the habit
with the other temples, but is the sacred place where the mandalas are found, i.e., the mystical symbols which translate in
initiated language of colour o r lines o r figures a certain level of
mystical experience. T h e dkyil-khan is the hall of initiation, the
shrine where the master reveals to his disciple the manner of
realizing truth which in the lengthy years of apprenticeship he
has been explaining to him; as for the dialectical study and the
comprehension purely intellectually the culminating moment
arises and the disciple can be admitted to final communion
with the experience with he has h;ld u p to now which are glimmers and fragmentary visions but not the full possession, in the
dkyil-khan a master confers to the neophyte the initiating

baptism (abhiseka); from this shrine the disciple will leave renovated or born anew because the abhiseka is the consecration of
a definite possession of spiritual truth. Therefore, in the
dkyil-khan no image and no altar are to be found. There is no
longer a reason for offering to the deity, the gods themselves
vanish as mirages. God is in the master; and one of the complex rites of the initiating liturgy consists in meditating on the
guru himself as the deity and during a second moment on oneself as transformed into the god or consubstantiated with the
god. Therefore the dkyil-khari cannot contain other decorations than the mandala, that is the symbolical expression of that
world in which the initiated must now be reborn. The mandalas
represented on the walls of this small temple are very important also because they give us an idea of the mystical cycles
which prevailed in the ancient monastery of Tabo.
T h e central figure represents Vairocana according to the
type, which we have already studied, of Sarvavid Vairocana;
white in colsur with four faces, sitting in vajra-paryanka and
with the hands in the position of dhyana-mudra, i.e., in the
position of meditation (plate LV). All around, in different
medallions, various deities are reproduced. Evidently, the cycle
is not the same one of which we have spoken illustrating the
statues of the Gtsug-lag-khan. Not even the number of deities
matches apart from the six figures, beginning at the top, there
does not seem to be any connection with the mandala itself, as
they are there to represent different Buddhas in ascetic robes.
'The painting is too worn. out to enable a precise identification.
It must be noted, in any case, that it cannot be said with absolute certainty that the said painting wishes to reproduce a

mandala;
..
in fact, the characteristic disposition in the form of a
cross, which would be the particular sign of it is missing.
On the left wall, on the contrary, we have a real mandala
..
with its "mura", its "doors", its arches (torana) and its "custodians" set u p to defend the four doors. T h e arrangement of
the deities symbolized is on a cross formation, that is the deity
from which the mandala takes its name, is in the centre, and
the others are arranged in the direction of the four cardinal
points and of the intermediate points. T h e identification of the
mandala
..
offers serious difficulties, in view of the very poor
state of preservation of the fresco. But the central painting represents a deity with the right hand in bhomisparia-mudra; this
would enable us to suppose that the deity represented is
Aksobhya (plate CVI).
T h e mandala to the right, in its present condition, cannot be
deciphered because the central figure is almost completely
erased (plate LVI I).
Many other paintings run along the walls of the dkyil-khari.
but only some deserve o u r attention, not so much from the
aesthetic point of view, because the value of all the frescos is
rather scant but from the historical point of view.

$28. The paintings of histo~calcharacter. T o the left of the door
on the lower part, in a painted panel, three figures of seated
monks are reproduced in vajraparyarika under padmasana.
T h e central figure is higher than the other two and has the
right shoulder uncovered, differing from the two acolytes both
of whom have both shoulders covered by the monastic robe.
T h e three of them have the halo (prabhamandala). T h e two
lateral figures are in dharmacakra-mudra (plate LVIII).

he identification of these three monks has been possible
from the inscription which accompanies the figure and which
is: Pho ran gtsug-pa byan-chu-hod/ bla-ma rhi-ba-hod1 lha-ma y i - 6 hodl.
The spellings are evidently erroneous: we must correct: phobran gtsug-pa Byan-chub-hod; bla-ma Zhi-ba-hod; Lha-bla-ma Ye-jeshod. Of these three figures I have already said a lot in volume
I1 of Indo-Tibetica (1).
That Zhi-ba-hod is given a special position in the fresco of
Tabo is explained by the fact that his quality of Lotsava conferred upon him a dignity higher than that of the other two,
during the period in which the works of an interpreter of
Buddhist scriptures constituted one of the greatest achievements of religious life. And it is in fact because of this that
Zhi-ba-hod gave the family of the king of Guge special
prestige.
on the right of the central wall is not less
,.
The painting
important, it represents a series of buildings; these buildings
we are told by the inscriptions which accompany the frescos are
a sort of panoramic view of the two monasteries indissolubly
connected by tradition, i.e. that of Toling and that of Tabo
(plate LIX). Many of the personages who animate the scene are
also accompanied by inscriptions which preserve for us their
names: monks who were perhaps then famous, if they have
had the honour of being remembered on this painting, but
completely unknown today. Further specification is impossible.
The inscriptions which can be read are the following:
Tho-glin gser-khan-g?dkod-pa (bkod-pa) "plan of the Gser-khan
of Toling"
......................................................................................
(1) Pho-bran is the title given to Byan-chub-hod even in
noted literary sources.

la-bo rgyan gtsug-lag-khan-@ dknd-pa "ground plan of the
temple, ornament of Tabo".
byan-sems nam-kha (mkhah)-hod "The Bodhisattva Nam-mkhahhod'' (*AkaSaprabha).
gna~-stan(brtan)-chen-pochos-hphugs "The great arhat Choshphags".

rgyal-po bsod-sdk "The king Bsod-sde" (1).
jo-bo lham-hdzes maybe for: jo-bo (or jo-bohi) lham rjes "the
imprint of the shoes of AtiSa". T h e imprint (zhabs-rjes) of the
saints are considered as a place of worship and of pilgrimage
throughout Tibet.
blon-po rin-rgyan "The minister Rin-rgyan".
blon-Po gran-dkar spos-sna-khan "The minister Spos-sna-khan
of Grari-dkar".
As we can see, the inscription leaves a lot to be desired.

(1) This king Bsod-sde must be Bsod-nams-lde king of
Purang to whom was transferred the kingdom of Guge when
the Malla dynasty became extinct and who it appears assumed
the name of Punya-smal. See Francke, Chronicles of Ladakh
p. 169 and 276.

CHAPTER IV

TABO. T H E MINOR CHAPELS.
829. Minor temples. T h e Byams-pa lha-khari does not contain
anything special. It has evidently been remade during a recent
epoch, and the paintings which cover the walls are also recent.
O n the central wall there remains a great image in stucco of
Byams-pa i.e. of Maitreya seated in European fashion with the
hands in dharmacakra-mudra (plate LX). O n e of the mural
paintings represents a lama Vajra-Ses-rab shown in the same
attitude as in the votive sttipdtsha-tsha which 1 have already
published in Indo-Tibetica I. 104-105.
T h a t the temple is however ancient is shown by a base of a
column in stone which appears o n the floor. O n the four faces
(of the column, presumably) there are lions. Their rough and
primitive style can well be attributed to the first period of the
art of Guge (plate LXI). Said art shows a singular analogy with
the sculptures of the sttipdmchod-rten of Lhalung. Probably
the ancient temple was destroyed by fire.
In the little temple of Hbrom-ston, nothing remains of the
original chapel beyond the door of deodar, already pointed out
by Francke; this door is one of the few monuments, in sculpted
wood, of' the XIIth century, which is still preserved (plate
LXII). T h e fine work leads us to believe that this too was the
work of Indian artists and constitutes a reconfirmatiorl of all

that the biography of Rin-hen-bzan-po has clearly indicated to
us. As 1 said with reference to the two bas reliefs in sculpted
wood of the Gtsug-lag-khan, we d o not know if these artists
were those whom the Lotsava himself brought back with him
from his Indian pilgrimages from Kashmir or if on the other
hand they came during a later period with the other squads of
artists invited by the king of Guge o r escaping from India
because of the spread of the Muslim thunderstorm o r the
ill-government of the kings of Kashmir. In any case the door of
- analogy to that of Alchi on
this small temple shows a particular
the borders almost of Kashmir and makes us think of this
region as the place of origin of that refined art, even if often
overloaded, of which some other remains can still be admired
at Toling.
T h e temple does not contain any other noteworthy thing,
because even the paintings have been remade and d o not offer,
not even from the iconographic point of view, anything new or
interesting. I have only noticed the images of Amitabha, Vairocana and Syama Tara.
T h e Hbrom-ston lha-khan-chen-po is the largest one of all
after the Gtsug-lag-khan, but it is completely empty and desecrated: the mural paintings go back probably to the XVIIth century and reproduce the eight deities of medicine (Rhaisajyagurulsman-bla). I am not going to make a complete
description now because we shall have the possibility of returning, in the near future, to this cycle of deities represented with
great frequency in the monasteries of Western Tibet and in
paintings which are far more ancient than these and far more
interesting from the artistic point of view. Amongst others
there are many images of Tson-kha-pa and cf Amitsbha.
T h e small Lha-khan dkar-byun is insignificant.

CHAPTER V

LHALUNG.
$30. New cycle of Vairocana represented at Lhahng. T h e temple
of Lhalung was studied by Shuttleworth. Throughout Spiti, it is
attributed by tradition to the times of Rin-chen-bzari-po.
Although the biography does not mention it, there is no reason
to reject local tradition; moreover, the small Gompa is not only
one of the most ancient ones, but one of the best preserved.

I am not going to stop over the general description of the
temple, because I would then have to repeat a lot of what
Shuttleworth has already said; I will instead make a thorough
study of the images because the identification proposed by my
predecessor is to a very large extent erroneous. There is no
doubt that the greater responsibility of the inexactitudes which
are found throughout his papers are the fault of his informers:
unfortunately, the monks of Western Tibet are today very different with reference to doctrine and mystical impetus from
their ancient masters; very often the news which they give are
of no great value; when they are asked about the significance
of a painting o r of a mandala, they d o not hesitate, to hide
their ignorance, to supply information which is in fact erroneous and which renders it far more difficult for a conscientious investigator to carry out his task without being misled into

totally erroneous conceptions by these monks who are not
properly informed.
Let us begin with wall to the left of one who enters (to the
north according to Shuttleworth). It is occupied by a group
composed by one central deity of natural proportions with
three heads and eight arms, around sixteen other minor
figures (plates LXIII-LXV). All the images are, as at Tabo,
made of stucco.
Shuttleworth, basing his theory on information supplied to
him, says that the central deity represents Rnam-rgyal-ma, i.e.,
Vijaya and the other sixteen figures other forms of Tars. Such
identification is to be excluded for extremely obvious reasons;
the image does not represent a feminine deity, but a masculine
one, as plate LXIV clearly shows; and in the same manner not.
all the followers are feminine figures. We must therefore not
allow the modern tradition to divert us but we must seek to
identify the deity with the aid of more precise iconographic
criteria.
Observing the group of seventeen statues we can easily see
that of the sixteen minor ones, arranged eight on each side
around the gtso-bo, as the Tibetans call the central god of a
mandala, the twelve external ones represent feminine deities
and the four internal ones two per side masculine deities. T h e
mudra enables us to make a certain identification of the latter:
to the right of the central god, on high, in varada-mudra, Ratnasambhava; below in bhiimisparsa-mudra, Aksobhya; to the
left, on high in dhyana-mudra. Amitabha; below in
abhaya-n:udra, Amoghasiddhi, four Tathagata, i.e., of the suprelnc group of five. Vairocana is missing: consequently, it
~ o i i l dseem evident that the central deity cannot be anybody
but a form of Vairocana or one of his emanations, because,

according to the school of the Tattva-sarigraha, which shows its
analogies with the Guhyasarnaj~,Vairocana appears under a
double aspect; Mahavairocana who is the personification of the
Vajradhatu and Vairocana simply: Vajrasattva or even the
Buddha Avalokiteivara (1) are also considered parallel forms.
This is also verified by the figure of Sarvavid which is on high
above the statue thus identified.
T h e twelve feminine deities which remain d o not show anything of special difficulty; evidently, they are four Sakti:
Locana, Mamaki, Pandaravasini, and T a r a and the eight p ~ j a devilmchod-pahi-lha-mo adoring deities of which we have
already spoken at great length when dealing with the statues of
Tabo.

$3 1 . The central wall. On the central wall beyond the figure of
h k y a m u n i , described by Shuttleworth, we note immediately to
left and right other groups of five deities.
Let us start with those on the left: the image on high is of
greater dimensions; we must therefore consider it as the centre
of the whole plastic mandala. It represents the figure of a
bodhisattva with the right hand on the left knee and the right
leg forward, in an attitude which is quite rigid and which contrasts with the refinement and delicacy with which the other
parts of the image have been carried out, it may give us the
impression that the statue has been retouched. This manner of
sitting is not the lalitasana, it is not lalitaksepa, nor the
ardhaparyarika. T h e left hand is on the throne and it holds a

(1) Thus also in the commentary of Paramldi-tantra by
Anandagarbha (yi 188) Avalokiteivara (Buddha) is in the
centre of the mandala, compare ri 343 and 350; in ri 36 the
central deity instead is Vajrasattva.

while lotus *flower which opens u p at the height of the shoul
der. It is almost certain that the figure represents Mafijujri
Vagiivara, who according to the Sadhanamala must be represented: "the colour of saffron, with a lotus flower on his left
and the right hand in a playful attitude" (plate LXVI). T h e
figure reminds us immediately of the reproduction of
~ e n o y t o s hBhattacharyya on plate XIVd.
Of the four statues which compose his parivara, o r followers,
the second to the right probably represents Mafijusri
Arapacana: in the right hand he should hold the sword and in
the left hand he should carry the book of prajiia; the other
cannot be identified.
Here, like at Tabo, the symbols have all disappeared and it is
not improbable that the statues have been retouched, as they
have been painted during a n epoch which is not so remote,
traces of these retouches are to be found not only in the image
of MaiijuSri, as I have already said, but also in the figure to the
left, at the bottom, in plate LXIII in which the hand is far
more rigid and imperfect than in all the other statues.
T h e identification of the figures to the right of Sakyamuni as
a tnanifestation of MafijuSri would enable us to suppose that to
the left Maitreya was represented; because the usual acolytes of
Sakpmuni, when they are not his two disciples S a r i ~ u t r aand
Maudgalyayana, are in fact Maitreya and Maiijusri (plate
LXVII). However in spite of the fact that the symbols ha\.c
been lost, there is no doubt that the higher figure represents
Vajrasattva who has his left hand leaning on the thigh and
holding the bell and in the right hand holds the vajra.
T h e feminine deity of the parivara is Tnra, on the left hand
she probably carried a lotus stem.

$32. 7'he Prujfilipirarnztd. T h e right hand side wall is of great
interest too. Accordirig to Shuttleworth, the central figure with
four arms represents AvalokiteSvara (plate LXVIII) and the
eight figures around would be those of the eight Buddhas who
hypothetically he proposes to identify with the eight Buddhas
of medicine. T h e r e a r e reasons of fact to reject these identifications. As we can well see from the plates a n d even from the
illustrations reproduced in the repoort by Shuttleworth, the
central figure represents strictly a feminine deity and the other
statues which surround it a r e alternatively o n e of a Buddha in
monastic clothing a n d the other of a feminine deity.
T h e central deity has two hands in the attitude of predication (dhyana-mudrH), the other two should carry symbols which
have disappeared. Beyond any shadow of a doubt, the statue
represents a variety of Prajnaparamita, considered as an emanation of Amitabha who is represented in the higher niche of
the celestial pavilion ( v i r n ~ n a which
)
holds the goddess.
T h e Sadhanarnala contains various descriptions of the Prajnjparamita, which can be represented in different manners:
either with two arms (I. 310, 312, 313, 314, 315, 316, 319, 321
and 324) o r with four (p.327); we know other varieties with six
arms. Generally the characteristic attitude of two main hands is
in dharmacakra o r vyikhyana-mudra; it is clear that the figure
of Lhalung represents that variety of the Prajnaparamita
known in the aforementioned collection as kanakavarna-prajAAparamita."Therefore, metlitate o n the Prajfiaparamita which
the ascetical lock of hair a n d the diadern, four arms, one face,
the two (main) hands in dharma[rakra]-mudra adorned by

v a l - i o iornaments
~~
with gems, resplendent with golden c-)louI-;
in the left h a n d a blue lotus togetht.1. with thc i)ook of. 1'1.~;f i ~ ~ a l - a r n i taan, d with t h e o t h e r right hantl in the attitudc of
protection; seated above a red lotus with a lunar seat, ill

vajraparyari ka".
As it can be seen t h e image of Lhalung corresponds with tlre
aforementioned sadhana perfectly: with o n e exceptiol~
perhaps, o n e detail: t h e right h a n d is in abhayarnudra, l ~ u the
t
slightly folded finger would lead us to s u p p o w th;it also in this
h;rt~dit held a symbol which todav is n o longcr there.
T h e masculine deities are: to the right, beginning f.rot~r
above, Katnasambhava a n d Aksobbya, t o the left AmitAl~ha;111tl
Sakyarn~tni(plates I.XIX-LXX). But this last s t i ~ t u eseems to
have been placed t h e r e d u r i n g a recent epoch; i t is not inlpro1,able th;~t his original n ~ u d r awas a cliff-el-et~to n e ;it1(1 t l i i 1 1
insteiitl it rel~reserrtedAmogasiddhi in' the attitude o f pl-otcc--.
t ion.
T h e fnrinine deities a r e the 11su;il Silkti.
I n a closed chirpel next t o the Lllil-kll;i~i\ ~ . eC;III scc f.0111.
great statues of stucco, o n e \\.it11 the h;ic-L t o the 0111ct.~ I I I C Iwitled in d h v ~ n a - r n ~ ~ t lolr
~ - a;I . t111-one sul)l)ol.tccl ; I I ilrc I
I)\
f0i11-lions: the o ~ - ~ r ; ~ s isI iI i
~
i
i I I i I
I':II.
itifel-ior t o t l l ; ~ t o f I
i
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CHAPTER VI

T H E TEMPLE OF CHANG (High Kunavar)
$33. T h e cycle of Ndruka or of the infernal deities. I n C h a n g there
a r e m o r e things of archaeological interest than Francke has
possibly seen. To begin with, t h e temples a r e t w o a n d not only
one. T h e first is the o n e h e hinted at but h e could not see. I t is
o n t h e top of a mountain s p u r to t h e north-west of the villaqe
a n d is the only thing remaining f r o m t h e ancient castle. Today
it is a confused mass of ruins, but in m o r e ancient times it
should have hacl h u g e dimensions ant1 should have blocked the
entire valley. T h e Iha-kha~iis precetletl b y a small porch and
contains a modern image of I'adni;isanil~lia\a, a few cult objects
a n d a copy of the y urn o r S;it;lsfiIias~-i
k a - P ~ - ~ i j f i ~ ~ ~ f iN~ o- ~ ~ ~ i
trace of paintings. r\lthough it is built 011 the pl;in of a r;lol-e
ancient temple, the moclest slirine ~ e i i i i totl;tv
i
tloes not
present a n y t h i ~ i gof i n t e r e ~ t .
Ve1-v tliffil-cnc is tlie c.;~sc01' tlic sm;~llteliiple i l r tlic ~nitltlle
of. tlie \,illage; ; ~ l ~ - e ; ~f~.onr
t l \ , \ ~ , i t I l o t ~i t t Ii;is ill1 llic ;lppei11-;111cc
oi.
il \.~IIcI.:II>Ic
1110111111ietlt.
It I
~ i s It 1 o I l 1I
is ;III
~xtinteclin I-ctl.'llie t e t i ~ l ~ 1i;is
l e lost its I ~ ; I I Ii111d
~ ~ is ktio\1,11 si11rI
;IS the l l l l ~ ~ - k l ~
13u1
i " .cI(IcI.I\ o
i l l the \fill;~gc,
call il
1 1 1 - o I - I "the temple o f tlie (;otlcless", t l i ; ~ ~is.
. of'

Dpal-ldan ha-m01Srimati-devi. T h e walls are literally covered
with frescoes, but mostly so blackened by time that it is dif.ficult
to recognise what they represent.
On the central wall is seen a big figure of S ~ k ~ a ~ n i ur l nthe
i
usual attitude of the bhfimisparia-mudra and a n effigy of'
Amitfibha; all a r o u n d many deities with animal heatis. What
these demonic figures intend to represent is not difficult t o discover; we a r e faced by a well-determined religious cycle,
namely that of the Na-rag. T h e Na-rag, that is Narakas o r
infernal deities, have to be propitiated if one urr;tnts to find
peace both in this life a n d in the beyond, and the pl-opitiatio~l
occurs according to a liturgy exposed in a large literatul-e of' its
own, especially in that of the Rriiri-ma-pa and of the HI,I ug-l).~.
sub-school of the Bkah-rgyud-pa, who, as we have seell, i11.c
rather spread in high Kunavar.
This religious cycle, about which I think that we know \,el.\
little as yet, reveals to scholars its great inlpor-tance eve11 in its
strange a n d half-animal configurations, because it inai~it;ti~rc(l,
in a Buddhist garb, some curious st~rvivalsof beliefs anti nlut 11s
lost in the ethnical Indo-Tibetan ulldergrouncl. I t is o11 this
account that it is convenient to stop a little 0 1 1 his tlenlo~liac
cvorld as it is described in the literature accessil~letoclac..
T h e principal sources ahoil t these !YGl.;tk;~ (01-; I \ t11ev :~I.cs;~i(l
in the more common popitlitl- f01-nl Sill-itg) i i ~ l ( lthe \$.;I\* to 111.0pitiate and beseech rl1t.m are:
1 ) h ' c i - v c ~ g (lo,i-.\/),.rig\Ithyu,. t,dtnti,\-k\,i- t q ( i I - p o . I Ila\,c I 111.c~~
~na~luscl-ipt
copies of. tllrnl; olle thiit I ciill A ant1 has sel-\eel lrlc
as a hasis I
the test p ~ ~ l ~ l i s h ei lcl l the appendix. Ilas I ~ c c n
< .

found in Li; the o t h e r o n e D, m o r e ancient a n d generally more
correct in spelling, is incomplete a n d was bought in Nako; the
third one, B, has only a few folios a n d was found i l l a stGpa/
rnchod-ften, in the ruins of S h a n g in the province of (;use. ls
written o n folios colored in indigo in alternate lines in gold alltl
silver. Evidently it is a copy of a m o r e ancient. text as it car1 be
assumed by the fact that some words 111airlt.ain archaic spcllings; for instance: myed f o r med, hhjwrcl for hbyo?-etc.

2) Na-rag doit-sprugs is a section of the preceding work; the
manuscript has been f o u n d a t Mani in Spiti o n the right bank
of the river of t h e same n a m e to the south of Drangkhar. I t is
indicated by the letter C.
3) B i u p hbu.m (D) a liturgy mostly for exorcisms and sotei-iology which may be considered as a larger I-edaction of the previous work which is contained in its entirety. I have o n e copy of
it found in Sarang, rather ancient, but based o n a n even ~ n a - e
ancient original; it is full of orthographic mistakes.
However, the literature o n this cycle is not lil-nited to these
works only; various o t h e r treatises about the Ntir./rka do~i-<\p~
II,~,\
a r e preserved in the huge collection of the ~ ~ o l - kof'
s
Kiiiri-ma-pa elaboratrtl again by the Ka~-ln;ip;\and edited i l l the
mon;lstery of l'sul--pu. It is entitlecl I
- t o - o . 71.1iev
often collrairl I-etl;lctions parallel t o thcse ~l~;ll~uscl-ipt
tests
quoted atlove atitl, since they genel-;dl) ;u-e etlitetl ~ . i t hgi-eat
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~ c c o r d i n gto these sources the fortyeight deities of the cycle
of Naraka, o r popularly Narag, are:

1 . The eigrila tern'fic goddesses (Khro-mo chen-mo)
1. Homage to Gauri-ma, the ~errificgoddess ( I ) , blue in
colour, clenching a corpse like a stick.
2. Homage to Cauri-ma, the terrific goddess. yellow in colour, holding the bow and the arrow (2).
3. Homage to Pramoha (3), the terrific goddess, red, holding
(a standard distinguished by) a sea-monster (makara).
%J

(1) I n Tibetan the name is mdzod-ldnn; the equivalence of ban
= corpse is attested from the parallel texts zhin-gc dbyug to.
(2) But according to F as stick (there is) a corpse and a skull:
zhin dbyug bhanda hdzin. T h e name of the goddess in Tibetan is
chom-rkun.
(3) Tibetan: rab-rmons.

4. Homage to Vaitali ( I ) , the terrific goddess, dark-blue,
holding the vajra.
5. Homage to Pukkasi, the terrific goddess, red-yellow, who
tears away the bowels of a corpse (2).
6. Homage to Ghasmari (3), the terrific goddess, green, who
drinks blood in a skull.
7. Homage to Srnaiani (4),the terrific goddess, black, who
eats the heart of a corpse (zhin-chuli)
8. Homage to Candali (5), the terrific goddess, pale-yellow,
who severs the head from the body of a corpse.

2. The eight Phra-men-ma ( 6 ) .
9. Homage to Simha[mukhi] the she-lion, the goddess having
a lion's head, yellow, holding a corpse in her mouth and with
crossed hands (7).
10. Homage to Vyaghra[mukhi] the tigress, the goddess with
a tiger's head, red, with the aspect of one who srarts a sprint,
and with crossed hands (8).
(1) In Tibetan: ro-lans; according to F she carries a vajra and
a corpse (zhili-chun).
(2) T h e context and the parallel passage of the Bar-do
thos-grol make it doubtless that the word byis is used here in the
sense of corpse. In F the name is sbos-mo.
(3) F, Tibetan: dred-mo.
(4) F, Tibetan: dur-khrod-ma.
(5) F, Tibetan: gtum-mo.
(6) T h e eight Phra-men-ma belong to the mandala of
Bcom-ldan-hdas Drag-po-chen-poIMah~cadaaccording to the
system of the Paramadi-tantra. See Commentary by Ananciagarbha, Bstan-hgyur ri 156.
(7) F: ro za lag @is bsnol; K: phyag giiis bsnol zhin mi ro za.
(8) K: pltyag @is bsnol-zhin hbur tshugs blta; F : stag-gdon
dmar-mo lag gnu mthur-du bsnol "with tiger's head, red, with both
hands joined below"

1 1. Homage to Srgala[mukhi] the she-jackal, the goddess
with the head of a jackal, black, licking a corpse.
12. Homage to Sva[mukhi], the goddess with the head of a
wolf, blue in colour, in the act of tearing.
13. Homage to Grdhra[mukhi], the she-vulture, the goddess
with the head of a vulture, red, in the act of pulling the bowels
(of a corpse).
14. Homage to Karika[mukhi], the goddess with a heron's
head, red, takes on her shoulder a corpse (zhin, K: zhin-chen)
and has a long head.
15. Homage to Kaka[mukhi], the goddess with a crow's head,
black; in her mouth holds the head (ban for bhanda ?) of a
corpse and (in her hand) a sword.
16. Homage to Ultika[mukhi], the she-owl, the goddess
having an owl's head, carries an iron hook and is blue (1).
3. The Guardians of the four doors.
17. Homage to the goddess of hook, (the goddess) with a
horse's head, guardian of the door, blue in colour (2).
18. Homage to the goddess of noose, (the goddess) with a
boar's head, guardian of the door, black in colour.
19. Homage to the goddess with an iron chain, (the goddess)
with a lion's head, guardian of the door, red in colour.
20. Homage to the goddess of bell, (the goddess) with a
wolfs head, guardian of the door, green in colour.

(1) But F: nzthin-nag rje dbyug-pa plzyu,- "dark-blue, shaking a
vajra and a stick".
(2) T h e indication of colour often differs according to
sources.

4. The twentyeight Yogzni ( 1 )

2 1. Homage to the Yogini of the trident, the Yogini with the
head of a yak, of red-yellow colour.
22. Homage to the Yogini with the vajra of five points, the
Yogini with a serpent's head, of light red colour.
23. Homage to the Yogini who treads and holds the stick, the
Yogini with leopard's head, of yellow-black colour.
24. Homage to the Yogini with a skull red (of blood), the
Yogini with the head of a weasel, of white-red colour.
25. Homage to the Yogini with the wheel, the Yogini with
the head of a bat, of yellow colour.
26. Homage to the Yogini who grasps a corpse as a stick, the
Yogini with the head of a reddish bear, of pale-red colour.
27. Homage to the Yogini with a noose made of bowels, the
Yogini with the head of a tawny bear, red in colour.
28. Homage to the Yogini with the vase, the Yogini with the
head of makara, of blue colour.
29. Homage to the Yogini who carries the skull (2), the
Yogini with the head of a scorpion, of pale-blue colour.
SO. Homage to the Yogini who holds a human head recently
cut, the Yogini with the head of a falcon, of black colour.
31. Homage to the Yogini holding a noose made of entrails,
t.he Yogini with the head of a jackal, of red-black colour.

(1) T h e iconography of the first eight Yoginis in F is equal to
that of the Bar-do quoted below.
(2) But E: barn-ril =corpse.

32. Homage to the Yogini holding a corpse ( I ) , the Yogini
with the head of a tiger, of black colour.
33. Homage to the Yogini holding the trunk of a corpse, the
Yogini with the head of a vulture, of red colour.
34. Homage to the Yogini holding a club marked with the
"ajra, the Yogini with horse's head, of red-black colour.
35. Homage to the Yogini holding a skull, the Yogini with
the head of garuda, of white-red colour (2).
36. Homage to the Yogini holding a corpse (3), the Yogini
with the head of a dog, of red-yellow colour.
37. Homage to the Yogini of the lotus, the Yogini with the
head of a hoopoe, of white-red colour.
38. Homage to the Yogini of the standard (4). the Yogini
with the head of a deer, of pale-red colour.
39. Homage to the Yogini of the little d r u m ( 5 ) , the Yogini
with a she-wolfs head, of green-black colour.
40. Homage to the Yogini of the lamp, the Yogini with the
head of an ibix, of red-yellow colour.
41. Homage to the Yogini of the tusks, the Yogini with a
boar's head, of green-yellow colour.
42. Homage to the Yogini holding a skull full of blood, the
Yogini with the head of a magpie, of green-blue colour.
43. Homage to the Yogini holding a corpse, the Yogini with
the bull's head, of green-red colour.

(1) Barn-chen. But F: barn sfiiri hhyin
. . "who tears the heart of a
corpse".
(2) According to F, the svmbols of no. 33 disc; of nos. 34 and
35 vajra.
(3) byis barn another of the many expressions used by our
texts to indicate the corpse: brim-chen, zhiiz-chen, zhili-chtrn,
barn-ril, zhin, byis, barn-ro, ro-lark.
(4) Instead of ba-dun K has barn-ro corpse.
(5) But F: gsal $in, pole on whicll criminals are hanged.

44. Homage to the Yogini drinking ambrosia (I), the Yogini
with a serpent's head, of green-black colour.
45. Homage to the Yogini of the hook, the Yogini with the
head of a cuckoo, of black colour.
46. Homage to the Yogini of the noose, the Yogini with the
head of a goat, of blue colour.
47. Homage to the Yogini of the iron chain, the Yogini with
the head of a lion, of red colour.
48. Homage to the Yogini of the bell, the Yogini with the
head of a magpie, of green-black colour.

All these are actual litanies, connected with funeral rites with
the intent of pacifying the infernal and terrific deities which at
the moment of death may catch the conscient principle of the
deceased and draw him in to the Buddhist hells. It is, therefore, logical to suppose that the cycle of these deities originally
was connected with funeral ritual which has to provide, at the
moment of death, protection from the danger of immediate
infernal incarr-ation for one who dies. And in fact, we find
again this line of divinities in the literary cycle of the Bar-do
thos-grol and precisely in the Chos-Aid bar-dohi gsol-hdebs thos-grol
chen-mo which is a chapter of a very famous work in Tibet, a
gter-ma whose revelation is attributed to Padmasambhava and
which can be said to dominate without rivals the soteriological
Tibetan beliefs. 1 mean to say the Zab-chos zhi-khro dgons ran-grol
which circulates through the Land of Snows in various redactions, some of which I could study in the monastery of Hemis.
They are very voluminous.

......................................................................................

(1) F: who holds a noose made of serpents.

In a rather ancient xylograph in my possession that, unfbrtunately has indication neither of the year nor of the place of
publication, the list of the deities interesting us here is contained in section kha folio 39b ( I ) . It presents itself as more
elaborate and large, therefore from the iconographic point of
view it is even more important than the litanies studied above.
T o the east of his brain (that is of the brain of the dying
person) appear (2):
1. Keurima (Gauri), white; in her right hand she holds a
corpse as a stick and in the left keeps a skull full of blood. Do
not fear her.
2. T o the south will appear Curima (Cauri), yellow; she puts
the arrow on the bow.
3. T o the west Pramoha, red; grasps a standard marked by
an effigy of makara.
4. T o the north Vetali, black; she holds the vajra and a skull
full of blood.
5. T o the south-east Puskasi (Pukkasi), red-yellow; in her
right hand holds some intestines and with the left brings them
to the mouth to eat them.
6. T o the south-west Ghasmari, green-black; in her left hand
holds a skull full of blood that she shakes with the vajra
grasped in the right hand and avidly takes it to the mouth.

(1) A special redaction of this title has been translated in
English by Lama Dawa-Samdup and by Evans-Wentz, in The
Tibetan Book of the Dead, Oxford, 1927. 1 translate it here again
in order to allow the comparison between the two redactions.
For another more succinct redaction compare Znb-chos zhi-khro
dgons-pa ran-grol-gyi las byan-chub htshor-ba ruii-grol-gyi siiin-Po
(Rin-chen gter-mdzod, vol. ga).
(2) I leave the names in the spellings of the text; the correct
reading is contained in the list given above.

7. T o the north-west Candali, pale-yellow; cuts off the head
from the body (of a corpse) with the right hand, keeps the
heart and with the left one helps herself to bring the corpse to
the mouth for eating.
8. T o the north-east Smasali, black-red; after having severed
he head from a corpse, she eats it.
9. T o the east Simhamukhi (I), having the head of a lion,
brown-black; with the hands interlocked at the breast catches a
corpse with her mouth, shaking its mane.
10. T o the south Vyakrimukhi, having the head of a tiger;
with her two hands interlocked below, looks with angry eyes
and gnashes her teeth.
11. T o the west Srilamukhi, having the head of a fox, black;
in her right hand keeps a razor and in her left some entrails
with blood dripping out of them.
12. T o the north Sonamukhi, blue-black, having the head or
a she-wolf; with both hands tears away a corpse and looks with
an evil eye.
13. T o the south-east Kritamu khi, white-yellow, having the
head of a vulture; takes on her shoulder the skin of a corpse,
and in her hand keep. a skeleton.
14. T o the south-west, Karikamukhi, red-black, with the head
of a heron; brings on her shoulder the skin of a corpse.
15. T o the north-west, Kakamukhi, black, having the head of
a crow; in her left hand holds a cranium and in her right a
sword. She eats the heart of a corpse.
16. T o the north-east Hulumukhi, blue, with the head of an
owl; in her right hand the vajra, and in her left a sword and
she eats.

-------------------------------------------------,-------------------------------------

( 1 ) Tibetan has the masculine form mukha transcribed and
not translated.

17. On the right of his own brain, appears (the goddess) with
the hook, (the goddess) with a horse's head (1); in the right
hand takes the hook and in the left a skull full of blood.
18. On the south the goddess of the noose, with a boar's
head, of yellow colour.
19. To the west the goddess of the chain, the goddess with
the head of lion, of red colour.
20. To the north the goddess of the bell, (the goddess) with
the head of a serpent, green in colour.
T o the east.
21. Raksasi (Srin-mo) with the head of a yak, brown-black; in
the hand holds a vajra and a skull.
22. Brahmani (Tshans-pa), red-yellow, with the head of a
serpent; the hand has a lotus [and a skull K].
23. Mahadevi (Lha-chen) (2),green-black, with the head of a
leopard; in her hand holds a trident [and a skull K].
24. Vai~navi (Gtogs or Gtogs-hdod or Khyab-hjug), blue,
with the head of a weasel; in her hand holds a wheel.
25. Kaumari (Gzhon-nu), red, with the head of a brown\
bear; in the hand keeps a short spear.
26. Indrani (Brgya-byin), red, with the head of a bear; in her
hand holds a noose of entrails.
T o the south.

27. Vajri (Rdo-rje), yellow, with a bat's head (pha-wari); in
her hand has a razor.

(1) In the text : "of a tiger"; the confusion between ~la-gdon
and stag-gdon is very easy.
(2) Or also hkhrugs-mo, in the corresponding mantra Raudri.

28. T h e "Pacific One" (Siva, Zhi-ba), red, with the head of a
makara/sea-monster; in her hand holds a vase.
29. Amrta (Bdud-rtsi), with the head of a scorpion; in her
hand holds a lotus.
30. "She-moon" (Saurnya, Zla-ba), red, with the head of a
falcon; in her hand holds a vajra.
31. T h e "Club" (Danda, Be-con), green-black, with the head
of a fox; in her hand holds a club.
32. T h e "Ogress" (Raksasi, Sriri-mo), yellow-black, with the
head of a tiger; in her hand holds a skull (full of) blood (1).
T o the West
33. T h e "Devour.ess" (Bhaksasi, Za-ba), green-black, with the
head of a vulture; holds in her hand a club.
34. "The Joyful OneV(Rati, Dgah-ba), red, with a horse's
head; holds the trunk of a corpse.
3 5 . T h e "Strong One"(Stobs-chen), white, with the head of
garuda; holds in her hand a club.
36. T h e "Ogress" (Sriri), with the head of a bitch, yellow, she
who cuts; holds in her hand a vajra and a razor, with which she
is in the act of cutting.
37. "She with Lust" (Hdod-pa), red, with the head of a
hoopoe, in her hand t h e bow on which she strings an arrow.
38. T h e "Guardian of Riches" (Nor-sruri), green, with the
head of a deer; in her hand holds a vase (2).

......................................................................................

(1) Accortiing to the mantras quoted by K the original names
would be: Vajri, Siva, Arnyta, Saurnya, Davda, Rak~asi:according to the same text in their left hand all of them hold a skull.
(2) Names according to K: Bhaksasi, Rati, Ekacari, h l a ~ l o h ara, Siddhi.

T o the north

39. T h e "Goddess of the Wind" (Vayavi, Rluri-lha), blue,
the head of a she-wolf; she waves a standard in her hand.
40. Mahamarl (Mi-mo), white, with the head of ibix, in her
hand holds a pike.
41. T h e She-Boar (Varahi, Phag-mo), black, with the head of
a boar; she holds a noose made of tusks.
42. Vajri, with the head of a magpie; holds a corpse.
43. T h e She-Elephant (Clan-chen) ( 1), green-black, with the
head of an elephant; in her hand holds a corpse and drinks out
of a skull full of blood.
44. Varuni, the Goddess of Water, blue, with the head of a
serpent; in her hand holds a noose made of serpents (2).
45. T o the east, Vajri, white, with the head of a cuckoo; in
her hand holds the hook.
46. T o the south, Vajri, yellow, with the head of a goat; in
her hand holds a noose.
47. T o the west, Vajrr, red, with the head of a lion; holds a
chain in her hand.
48. T o the north, Vajri, green, with the head of a serpent; in
her hand holds a bell.

834. The cycle of NGraka on thankas. Unfortunately the paintings of the small temple of Chang are, as I told, so blackened,
cancelled and disfigured that any attempt at photographic
reproductiori is impossible. But in my travel 1 had the chance

( I ) But in the text quoted in the preceding footnote and K:
sn,a-chen .

(2) Names according to K: Vayavi, Mahamari, Varahi,
C,irnun?i (,gc/)rr,,-bv~(l),
VAruni, Sutanvi (Snu-chen).

to firld two pictures that are connected with the same cycle of
Narakas; one, the more deteriorated, comes indeed from poo
in high Kunavar, and the other instead from Sumur, a small
village in Western Tibet to the north of the Hindustan-Tibet
trade route. Both the regions are under the influence of the
Hbrug-pa sect, in which, as said earlier, this cycle of the
Narakas seems to enjoy a special diffusisn. It shall not be useless to reproduce the second half of these thalikas since it can
serve to give us an idea of the iconographic representation of
this cycle, rather rare in Tibetan art, yet well spread among the
crowds, because intimately connected with the moment of
death and with the soteriological beliefs (frontispiece).
As it may be seen from this figure, the fortyeight goddesses
of the cycle of Narakas are not alone; they have a secondary
position and represent the terrific entourage surrounding a
monstrous deity in the centre of the picture. From it, it seems
that other six emanations, equally fearsome, move in different
directions. T h e very eight stirpaslmchod-rten and the eight
trees that are placed at random in the free space among the
figures are not arbitrary ornamental motifs, but have a symbolic meaning: they represent the eight famous cemeteries that
are in fact the kingdoms of the Narakas and the place where
the ascetics take refuge in order to obtain, with their long
meditations and prolongel exercises, their wondrous powers.
O n these cemeteries, their symbols and their pictot-ical representation, I shall speak more at length in the second volume
of this series dedicated to the illustrations of' the temples of the
Western Tibet; therefore, I will not deal with them here. It is
only necessary to identify the figures of the deities, all in the
attitude yab yum, that is to say embracing their Saktis, painted

with a certain crlldity o n o u r tharika, which, though having a
great iconographic value, cannot certainly be considered as one
of the most fine and delicate exemples of Tibetan paivting (1).
These divinities are as many other forms of Heruka,
imagined as the centre of the mandala of the Narakas, also
described with abundance in works dedicated to this cycle.
T h e central divinity is Che-mchog HerukaIMahaSriheru ka
(2), who must have three faces, six hands, four feet, and is
embraced by his Sakti KrodheSvari. Out of the three faces the
central one is black, the right one white, the left red. Symbols
in his hands, to the right: the vajra, the khatvariga, a small
drum; to the left: bell, kapala full of blood, noose made of
intestines.
In the upper portion, above this central deity, (there is) Buddhaheruka; three faces, six hands, four feet, embracing his
Sakti BuddhakrodheSvari; out of the three faces the central one
is black, the right one white, the left red. Symbols in his hands;
to the right: disc, sword, to the left: a plough (thori-giol) and a
hatchet. Below, to the right of the central deity, Vajraheruka
embracing his Sakti Vajrakrodheivari; three faces, six arms,
four feet. Colour of the faces: the central blue, the other two
white and red. Symbols in his hands; to the right, vajra hatchet;

(1) For the identification of the images, besides the works
already quoted, Zhi-khro dgoris-pa ran-grol-gyi cho-ga sdig sgrib
rnam-par-sbyori-ba is of great help. It is contained in the Rin-chm
gtel-mdzud, vol . ga.
(2) T h e name is preserved in his mantra reproduced in Zhikhro nu-ra-ka dori-sprug-gt dbari cho-ga bdud-j-tsill,i gai-gci, folios
9-10.

to the left: bell, kapala, plough.
Below to the left, Ratnaheruka embracing his Sakti Ratnakrodheivari; three faces, six arms, and four feet; colour of the
faces: the central one yellow, the other two white and red. Symbols in his hands; to the right: gem, khatvariga, club (I), to the
left: bell, skull full of blood, trident.
Above, to the right, Padmaheruka embracing his Sakti Padmakrodheivari; three faces, six arms, four feet; colour of the
faces: red in the centre, the ot,ler two white and blue. Symbols
in his hands; to the right: lotus, khatvariga, club (dbyug-to); to
the left: bell, kapala full of blood, small drum.
Above. to the left, Karmaheruka embracing his Sakti Karmakrodheivari; three faces, six arms, four feet. Colour of the
faces: the cental one green. the other two white and red. Symbols in his hands; to the right: double vajra (rgya-gram), sword
and khatvariga; to the left: bell, kapala full of blood, plough.
T h e figure below the central image, also in yab yum, represents Samantabhadra of whom the entire cycle reproduced on
this picture is believed to be an emanation.

835. Minor painlings. Besides this cycle of Naraka the paintings of the small temple of Chang d o not present anything else
of special interest with the exception of two small frescoes to
the Left. of the door, which possibly refer to some event con-

......................................................................................

( I ) But on the figure: sword, khatvanqa and club.
C

netted with the foundation of the chapel. T h e first represents
a personage seated on a throne and of much bigger proportions than the other figures. T o his right and left, two persons
in the act of offering him something that is not well distinpishable. In the second, a series of small seated figurcs. T h e
turban and the dress point out that the fresco represents a
ddnapati, or, as it is possible in our case, the prince who erected
the temple. And in effect, the scene is reproduced according to
a scheme, which became traditional in the pictorial schools of
Guge. They are used to paint in a corner oaf the thanka almost
always the figures of the donors. Facing the seated personage,
a series of vases which seem to me to be seven. One could consider them to be simply offerings, symbolizing in the fresco
to the perpetual memory of the munificence of the donor; and
actually there is no ceremony of consecration and dedication of
a temple that is not concluded with large offerings to the community o r to the monks. But the shape of the vases and their
number seem rather to suggest another interpretatioh: the
shape of the vase is that of the kalaia, o r bum-pu, that is of the
vase used in initiatic ceremonies when the abhiseka or baptism
is imparted to the disciple, and seven are in fact the abhisekas
or initiations of the first stage according to the ritual of these
mystic schools ( I ) (plate LXXII).
This interpretation finds its confirmation in the following
fresco where is painted the same line of vases -- this time however five and not seven (2) -- in front of the figure of an ascetic

hr

(1) Seven are in fact t e inferior baptisms numbered and
described for instance in the SekoddeSatikB.
(2) In fact in the Durgatipariiodhana (folio 65) regarding the
abhiseka of baptism are named five kinds of vases vajrakalda,
buddhakalaiu, ratnakalaJa, padmaka.laia, kanakala.<a.

who is represented with the thick plait knotted over the head,
as it is still today customary among the sadhus in India and of
the s p - c h e n in Tibet. He has his right hand in abhaya-mu&,
or the attitude of protection, and the left one in dhy2namu&-%,
and he wears big earrings (plate LXXIII). These latter
point out that he is one of those siddhas or pub-thob pertaining
to the mystic line of Matsyendranatha and of Goraksa whose
followers even today are not rare in Northern India and are
called kanphat "those with pierced ears"; they have assumed an
exclusively Saiva character and have lost every connection with
the Buddhist schools, of whom, however, they are an undeniable derivation.
Who this siddha represented on the fresco of Chang can be I
could not say with precision; he, however, reminds the figure
of Brgod-tshan-pa, one of the most famous Hbrug-pa lamas,
whose memory is still alive in the legends and traditions of
Western Tibet (1).

......................................................................................
(1) See the figure in xylograph 122 of my collection.

CHAPTER VI1

NAKO
$36. The gompa attributed to Rin-chen-bran-po. T h e temples of
Nako were visited by Francke, who briefly described them in
his oft-quoted book. But also in this case it is not useless to
undertake its study again, so as to complete o r to correct the
information collected by the German archaeologist. T h e principal temples of the region are two: one is dedicated to Padmasambhava and the other consists of a series of chapels inside
a closed fence, as in the Tabo monastery (plate LXXIV). This
latter gompa, which is situated a little out of the village on a
kind of a small plain, is by tradition attributed to Rin-chenbzari-po and actually the style of the construction reminds very
much of the temples erected by the great Lotsava (fig. 3 on
p. 143).
T h e fact that there is no mention in his biography of the
temple of Nako has not great weight, because it is not improbable that Nako had in ancient times a different name than that
with which it is known today. But it is also equally true that we
lack absolute proofs for attributing his temples to the period of
Rin-chen-bzan-po o r not rather, generically, to the first dynasty
of the kings of Guge. That the chapels of Nako were also subjected to re-shaping, as it had happened to the temple of Tabo.

is evident from the different finesse and artistic perfection of
the images and of the pictures contained in them. It is enough
to compare, for instance, the stucco statues of the Gtsug-lagkhari of Nako with those of Tabo to find out that we are faced
with a very inferior technique. While those of Tabo are
scrupulously shaped out of the schemes of Indo-Tibetan
iconographic aesthetics, the images of the Gtsug-lag-khan of
Nako are rather primitive and hardly distinguishable from the
red statues which are drawn till today by local artists. In sharp
contrast to it are only the figures, doubtlessly more ancient, of
the temple of the Lotsava and especially one beautiful statue of
a feminine deity, to the left of the group of the Five
Tathagatas, always in the same chapel. Therefore, it seems to
me that I should conclude that the monastery of Nako. even if
it cannot be attributed entirely to the age of Rin-chen-bzari-po,
is without doubt very ancient. This does not include, however,
that it was subjected, like all the other monasteries of Western
Tibet, to many adaptations and re-shapings, whose period cannot be made more precise d u e to the lack of chronicles or
epigraphic documents.

The whole complex of buildings, surrounded by the usual
lcags-rz, results to be four small temples placed according to the
plan made by Captain Ghersi and published here.
T h e small temple no. 1 does not contain any thing special; it
has been built again in recent times and is covered with mural
paintings of little artistic and iconographic interest: Sakyamuni
in the centre, Amitabha on the left wall and Avalokiteivara
with eleven heads to the right. It is preceded by an entrance
whose roof serves as a terrace. It seems that even the name of
this small sacred place now entitled according to the name of
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Fig. 3 .
1. S h ~ - i ~of
, e Purgyul. 2. Entrance with tel-race.
3. Lotsahahi Lha-khali. 4. Gtsug-lag-khan.
5. Kqva-dpag-pnhi
,
Iha-k han.
C

the god Purgyul (1) has been lost. Purgyul is the indigenous
spirit of the homonymous mountain that with its immaculate
peaks dominates and almost protects the whole of high
Kunavar. But at the time of Francke (the people) called it
Dkar-byuri lha-khan.
O f much greater interest is temple no. 2, also anonymous,
because Francke was told that its name was Lha-khan chen-mo
o r "the great temple" and to me they said Lotsabahi lha-khan
o r "the temple of the Lotsava", both names equally general and
imprecise. It has been redone; on the altar are aligned very few
images of Tat-a, Padmasambhava, and Sakyamuni, all rather
modern and without any artistic value; many are of stucco of
primitive making and doubtlessly local. T h e walls were, long
ago, covered with frescoes mostly erased and defaced because
of the water fallen from the disconnected roof. Therefore, the
more important reconstructions of this temple are the stucco
images adorning the wall of the cella. T h r e e on the central wall
and two on the side walls. As Francke rightly saw, the statues
represent the Five Tathagatas put according to the usual order;
to the centre Vairocana, white in colour, in dharmacakra-mudr8,
to his right Ratnasambhava, yellow, in varada-mudra, to the
left Amitabha, red, in dhyana-mudra, to the right of Ratnasambhava, Amoghasiddhi, green in colour, in abhaya-mudra, to
the left of Amitabha Aksobhya, blue, in bhiimisparia-mudr8
(plates LXXV-LXXVI). All the statues are seated on a lotus
flower and are adorned with regal cloaks; their traditional
vehicles, namely the animals accompanying the five deities, and

( I ) About the name of' the mountain where it is believed that
the god inhabits see Tucci-Ghersi 1933:144.

all symbols are missing. We should not marvel about it because,
as we have already seen, the iconographic representation of the
supreme pentad, called by a technical term the five families
(paficakula in Sanskrit, o r rigs lria in Tibetan), usually does not
bother them. T h e attitude of the hands would be enough by
itself to single them out, in the present case the colour also is
added.

$37. Mystic meaning of the supreme psntad. T h e different
colours of the Five Buddhas, in fact, d o not have a decorative
value but answer to a more profound motif. This motif is identified with the very essence of these five deities, who, as it has
been seen already, are symbols of given moments of cosmic
evolution from that ineffable that Buddhist dogmatics and
mystics call sometimes the dhannahiya, sometimes the
sahajakiya. As soon as in the indiscriminate principle of things
the process of exteriorization starts in the complex of experiences and of contingency (prapafica), this exteriorization proceeds in parallel lines, which the philosophy of Mahayanic
Buddhism, following a fivefold division of very old origin, both
in India and in general in the whole East, distinguishes in five
classes.
T h e origin of this classification is possibly to be looked for in
the theory of the five elements. There are considered the fundamental pattern under which can be listed facts, phenomena
and aspects of the psychic as well as physical life, the material
as well as the spiritual worlds (bh&ja?zulokaand sattvaloka). T h e
centres of irradiation of these five lines of development are
indeed called the paficakula, that is the five families, the five
fundamental clusters from which the infinite variety of the cosmos derives.

In these schools, then, the Five Buddhas symbolize the
fivefold archetype of the universe, and for this all things have
to be thought of as consubstantial with this germinal splitting
of being, svabhdvdd eua sarvabhdudh sarvabuddhamaydh: "by their
own nature all things are consubstantial with the Buddhasv
(SekoddeSapka, XXXVI I I).
This progressive emanation and realisation is imagined, in
the mystic schools, in terms of light. T h e ground of being is
pure shining of conscience, prakrti-prabhdssvaram cittam "mind
luminous by its own nature" (1); as soon as in it is determined
the hobha o r spanda, the trembling that is the initial moment of
emanation, the uncolourful light, by transmuting from potency
into act, becomes coloured in those five centres of development
that mysticism symbolizes in the Five Tathagatas. T h e central
one among them is, in some schools, Vairocana that is "the
Radiant" or, in others, Aksobhya. We have, thus, actually five
luminous elements (the paficaraimi of the Guhyasamaja), which,
therefore, are at the basis of cosmic evolution (2). They, by
realizing themselves little by little and by concretizing and
spreading in the world of appearances become more and more
obfuscated till they become the opposite of themselves, that is
matter. This process is manifested in the scheme of the mandala which graphically describes the emanation from a central
point which will be either one o r the other of the Five Buddhas, according to the more o r less importance that one
chooses to give to the various elements, that is to the various
( 1 ) Suacchani hi saruacatt&indi

cittam izcintani probh,i~r~c~r-ai,

Jrianasiddhi, p.82.
(2) T h e equivalence of the Five Tathagatas and of the five
lunlinous elements has been discussed by m e ill a study: Sonre
glosses upon the Guhyasarn~ja~in "Melanges Chinois et
Bouddhiques, I1I".
•

centres of cosmic corlscience already coloured, th;lt is t o say
already influenced, predisposed to exparld thenlselvrs in one
series of emanation rather than another ( 1).
"The fundamental allegories are three: the crystal, the sun
and the image. T h e crystal means the mirror of Vajrasattva; in
the mirror of Vajrasattva (2) by fixing one's eyes without nloving them, the body of the Buddha, an agglomerate of. light
with five colours, shines a n d glitters (3). T h e complete preception of light by five colours, which is a degeneration of the
essential light (4), is a glimmer of pure conscience.
_________------------------------------------------.-----------------------------------

(1) T h e passage is taken from a gtpr-ma coilnected with the
cycle of the Bardo, namely, Darn-chos rdzogs-pa-chen-ynhi sku
gsum rio-sprod. T h e text is:

g g 4 ~ ~ ~8 ~+J.' q ~
V

(2) Luminosity perceived in one's o w n heal-t during the
meditative process; in it is reflected the cosmic evolution, therefore it is called "mirror".
(3) T h a t is the Dharmakaya, synthesis of' the five luminous
elements representing its five constituents.
(4) Because the g e r n ~ i n a ol r essential light is undiscriminated.

"In this way, in one's own inner experience, there is the light
of five colours; when o n e has known the light proper to
own experience one sees always that light of his own. This is
the vision seen in the pure glimmer" (1).
This means that the supreme reality is "essential light" hod
gsal, as it is called by the Tibetan mystics. It projects five luminous beams whose first and direct experience is felt in one's
self, in the meditating process (the internal ~ i j r a s a t t v a ) As
. in
fact, from the germinal light, identical with the supreme being,
derives, through the fivefold emanation symbolized by the sacred pentad, the infinite variety of the created, thus, in meditation one performs the way backward, trying to climb back from
its imprecise apparitions in matter to the more and more vivid
manifestations of "light" which, as soon as it is recovered in its
immaculate purity, makes us partake in the liberation.
T h e luminous epiphany is therefore the centre of the long
mystic process as it is described in the Sarnajottara (2) and
therefore also in the Sekoddeiatika of Naropa. Both the texts
distinguish, in the whole complex of spiritual ascension, six
moments o r constituents (niig(l)out ~f which the first one is the
pratyahara, namely the reduction of every sensorial activity to a
pure physiological function without any receptivity being deter-

(1) Namely, the cosmic conscience that shines inside the
heart: sfiin-na ye-jess-chen-po gnus and that is symbolically
expressed in the figure of Vajrasat tva, whose meditation starts
the long mystic process here described. See Chos-fiid bar-rlolri
khrid-yig mthon-ba r u n - g o - no-spmd (Rin-chen gtermdzod, ga, folio 13): the "essential liqht" is the hod-gsal from
which in a second time emanate the five lights, symbol of the
pentad, that is of cosmic evolution.
(2) T h a t is the XVIII chapter of the Guhyasamaja.
c-

Illined on the part of the organs (1); the second is dhyana when
the distinction between subject and object does not occur any
1o1lger (jfirina-jieyodaya-hya) (2), namely this is a state of absolute concentration (ekagratd); the third is pranayama o r the way
to give back to breath its essential value of cosmic vitality
through whose rhythm creation is manifested; in the three following moments by degrees, becomes true the possession o r the
llnion with the ground of being, manifesting itself as light. I n
effect, in dharanz a r e determined the five, marks (nimitta)
through which cosmic luminosity, manifesting itself with first
indecisive glimmer, becomes little by little glaring and all-pervading. First it appears a smoking darkness (dhfirnu) in which,
later, spring luminous lightnings (marici); these cluster in a
small mobile light (khadyota), which intensifies itself till it
becomes almost the flame of a lamp (dipa); this, at last blasts
and spreads in a fixed shine as a sky without clouds (.\orlrilloku,
~ i i r u b h r a - g a g a n o m ) in
; the fifth moment (anusmlti) this shine
pervades infinite space a n d in the sixth (sumcidhi) all things are
globally dissolved in it.
This way to conceive the supreme God and the ultimate
essence of all things as immaculate light and this doctrine of
the five l u ~ n i n o u selements presents noticeable analogies with

I
I
i l \ ' / / / ) ( //.(///I/
\TJ(/-T~!.II~!/.
(I)

(2) I n
"marks"
explains
kathanum
XXXIX.

1~i~n~n-bh87~-oprrg(/1~~cr?r(r-?~i.~ovrr

the list of Guhyasamaja the order of the first two
is inverted to signify the necessity of a guru who
the abstruse doctrine: prath~ama-dvitiya-nimitta-vilomatu guruparridhinatva-k.athana~tham,
SekoddeSatika, folio

the Manichean system, as 1 h a d occasion to study it elsewhere.
But o n e has to be very cautious before drawing quick conclusions about possible interdependences between Iranian beliefs
a n d some doctrines of' Mahayana.
Photisrn is at the g r o u n d of religious a n d mystic experience
of Vajrayjna a n d derives from certain common and wellknown manifestations that a r e produced in those ecstatic raptures in which these schools culminate t h e meditative process.
This shall be much clearer when I would have m a d e known the
"six laws" of Naropa a n d the traditional interpretations of the
Guhyasamaja, though already a n attentive r e a d e r could have
got some hints by reading the already quoted translation from
the Bar-do thos-grol. T h e Indian Buddhists a n d their Tibetan
epigones have f o u n d e d theii- religion a n d its symbols on introspections a n d experience which directly introduce in that subliminal worlcl of hurnari conscience excited by a profound
religious longing, in which luminous visions - whose nature is
not my task to investigate - occupy a pi-eclorninant place, as is
known.
T h a t religious types of o t h e r countries ~ ~ o i ~ have
l c l influenced o r merge in, in these i\tntlarnent;~l v i s i o ~ ~ sc;ilrnot
,
be
exclutletl, but they are, accordinq to me, (-onti-il~ictions
always
extrinsic antl f i ) ~ - ~ ~ which
li~l
leave t~nchangecl the intimate
essence of. the M;thfiy;inir p;lntlic.on; th;tt is t o v
illat they
interest the foi-nl, 1 0 the psycholog-ic;tl ~ . c ; ~vl i tr1i;tt these
images I-cpl-esrntetl foi- the mvstics ;111(1 1l1e i ~ i t i t l 0. 1 1 the
whole, if towign i ~ ~ f l u e n s ehave
s I,ecll r llel-e, r l ~ e s cw o ~ t l t lhave
left a I race o n the (logm;ltic f ' o i - ~ ~ ~ i~o tl ll ;01.l ~ 0 1 1 t h c (-l;lssilic~;ltioll
of these expel-iences, hut t l ~ e y11;lve ~ . O L I I I C;l~ livelv antl concrete

content whose origin is to be looked for in the irrlmediacv, of'
ecstasis a n d of t h e mystic vision.
O n e has not to forget, in fact, that these T a r ~ t r a s which
,
have
spoken to us of such experiences, d o not expound speculative
theories; these ones, when they a r e there, have a value only in
so far as they can be transmuted in laws of life a n d vehicle of
liberation. T h e figure of t h e mandala o r the image of' the
divinity evoked again, therefore, in the rnind of the initiatetl,
the whole spiritual plan corresponding to them, so that h e
could not only know it, but re-live it a n d in the process of'
meditation gradually work o u t the elimination of that series of
cosmic manirestations corresponding to a give11 "family" o r
absorb thern again in their centre of ernanation. T h e n , in a
second moment, h e could m o u n t to the still higher plane where
every discrimination comes to be missed a n d h e who ~neditates
identifies himself with the s p h e r e that transcends every determination, though being the source of every deternlination.

$38. Equiunlences of the pentad. According to this 111ysticis111,
Vairocana is t h e symbol whose meditation \vo~-kso u t the ideal
riimination of t h e physical element in the h u m a n per-son
(wilnsk(uztlha), elimination that, as we have already said, is
accomplished by recognizing this physical element in its essential nature. H e is ;ilso, a m o n g the five mystic k~lo\vledgesspoken of-b v Mali;iyfina, t h e svmbol of the kllo\vledge of. the ir~subst;inti;llitv ( I ) of all possible appeal-antes, of the lack of'
their o\vn essence, but also of their being interdependent a n d
relati~veto o n e a n o t h e r (1); His vehicle is the lion who is there

......................................................................................

-

w

( 1 ) See a l ~ o v e11. 11s.

to signify the virtue of courage, a virtue that is never diS-

sociated from the profound comprehension of the "()id,
according to Buddhist scriptures (1). T h u s , it is symbol of
arlqther series of categories: winter, sweet taste, guttural letters
in the theot-y of the mantra etc.
Aksobhya, instead, is the symbol of purification, in the
rheditative process, of another constituent of the human per\
sdn, namely tl-ie visual perception, a n d corresponds to the second of the five mystic knowledges, that is to cidurSujficinu, to the
khowledge that lets us see all things not as self-existent, but as a
subjective reflection, alrnost as a n image o n the mirror (2); his
vehicle is the elephant, symbol of strength.
Ratnasambhava is the symbol of elimination, in the meditative process, of yet another constituent of the human personality, namely of sensation, a n d corresponds to the third mystic
knowledge, that is, that for which the creatures and the
Buddha are considered as having the same nature (3). This
condition is necessary in o r d e r to s p u r o u r spiritual ascension
and to acquire the trust to realize in ourselves the status of a
Buddha. T h e horses o n the throne a r e there to symbolize the
impetus.
Amitfibha wants to signify the elimination of the fourth constitutive element of o u r personality, namely that of ideation,
and corresponds to the fourth of the mystic wisdoms, that is to
sdy the wisdom of tliscrimination; o n his throne are the
peacocks, svmbol o f grace.

(1) See B . k , q ~4 h l 1 1 1 1 , folio 35.
(2) Ibid.
(3) Ibict.

T H E P E N T A D A N D ITS CORRESPONDENCES

Vairocan;~

Aksobhya

Katnasambhava

Amitsbha

Amoghasiddhi

white
blue
rGpask;~ntlh;i
-vijninaskandha
earth; Lo(:ani Silkti; [ether]; Spal-Savajri
Kupav;IJti sakti
Sakti
moha ( 2 )
tlvesa
nioh;~(2)
dvesa
maitri
2darS;tJnAna
dharmadhatujtifina
winter
[autumn]
sweet 1;rste
[itstringent taste]
guttur;~ls(&a-vargu) va, ra, la, va
morning
from midnight
iwiligl~t
to dawn
~ a t l ~ ~ g ; ~ t ; l l ~ h i s c ' v;~jrihhiseka
k;~
cakraklrl;~
v;~jrakula

yellow
vedansskandha
water; Mimaki Sakti;
Sabdava.jri Sakti.
cintAmani
aham kara
karuna
samatsjfi2na
spring
salty taste
ta varga
third division
o f the day
1-atnibhiseka
ratnakula

red
samjnaskandha
fire; PPndara Sakti;
Gandhavajri Sakt
raga
raga
mudita.
pratyaveksanajfiana
summer
acid taste
dentals (10-uarga)
first hours
of the night
padmahhiseka
padmakula

green
samskaraskandha
wind; T a r 3 Sakti;
Rasavajri Sakti
samaya
abhGtavacah
upeksa
akriyijfiana
rainy season
bitter taste
labials (pa-varga)
midnight

eyes
Ksitigarhha

nose
kiSagal.hha

tongue
~oke~vara

ears
Lr;~jrap2t!i

karmabhiseka
khadga o r
(karma) kula

body
Sarvivaranaviskambhin

Principal
sources ( 1)

G.S. p. 2, 3.
G.S.!. 53 a, b.
G.S. p. 6, 7.
G.S. I. 1 13. 8.

A.V. p. 40 ff.

P.K. p. 4 ff..
(equivalent
partly
difkrent )

G.S.!.223 ff.

(;.S.!. = (;.S.!ikri (of (:antlrakirti) A.V. = Aclvayavajra. P.K. = Pnircakruma ed. De IA \.'.+LI I t POL.A\I\
( I ) (;.S. = (;r~hv(i\crmN)c~.
phvrr
(2) .I'h;~ti\ purilic;rtion of moha etc. by the process of nledi:;~tion: C;du?-Sya-nuzm-&yr,ion-m&-pa h - s d c t n mom-pur-:+il-b+
(;.S.t. 6%.

Amoghasiddhi points out the elimination of the fifth constituent of human personality, namely of the saniskaras, and torresponds to the fifth mystic conscience, that of the perfection
of work ( I ) .
This theory is already implicit in many Tantras, but it is particularly developed in one of the more famous in the whole of
Vajrayana, that is in the Guhyasamaja, which, nevertheless,
puts above the pentad the figure of Vajradhara, the symbol of
the Sahajakaya o r of the dhamadhatu (2), the ground of being.
T h e Five Buddhas would, then, be his five vajraskandhas, that
is the five components in their purely ideal form; that is to say
the immanent power of the absolute to be divided in what
appears to be the constituents of every being: the cosmos is but
the body of Vajradhara and his symbol is the mandala.
For other schools, instead of the equivalence Sahajakaya =
Vajradhara, is added that of Vajradhara = Vajrasattva =
Adibuddha (3). I n effect, the Vimalaprabha, while explaining
the mystic meanings implicit in the word evam "so" with which
every Tantra o r the revelation attributed to Buddha regularly
begins, says: "the syllable e and the syllable uam mean that the
essence of the thought of illumination (intended, as seen above,
in its transcendent sense) is not distinguished by its two coefficients, namely the compassion not turned towards a specific
object, and the void including the categories of the archetypes.
T h e word evani is understood by ascetics as inseparable
(1) For other equivalences see the table o n p. 153.
(2) In the PaAcakara by Advayavajra (Advayavajra-sangraha,
p. 41) Vajradhara is said to be a synonym of dharmadhatu;
dharmadlzcZtuparan/zmii.
(3) About these monotheistic schools and their meaning see
my article. Soine glosses upon the Guhyasamaja, in MPlungcs
Chinois ~t Boz~lidhiqu~s
vol. I I I.

synthesis, without beginning and end, of intuition and praxis,
of knowable and knowledge, and is named with different
terms: Vajrasattva, Bodhicitta, Kalacakra, Adibuddha, the
pacified, Samaja, Samvara" ( 1). Hence, indeed, Vajrad hara
exteriorizes the elements of existence in order, then, to absorb
them again in himself, thus symbolizing by this not only the
process of the cosmos, but also the method that the sadhaka
must pursue with the aim of re-living those experiences that
raised him to the sameness with the ground of Being.

$39. The iaktis of the pentad. At this point enters a conception,
which is characteristic of the entire Tantric doctrine, that is to
say the tendency to isolate, in every process of evolution, the
very process in its elementary origin and the active force
through which it is actuated. This is the Sakti or power which,
by virtue of that mystic symbolism dominating the whole Tantric theory and practice, is represented in feminine shape.
Thus, in the mandala, that, as we had already said, symbolizes
the body of Vajradhara, namely the cosmos, we see a series of
feminine divinities that mean the centre of irradiation of the
potency of the material world as object of the subjective plane,
symbolized by the divine pentad. We have the following
scheme:
Vajradhatviivari, element ether (2).
Locana, element earth.
Pandaravasini, element fire.

......................................................................................

(1) Vimalaprabha, patala 4.
(2) Represented only as Sakti coupled with the central deity
in the mandalas of the type yab yum.

Mamaki, element water.
Samaya-tara, element wind (1);
or, according to the correlation that the Indian traditional
philosophy had already established between the elements and
their properties, in so far as perceptible by the subject and by
it3 corresponding organs: vision, touch, sound, smell, taste
(Guhyasamaja, pages 2, 3) namely: Rtipavajri, SparSavajri,
Sabdavajri, Gandhavajri, Rasavajri.
But this symbolism does not stop here; by refining itself
more and more it interprets the pentad of the Tathagatas and
the series of the Saktis as the various appearances of jfiana; of
the supreme truth we ourselves would say. Jfiana, in effect, in
this case means not knowledge - because this word implies a
process in which one has to admit three elements: a known
object, a knowing subject and the very act of knowing - but is
instead a unique moment in which the truth is realized in its
entirety, ineffable unity, in which being coincides with the revealing of itself.
This unique truth is manifested, to one who meditates,
according to this o r that aspect and, according to its various
ways of revealing itself, it assumes o r is called with different
names, they too inadequate expressions of what, being only
experienced by its nature (pratydtma-vedaniya), cannot be adumbrated by words. When it is its shine that strikes it shall be
called Vairocana; when it is its unalterability Aksobhya; when it
is understood as the source and the determinant of all perfections Ratnasambhava; when it appears as infinite perfection
Amitabha; when instead it is the necessity with which it realizes
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _......................................
---.

(1) Guhyasamaja p. 137, Advayavajra p. 42-43,

p. 79.

Indrabh~ti

those perfections Amoghasiddhi; and when it is considered his
possibility of appearing everywhere he becomes Locana;
~ a r n a k when
i
he is thought of as revealing himself internally
to ourselves; as purifying he is Pandaravasini; as able to work
out salvation he is Tarfi (1).
All this symbolism starts from some fundamental presuppositions, that are like the strongholds of entire Indo-Tibetan
religiosity as it is expressed in Buddhism and in akin systems in
Hinduism. First of all is the certitude that the world of experience is the contingent and transitory appearance, on the great
ocean of cosmic conscience, of the flux .of things and beings,
the ephemeral concretization of ideas surfacing in that (2).
In effect there d o not exist things, but visions o r subsumptions of things, which, till they are not recognized in their true
essence conditioning one another, they create that illusorv net
(mdyd-jdla) called by us the world. T o it we, in our ignorance,
attribute a consistency of its own that does not allow us liberation from it. All this, therefore, must come out from a knowledge; and to know means to eliminate the causes which give
appearance of being to what is only a becoming, and of substance to what is but a phantom. But this knowledge has to be
transmuted, through a meditative process, into experience
without which knowledge would create new and even more
obnoxious and pernicious attachments because more difficult
to eradicate and will perpetuate therefore the permanence in
(1) I summarize the theory expounded by Indrabhtiti in the

JAanasiddhi, p. 79 ff. T h e Sanskrit text is incorrect: in verse 14
it needs to be read buddhddini yato dhruuam; in v. 19 Pdndaraudsini instead of Mandalavasini, etc.
(2) "As the waves of the ocean moved by the wind go dancing
without end, so also the spirit agitated by that wind which are
the objects of senses continuously dances with those fluxes that
are the various thoughts". Larikavatara, p. 46.

this turbid play that life is. For all the Tantras, in fact, one is
identified with and is almost consubstantiated with what one
believes and has faith in.
"After having abondoned the theory of being an existence,
one has not to attach oneself to the theory that there is a
non-existence, because, although the words "being" and
"non-being" are different, the same is the intellectual operation
that is subjected to them" (1) so says Anarigavajra echoing
again the sayings of Nagarjuna.
Therefore, logical knowledge may not work out the miracle
and disintegrate that reality (which in its stainless brightness
never becomes, and never is darkened by that illusory veil that
is the world of forms), but a direct experience whose fire-ignorance is torn apart and truth appears in all its effulgent purity.
'This is so'. This is a thing that not even the very Buddhas
can say; thruth cannot become object, because it is interior
experience" (2). Experience, therefore, and thus introspection;
and so the starting point of these complex Tantric theories is
just the body, as physical aggregate and also seat of psychic
faculties, the mandala par excellence, the living symbol of the
macro-cosmos in which that process of emanation and absorption that gives life to the worlds and destroys them is eternally
renovated and which, when well meditated upon, gives the key
to liberation: dehe vijr)asya m6nanam (3). Therefore, just this
Mahayanic symbolism serves as similies, expressions, localiza(1) Prajnopaya-viniscava-siddhi, p. 4 1, v. 8.
(2) Ihid. 11. 3
(3) Cf. Candrakirti, comm. to Guhyasamaja, folio 2YOa:
bdag-p lux ni khnms-@urn-puhi ius-su lhag-pur mos-pn?lo.

tions, all having as their starting point our 1 (ego), that mvsterious and arcane mandala where, for him who knows how to
read it, the supreme will has expressed in symbols its fateful
spreading in what, though deriving from it, is its negation.
And now there it is how in the various schools of Vajrayana
as ground of the mystic ascension and as a starting point of
meditation is put the identification of the Five Buddhas with
the five skandhas, namely, the constituents of a human person
already mentioned by me.
"The five skandhas are called the Five Buddhas because they
have the same nature as the pentad" says Indrabhiiti (1).
T h e statues and pictures covering the walls of these temples
therefore, d o not have a decorative character; aesthetic considerations are totally alien to this art. We have, in fact, seen that
both paintings and sculptures are always chosen with a precise
intent; and are all coordinated in plastic and pictorial cycles
that take their inspiration from well-determined mystic currents. T h e merely decorative element is an accessory and is
confined to the background to the more complex series that
occupy the centre of the walls. Thus are the pictorical narrations of the life of the Buddha o r of SudhanaINor-bzari or of
Sadaprarudita which , by maintaining their value of pious
legends o r narrations intended for the edification of the faithful, have never a principal place. This one is kept by the deities
of a particular cycle.

840. The temples as ma?rdalns. T h e temples of Western Tibet
are inspired by Tanti-ic ideas, which have given to them the
......................................................................................

( I ) Jfiin,asi(idhi, p. 41

value of a proper mandala, architectonic symbol (I), plastic and
visible, of those psychological realities whose possession was the
higher inspiration of the conceivers of this art. I n it nothing is
mere whim, but all is bound by liturgy and by the formulae of
dhyana. And if various mandalas were represented in the
temple, and therefore different cycles of different methods of
experiences, that does not form a contradiction, because in the
Tantric schools there is n o exclusion, but coexistence and overimposition of experiences a n d of methods of realization. For
this reason, therefore, all masters of India and Tibet, in their
thirst for new spiritual conquests and of new visions, pass the
best years of their lives to study a n d to practise, under different guidances, the most various systems of yoga and of ascesis,
understood as different ways to enucleate from the individual
supernal perfections.
Somebody will perhaps say that this interpretation of mine
spiritualizes religious expressions actually more rough and less
abstruse. It is not true. O n e has to distinguish between the
motif which inspired the conceivers of these buildings and what
they have become later on for the greatest part of the crowd.
Those (ideators), by building their temples and so adorning
them, did not want to spread idolatry, but to prepare the right
mood, and converge the spirit towards supreme visions, so as
to complete with the help of art the apostolate work undertaken. Also in India the temple is considered in two ways: as it
is seen by the ascetic who is not even requested to attend the
ceremonies of cult and to a respect towards the images of the

(1) We shall see in the following volumes that many temples
have also the architectonic plan equal to that of a mandala. See
for instance Tucci-Ghersi 1933 : 3 12.

gods and in the way of bigoted veneration of immature faithf u l ~ .Not otherwise in Tibet, one thing is the temple o r the
mandala
. . for the initiated and another one for the lay person;
the first will see but the symbols whose meaning has been
revealed to him by his guru; the second will perceive but
images of forces that he needs to propitiate. Thus is perpetuated a n attitude that has a long history in India that is at
the ground of the religious experience both Hindu and
Buddhist. But there is n o opposition between the two ways of
approaching the divine; they rather correspond to two different moments in that spiritual ascension that every religion
proposes as ultimate goal to the faithful, and that consists
actually, in a progressive purification (kramaiuddhi). T h e first
way to approach the divine is to have glimmers of grace about
it, which create ardours and renunciations, enkindle the desire
of feeling its contact in an ever more intimate way through
those visible forms that inspire dedication and elan of faith and
tear us away from the tyranny of daily contingencies. In this
way the cult of images is helpful in a first moment; because,
later, the merit so acquired will bear fruits and the individual
will be inclined to understand less material and sensory forms
of the divine and could ascend to those experiences that,
progressively refining themselves, will make him worthy, one
day, to approach the doors of the greatest mystery (1). Truth,
Buddhism as well as Hinduism teach, is not disclosed all of a
sudden to all creatures in the same way, because they are not
equals and d o not have the same force of perception, the same
......................................................................................
( 1) Niskdma-krtdny api hi yajcadini pratibandhaka-papanircisa-duara sattva-iuddhi-matram janayanti tena ca vi+ayadosa-darianam tat0 vairagyam tena ca jreyasi jijiiasci tatah
samnyssa-p~rvakdn
manana-nidhycisan-opikrt(Zc
chravancit
tattvajfidnen-apavargah (comm. of Madhvacarya on Siitasamhita
7.0.70).

mental, moral, spiritual preparation; hence the Buddhas teach
their doctrine little by little in many revelations and always
according to the capabilities of those that they want to convert,
T o preach truth to him who is not in a position to understand
is labour lost. "According to the esoteric system - says the Vimalaprabha,(1) - the Buddha, the blessed one, has explained in
the different Tantras the things in a double manner; sometimes according to conventional truth, sometimes according to
absolute truth; the first is the conventional meaning, the
second the absolute meaning. T h e conventional meaning is for
people who need to be perfected, the absolute one for the perfects. That which is said in conventional meaning is characterized by colour, arms, symbols, figures; that in absolute
meaning is devoid of colour, arms, symbols and figures" (2).
841. Ornamental motqs of the type of Tibetan garuda. But let us
go back to the images of the temple of Nako. Noteworthy is the
frame cornicing the figure of Vairocana (plate LXXV): it maintains very ancient Indian motifs which are found in Buddhist
painted manuscripts and which are reproduced here plastically.
It is the combination of elements well known in the decorative
architecture of India: the garuda nipping J i t h teeth at serpents
which then develop themselves and intertwine in arabesques
and volutes; the makara on the capitals of the throne's pillars;
on the sides small figures of deities in homage or praying
attitudes. We are faced by a decoration very frequent in all the
temples attributed by tradition t.o Rin-chen-bzan-po. We have
seen traces of it in Tabo, above the figure of Amit,%bha,in the
central cella of the Gtsug-lag-khan; we find it again in Lha-

-------- ..............................................................................
(1) parala V.
(2) Cf. Indrabhati, Jfianasiddhi, chapters 1, 2.

lung, in Miang and in Toling, according to an almost uniform
scheme whose Indian prototype is indisputable and too
well-known for me to lengthen the comparisons. 1 want,
to note a detail that bears a certain interest and
that to my thinking betrays purely Tibetan influences o r
reminiscences of ancient and never forgotten aboriginal motifs:
I mean the way of representing the garuda. In India, to my
knowledge, it is never represented with horns, while the
horned garuda is an almost constant characteristic of popular
Tibetan iconography. Possibly we are faced with a contamination of a n Indian type with aboriginal survivals.
T h e Tibetan artists have taken from India the motif of the
garuda, already largely used in the frames of images, ofteh as a
substitute of the stylized lion-head (kirtimukha), but have partly
modified it according to the religious and artistic traditions of
their country. In fact it is well known that the garuda occupies
a very noteworthy place in Bonpo mythology, and, as its derivation, in the names of places in the whole of Tibet, from its
Western provinces to those of Khams.
This representation of the horned garuda is very ancient in
Tibet; this is demonstrated by a bronze amulet found with
other undoubtedly very ancient objects in Miang (fig. 4). It is
not possible to say with absolute certainty if this image is Bonpo
or Buddhist; but the fact that it has been found together with
many other objects of bronze surely protohistoric or even prehistoric makes me think of the first alternative as the most
probable (1).

......................................................................................

(1) See Tucci-Ghersi 1933 : 182ff.

I may quote as an example of horned garuda a religious picture found in Serkung and of a sure Buddhist inspiration: it
represents as a central figure a garuda surrounded on four
sides by four garudas of various colours (plate LXXVII).

Fig. 4.
It is a tharika of the Guge school, but certainly not of the golden period; evidently it is issued from its last extensions when
the kingdom of Guge had already lost its political independence. T h e figures of the represented garudas all have very
visible horns; this type is in contrast with the ornamental
garuda framing the central images in the paintings of the most
ancient schools of Guge. In them the garuda is, generally, without horns as in India. That can be explained when one remembers that these pictures were issued from a school which is a
direct derivation of the Indian and that has faithfully

continued on Tibetan soil the artistic traditions of India, maintaining unchanged its fundamental character.
The picture of Serkung represents a garuda of big proportions that treads upon the body of a naga whose upper part is
of human forms. Below is the family, who had the image
painted, in the act of presenting the offering to a divinity on
the right that is recognizable as Jambhala, the god of riches,
with the gem in his right and the ichneumon in his left hand.
Above, in the centre, between two praying lamas representing perhaps two acaryas o r masters, is Vajrasattva, with the
vajra in the right (hand) at breast's height, and the small bell in
his left leaning on the lap; at the four sides, four garudas of
various colours, that is, beginning from below, to the right in
the pradaksina direction, o r turning to the right usually followed in iconography: blue, yellow, red and green. It is not difficult to identify the Tantric cycle which this scroll with its five
garudas refers to; the five garudas are, in fact, the usual arolytes of Rdo-rje-gtum-mo, Vajracanda, about whom I had
already spoken and whose mandala is described, for instance,
in a liturgical treatise entitled Rdo-rje-gtum-mo khyun l h h i grubthabs gdug-pa-can hjom-par-byed rdoqje pha-lam.
T h e central figure of the mandala described by the treatise is
Rdo-rje-gtum-mo that is Vajracanda in his yab yum attitude:
"Rdo-rje-gtum-molvajracada with the blue colour of the
body has one face, two hands, three eyes; in his right hand he
holds and shakes in the air the five-pointed vajra and with his
left clenches the bell and embraces the Sakti; on his hips a band
made of the skin of a tiger; with his left leg stretched he steps

on the body of MaheSvara of blue colour, with the right leg
bent, steps on the body of UmP Devi of red colour; hair, beard,
brows yellowish; standing; a white serpent bound around the
diadem; earrings and neck ornaments yellow, green bracelets,
neck ornaments and band red; necklace and arm-band on his
feet black; he is surrounded in the upper part of the body by a
blue religious robe adorned with gems and seals made out of
human bones.
"On his breast the Sakti Vajrasukhi green-red, naked, with
open and agitated hair; one face and two hands, three eyes; in
her right hand, in a threatening attitude, the knife marked by
the vajra, i n her left she holds a cup made of a human skull
(Rapdla) full of the blood of MPra and brings it to the mouth of
the God. She is adorned with five seals, with a diadem made of
five skulls and with a necklace of fifteen skulls; she keeps her
bent right leg over MaheSvara, and her left one adhering to
that of the God.

"Rdo-rje-khyuri-polvajragaruda of blue colour; in his right
holds a vajra and in his left a blue serpent which he eats holding it in his beak.

"Hkhor-lo-khyuri-po1Cakragaruda white; in his right hand a
disc and in his left a white serpent.

"Padmahi-khyuri-polPadmagaruda red; in his right hand a
lotus and in his left a red serpent.
"Rin-po-chehi-khyudRatnagaruda yellow; in his right hand a
gem and in his left a red serpent.

"Ral-gri-khyurilKhadgagaruda green; in his right hand a
green serpent" (plate LXXXI I).
This shows that the figure of garuda has assumed five different aspects on the basis of the theory of the "five families"
about which we have hinted above. I t is, therefore, a duplica-

tion suggested by dogmatic presuppositions and by that
numeric symmetry introduced by fivefold symbolism in the
metaphysics and in the mystics of Mahayana; not of special
forms of the garuda alive in the concrete experience of the
people. In effect, though the garuda is sometimes considered a
Bodhisattva, the garuda plays a secondary role in Buddhism.
His cult is always connected with ceremonies of exorcism of
serpents or with magical rites intended to produce rain (1).
On the left wall there is another image that has not been
identified it is the one reproduced by Francke in his plate XI11
and in this book on plate LXXVIII. It is clear that Francke has
confused the central figure of the pentad with this other image
that he, in the explanation below his reproduction, identifies
with Vairocana, while on p. 32 he says that it is another representation of Ratnasambhava. Now, it is evident that neither
identification is admissible, for the simple reason that, by
observing even superficially the figure, one can see that it represents a feminine deity. Her two hands in vyakhyana or dharmacakra-mudra allow a sure identification; the statue represents one of the many forms of Prajfiaparamita with two arms
(2).
On the wall to the right there is a big mandala that, from the
central figure, white with four heads and the hands in sama(1) Just in this function the garuda enters in the rites described by MaiijuSri-mtilakalpa, ch. 41, or in the dharani for
placating the rains and the wind (Taisho no. 1027). The chapter of the Maiijuiri-mtilatantra has been studied and translated
by Marcelle Lalou, Une traitC de magie bouddhique, in Etudes
d'orientalisme a la mkmoire de Raymonde Linossier, p. 303.
(2) Dhyana with almost similar formulas in Sadhanamala
I. 312ff.

dhi-mudra, can be immediately recognized as the mandala of
~arGavidVairocana already known to us (plate LXXIX).
On the left wall is painted another mandala that also seems
to be of Vairocana, but according to a completely different system of expression (plate LXXX). It is, in fact, subdivided in
five mandalas
..
out of which the central one is the biggest and
the others, smaller, respectively to the four directions with
divinities not always discernible. T h e central deity of all this
mystic world symbolically expressed by the mandala is a form
of Vairocana, with eight arms, similar to the central statue of
the cycle found at Lhalung.
We see thus reproduced the multiplicity of the mystic experiences and of the possible mystic realizations that the never
exhausted religious fervour of the Buddhist schools of
mediaeval India were slowly tracing as different ways leading
to the same goal in order to facilitate o r to intensify the possession of Tantric doctrines and transmuting them in life.

142. Bhai~ajyagurulSman-ao r .the gods of medicine. T h e chapel
no. 3 is known by the generic name of Gtsug-lag-khan; this
means that here also the ancient denomination has been lost. It
is among the most mishandled.
T h e central figure, corniced in the usual frame with garuda,
makara, and elephants, is Tars, yellow, one of the twentyone
forms of the goddess so popular in Mahnyanic Buddhism and
in Lamaism (plate LXXXI). O n the same central wall on the
sides of TBra are seen, four on each side, the images of the
eight BhaisajyagurulSman-bla o r "masters of medicine" whose
representation is very frequent in all temples of Western Tibet
(plates LXXXIII -LXXXI V). T h e execution of these images is

imperfect and rough; it is enough to compare them with those
of the temple previously studied to be convinced that there is
nothing in common between them. We are evidently faced by
modern and local reproductions of ancient lost o r destroyed
statues and, according to me, it is not even certain that the
modern statuary groups reproduce with fidelity the original
iconographic series which must have adorned the temple at the
moment of its building. I n fact the connection between Mara
and BhaisajyaguruISman-bla does not appear to be confirmed
by any figurative monument and by any literary tradition. T h e
central figure of T a r a would rather lead us to suppose a series
of secondary divinities o r subsidiary manifestations of the cycle
of the same goddess, while the eight gods of medicine would
seem to indicate Amitayus as the central deity, o r Sakyamuni.
In effect, the gods of medicine are seven ( 1 ) and they become
eight only with their insertion in the cycle of Sakyamuni or of
Amitayus. This number seven which possibly derives from
original planetary connections (2) is supported by Chinese
Buddhist literature (3) which in fact knows the seven Buddhas

......................................................................................
(1) Therefore it is not exact to say that: "die Zahl 8 der
Begleiter des sMan la ist zudem keine feststehende" as R.F.G.
Miiller does in his very diligent study: Die Krankheits- und Heilgottheiten des lama is mu.^, Anthropos, 1927 : 987 n. 154.
(2) They are found in Central Asia in connection with the
god of medicine. For refcrences see Miiller 1927 n. 144.
(3) See for instance Taisho 927, 928 and 45 I :

Taisho 928
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Taisho 45 1
See Pelliot, Le Rhaisrgyaguru, BEFEO. 3 (1903): 33ff.
T h e list of the eight deilirs of mcdicine in Tibetan and Chinese
is as follows:
1.

s r d q - ? ~ ~ ( s i ~ ~ - 4 J 1 ~g) ~ 4 n l3
- H.

of Medicine listed and named with perfect correspondence
with the Tibetan lists. T h e identification of the individual
~ h a i ~ a j ~ a ~ u r u l S r n a n represented
-bla
in Nako present. some
difficulties because it is enough to compare the iconographic
types reproduced by Oldenburg with o u r statues in order to
detect the difference in the attitudes of their hands or mudras
- in such cases the only means of identification - which is very
great.
We d o not want even to pass in silence the fact that there is
no perfect accord in the pictorial sources at my disposal about
the iconographic types of the cycle of Bhaisajyagurulsman-bla.
Even the very description given by Waddell, I d o not know on
which source, is also rather different from the representations
reproduced by Oldenburg in his already-quoted book. Therefore it is not impossible that the artists of Nako would have
followed a different iconographic tradition (1). But the fact
that the images are very rough and well far away from the
finesse of execution which we have noted in the other chapel
together with the too often repeated repetition of the bhtimisparSa mudra leads us to suspect that the statues were made

v

Also according to Taisho no. 928 the figure of Mtshan-legsdpal is different from that reproduced by Oldenburg.
(1) No. 4 is perhaps Mtshan-legs-dpal according to the Tibetan-Chinese scheme reproduced in Taisho, op. cit.; no. 2 Vaidtirya-hod, no. 3 Sakvamuni, no. 7 Sgra-dbyalis-rgyal-po, no. 5
Mya-nan-med-mchog-dpal.

anew in an epoch not far from our own, not always keeping
into account the traditional rules; and this, though it represents
a violation of the Indo-Tibetan iconographic precepts, is now
not without examples in the general decadence which Lamaistic
culture is passing through in these regions and in the diminishing orthodoxy that no longer shows much respect for the precepts of religion.
On the side walls are two mandalas almost completely
destroyed by time; the one on the left has indeed completely
disappeared, and the one on the right presents as central divinity Vairocana in dharmacakra-mudra (plate LXXXV); that is to
say another mandala representing a new method of mystic
realization connected with Vairocana, the third met by us till
now. According to the informants of Francke both chapel no. 4
and no. 5 are called lha-khan-gori-ma, the "upper" or "ancient"
temple. Nevertheless, the old people of the village accompanying me did affirm that the sacred little temple no. 5 is called
rgya-dpag-pahi lha-khan.
It does not contain anything noteworthy with the exception
of some frescoes; on the left Vajradhara, in the middle
Sakyamuni with his disciples, on the right Amitayus with other
gods of medicine.
Above the door the figure of Ge-sar the king of Glin, the
hero of the Tibetan epic (plate LXXXVI). He is represented
riding a rkyan o r wild ass, white, in a white dress and a dark
mantle; in his right hand projected toward the thigh he seems
to clasp an object that the bad statues of the fresco d o not allow
us to identify; in his left he holds a cup. All round other
divinities, more or less terrific, all of whom belong to the series

of the chos-skyorildharmapila o r protectors of the law: very
visible ~nam-thos-sraslVaiSravanaand, between the legs of the
mount of Ge-sar, Mgon-po with four arms.

$43. The temple of Padmasambhava. T h e temple of Padmasambhava is in the neighbourhood of the village and is built over a
block of stone on which the piety of the faithful wants to see
the imprints of the feet (zhabs-rje) of Padmasambhava (plate
LXXXVII). T h e trail that the great thaumaturge has blazed in
the religious life of Tibetans is so alive and so intense, also in
those milieux where the Yellow School has triumphed, that
there is almost no place of certain importance in Tibet that
does not pride itself of some relics o r of a mark of the passage
of Padmasambhava in those lengthy peregrinations that tradition attributes him. Nearby are shown to the pilgrims some
imprints of fingers that are said to be that of the god Purgyul,
the protector of Nako (plate LXXXVIII), a god perhaps prior
to the penetration of Buddhism, and that this religion has
accepted in its pantheon as a sa-bdag, o r a spirit of the soil.
O n this block of stone has been built, in a not far away
epoch, a stucco image of the master in his usual attitude with
vajra, khatvariga and kapila. Though the status of maintenance
of the little temple is very unhappy, it is evident that the pictures that once covered the entire temple would not have been
without worth. As they are now, they seem to go back to the
XIV o r XV centuries. We could reproduce only four sa~nples
among the best conserved; one represents Green Tara (plate
LXXXIX) inside a kind of pavilion, that signifies the vimana or
heavenly seat; the other the image of Lokanatha according to a

type rather frequent in Western Tibet and that I found again
also on many votive stiipasltsha-tsha. Other two frescoes represent Vairocana in dharmacakra-mudra and monastic robes
(plate XC) a n d Green T a r a with her manifestations and emanations all around (plate XCI).
O n the central wall the traces of a mandala almost totally
erased; on the right Amitayus, Sakyamuni, Amitabha. T h e rest
is all in complete ruin.

APPENDlCES

I. From a manuscript of Prajfiipiramita.

I I . From a manuscript of Durgati-pariiodhana.

( 1 ) These dedications are usually in nine-syllabled verses.

111. From a manuscript of Lokaprajiiapti.

( 1 ) Mss.: nas.
(2) For: mi mjed.
(3) For: vri kSas?

1V. From a fragmentary manuscript.

V. From the Chronicles of the Fifth Dalai Lama, dza 46.
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( 1 ) This is in fact the Council o f Tabo.
(2) Namely the Lotsava o f Zaris-dkar, about whom set
I?ldo-Tihuticn I I .

VI. The mandala of SarvavidlKun-rig.
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VII. T h e fortyeight godesses of the cycle of narakas.
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VIII. Inscriptions of Tabo.

(7) C i d : lo rgyw.
(8) Tutta la porzione che w

e & in versi novenarS.

(2) Perhaps lion for mooris, imperative
(4) Defective verses, perhaps chos-kyi phyir o r a word missing
before.
(5) Has to be corrected to hdus.

(1) T h u s in the copy of the inscriptions made by my lama:
hut it is clear that one has to read myan-hdas-pa, where myan
must be dissyllabic, that is an abbreviation of mya-rian.
(2) It is necessary to read ku-mu,d, white lotus.
(3) Rather than kyis one would expect kyi.
(4) Correct: hduld.
(5) Probably missing: la o: nu.
( 6 ) From here onwards verses of eleven syllables.
(7) For ded dpon.
(8) I n the copy of the lama drigs which makes no sense.
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IX. Inscriptions of Tabo.
(Translation)

1. Before, in the monkey year, this temple was constructed
by the grandfather the Bodhisattva(7); after fortysix years his
......................................................................................
(1) Perhaps dam pahi.
(2) Evidently this has to be corrected to bsam gtan.
(3) In the copy phan lan with question mark.
(4) Namely, hdug grogs; but in the copy of the lama grogs.
(5) Again verses with nine syllables.
(6) One has to correct to bsgren.
(7) T h e Bodhisattva is Ye-ies-hod about whom 1 have spoken
at length in Indo-Tibetica 11. I repeat here that he has nothing

grandchild Lha-btsun-pa Byan-chub-hod, his guide being the
thought of Illumination(l), this temple was built again. T h e
stimulus of his precious teaching being o u r guide, we have
been stimulated.. .
2. Therefore, o n the completion of the paintings of the
chapel, the monk Phes-kha-rgyu-bdag(2) feels the desire to
make its narration and the transfer of merit (pari@ma~)(3)
and says:
For those who are tired because of the long walk and for
all beings, spectators of misery who have been abandoned
by friends and relatives this beautiful temple has been
built ...
... of a short narration
3. listen a little.
Born from a divine lineage the Bodhisattva, supreme
prince(4) of men and lord of the people with black heads(5),
for the perfect development of his innate intelligence(6)
to d o with Byari-chub-sems-d a h of the Ladakh chronicles.
When built, Tabo was in full u e territory. T h e relation between Ye-Ses-hod and Byan-chub- . od is the same in all chronicles: their figures are indivisible and they are often remembered simply as mes dbon "the grandfather and the grandchild"
(1) Lit. :"the thou ht of illumination proceding forward".
(2) T h e first sylla le of the name is not sure; the others are
sure.
(3) T h e inscription, therefore, consists of two arts: a narration, namely, the one speaking about the edi ication of the
temple and of its two royal founders. T h e second, instead, contains the parindmand that is the transfer to other persons of the
merit deriving from having done a good work (see Indo-Tibetica
1.30-3 1).
(4) T h e formula is intensive and honorific; it corresponds to
mi rje mdrad-pa.
(5) T h e expression "people with black heads" for "people" is
characteristic of Chinese literary style.
(6) phul which in this case means "perfect, arrived at the
extreme limit", is also the surname of AtiSa and this is perhaps
the cause of Francke's affirmation that our inscription mentions such a doctor.
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that is Ye-Ses-hod (rightly so called because he was) light
of wisdom for (i.e. he dispelled) the darkness of ignorance(]),
the kingdom that is (the cause of) connection with the
cycle of births and deaths (samsara)
having considered as a fatuous mirage (maya)
like a faded garland of flowers he abandoned(2).
4. And therefore all those things (that he possessed), because
of the Law, presented away
and all convertible peoples(3) in the provinces of Mnah-ris
turned themselves to good(4)
and this temple prosperous place, of good angury and of
beatitude(5)
as torch (of the Law) for the entire kingdom here he
founded.
Of this excellent creature the very direct grandchild(6)

(1) T h e verse has a double meaning, a literal and a figurative
one: Ye-Ses-hod means, irl fact, "light of wisdom", jficina-prabhd
whose ignorance (auidyfi) and darkness are their reciprocal
opponents.
(2) From his biography (Zndo-Tibetica 11) we know in fact that
he left his kingdom, assumed monastic vows, though he continued to play, as we have seen, a great part in state affairs.
(3) According to the copy of the Lama in the inscription
would be written: mnah-ris gdu-ma-mums; but this reading is not
acceptable for metrical reasons; on the other hand gdum has no
meaning. I propose, as it can be seen from the translation, to
read gdul for gdul-byalvineya; the persons able to convert and
ripen, by their karmic preparation, to accept and understand
the word of the Buddha. O r one may propose Mliah-ris
gsum-rnnms, the three Mriah-ris, the provinces of Mriah-ris (on
which see also Indo-Tibetica 11.15) but also grammatically this
correction seems to me less probable than the one that I have
accepted.
(4) Lit. they became white, namely partaking of the "white
actions"; every action, as it is known, may be of two kinds:
black i.e. immoral, o r white that is to say moral.
(5) T h a t may also be the name held by the temple.
(6) Because son of the son.

furnished with the triple religious education(l),
similar to the tree of mystic wisdom that plants (in the soil)
the roots of faith,
5. And has abundant fruits of those flowers that the three
sections of the Tripitaka are
the noble Lha-btsun Byan-chub-hod,
having seen that the temple made by the grandfather was
becoming old,
called together architects and craftsman and gave alms;
for (his) injunctions(2), having received the task of it we
after having well purified ourselves, started cultivating
ourselves(3);
having for o u r guide such a thought of good, by all df us
this work ....

6-7. For this perfect merit similar to a white lotus flower ...
of the king Bla-ma-hod(4) at that time entered into nirvana
by the excellent patron, by the king governing according
to the Law, that is by the noble Byan-chub-hod ...accumulated ...
[Looking] at these images of many figures(5)
of that protector of the world together with his sons ...
who ...after having practised io all births that method of life

(1) It hints at the triple education i.e. with respect to a) moral
conduct, b) meditation, c) mystic wisdom.
(2) Khal hkah perhaps order, precept of great importance.
Compare bkah-khol and gal che bkah
(3) bcos stands for the elaboration of what is rough, therefole
all that is the fruit of work and of art.
(4) Namely, the grandfather Lha-bla-ma Ye-ies-hod.
(5) It refers evidently to the images painted on the walls of
the corridor for circumambulation around the chapel.

leading to illumination (bodhicaryi), (all) adorned with an excellent body furnished with auspicious characteristic marks(1)
able to convert all the convertible creatures (vineya),
in all the births of all beings,
gradually they generate (in themselves) the supreme
illumination,
also the visitors gifted with sight and wisdom,
after having had the apparition and listened to the highest
teaching
of the Buddhas of the Bhadrakalpa(2) together with their
sons,
all the words ... together with ...

8. For the transfer on others of all such virtues
...chief of the caravan (sdrthavciha) impartial
and' for all the merit immense as the distension (?) of the
sky that comes out of it
we with o u r friends, all creatures dragged in saniccira,
caught in karma
since enternity, because of that erroneous imagining that
lets us be attached to the things as being real(3),
9. (we find ourselves) in a house named cycle of existence
and such that it is put together with that scalpel(4)
(1) Namely the thirtytwo characteristic marks of the Buddha
(mahdpurqa-laksana).
(2) Namely of' the cosmic era in which we live.
(3) And it does not allow us to recognize the fundamental
truths on which pivots Mahayana i.e. that everything is impermanent, devoid of self-essence and therefore "insubstantial"
(Siinya).
(4) stsag in ancient spelling used in the inscription is equal to
sag like stsogs = sogs etc.; sag dgra is not in the dictionary, but
sag is oblique, obliquely cut, oblique edge; and dgra sta is
hatchet; thoh is tho-ba

and that hammer that pride and arrogance are

.............................................
and has as pillars and for well-planted roof greed and
hatred;
from this (fern.), the hand of the great merciful lord of'
that ship(1) that wisdom is
for a long way speedily guides us.
For (2) your [relief ?] ... the highest house of the thought
of illumination, that is the supreme end (may be: entrance).

10. Satisfied at his contentment by that food, by those vestments, by those drinks that are [represented by] meditation,
may you always meet that companion that is the perfection
of wisdom (prajiiaparamita).
In that (house) having rendered your slaves the passions
that enslave to their contentment
and the tank of liberation having filled with the water of
meditation,
in all the intermediary births.. ...
1 1. T h e good costume,
dressed (3) with those very good vestments that restraint
and modesty are,
well adorned with the principal and secondary characteristic marks (4) [proper to Buddha],
on that excellent great chariot that is the Great Vehicle
(Mahayana) superior to all, and that has as horses mystic intuitions (abhijfid) (5).
( 1) bSun for Sun.

(2) These words till the last line of the inscription are attributed to the Buddha.
(3) Yon-gob from yons-su-(zgebs.
(4) 1.e. the 32 laksanas and the 84 anuvyaiijanas appearing
on the bodies of Buddhas.
(5) Here too the sentence has a double meaning. He who

of that charioteer that the thought of illumination is ... the
eightfold (path)
before he who is called ... ( 1)
surroundea by Bodhisattvas may raise the standard of
victory (2).

....................................................................................

-starts walking towards the supreme illumination is compared to
a prince who goes out to the battlefield against his enemies.
T h e Great Vehicle is superior to all because of the benefits
deriving from it both for oneself and for others are much
greater than those that can be extracted from the ot.her two,
namely the Small Vehicle and the Vehicle of the
Pratyekabuddha.
(1) May be Mara is the enemy who has to be defeated. rngon
stands perhaps for gon, a word not registered in the dictionaries that means "before". See for instance Lamyig of Stagtsharis-ras-pa, p. 12b gcig rgyab gcig gon na mi-byed-par hthab
"they quarrelled because o,ne would not remain behind and
one ahead."
(2) That is because I understand byan-chub-semc as equal to
byan-chub-sems-dpah. T h e thought of illumination has already
been compared to a charioteer.
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Sutanvi 135
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2a. The winter seat of the monks of the Tabo monastery, p. 22.

2b. The monastic complex of Tabo, p. 22.
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TAV.VIII.

TAV.IX,
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Ca~da-Vajnpiigi,p. 69.

TAV.XII.

14. Tabo, Central Temple. 23

TAV. XV.

TAV.XVIII.
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20a. 'Rabgyeling Temple.
Vajrar~ga,p: 69.

TAV.XX.

Ob. Rabgyeling Temple.
Vajrasphota, p. 70.

20c. Canda-Vajrapani or Vajracanda, p. 70.

TAV.XXI.
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TAV.XXIII.
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23. Western Tibet. Vairocana on a vot~vestfipa, p. 70.

TAV.XXIV.

TAV,XXV.

TAV.XXVII.

27. Tabo, Central Temple. Pilgrimage of Sudhana, p. 76.
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TAV.XXIX.
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TAV.XXXII.

TAV.XXXIII.
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alla, p. 78.

TAV.XXXV.

TAV.XXXVII,

TAV.XXXVIII.

39. Tabo, Central Temple, cella.

Padrnapani, p. 85.

TAV. XL.

40. Tabo, Central Temple, cella.

Mahasthamaprapta, p. 85.

TAV.XLI.

41. Tabo, Central Temple, cella.

Ak~Sagarbha,p. 86.

TAV.XLII.

42. Tabo, Central Temple, cella.

Ksitigarbha, p. 86.

43. Tabo, Thousand Buddhas in the circumambulation passage
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TAV. XLIV.

TAV.XLVI.

46. Tabo.

Kashmiri wooden sculptures, p. 90.

48. Tabo, Golden Hall.

TAV.XLIX.

49. Tabo, Golden Hall.

Vajradhara, pp. 93-94.
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Maitreya, p. 95.
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hkyamuni, p. 96.

TAV.LII,

TAV. LUI.
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54. Tabo, Golden Hall.
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56. Tabo, Mandala Hall, left wall.

TAV, LVII.
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60. Tabo, Maitreya Chapel.

Maitreya, p~ 1 14.
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17deity mandala of Vairocana, p. 1 17.

64. Lha-luri.
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TAV.LXVI.
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6'7. Lha-lun.

Vajrasattva, p. 119.

TAV.LXVIII.

Prajnaparamita, p. 1'20.

69. Lha-Iun.

(top to bottom) Ratnasambhava,
Ak~obhya,p. 121
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70, Lha-luri.

(top to bottom) Amitabha,
hkyamuni, p. 121
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TAV.LXXI.

7 1a. Lha-luri, closed chapel.

71b. Lha-lun, closed chapel.

Vairocana, p. 12 1.

Throne of Vairocana, p. 12 1.

TAV. LXXIII.

TAV. LXXIV.

74. Nako monastery, p. 141.

74. Nako monastery, p. 14 1.

TAV. LXXV.

TAV. LXXVI.

TAV.LXXVII.

77. Serkung.

Horned Garuda, p. 164
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TAV.LXXXVEI.

TAV. LXXXVIII.

TAV. XC.

90. Nako, Temple of Padmasambhava.

Vairocana, p. 1'73.

TAV.XCI.
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Green Tars, p. 173.

